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Abstract
Improving reliability of components operating at high temperature, such as
pipelines, boilers and reactors, within a range of industries is of importance in the
asset management process. This thesis concerns the development and testing of ul-
trasound transducers for use at elevated temperatures, up to 500 ◦C, without the use
of active cooling. Ultrasound thickness measurement applications employing these
high temperature transducers includes both portable-type non-destructive testing
(NDT) inspections and permanent condition monitoring, primarily towards detec-
tion of corrosion and erosion.
The development and optimisation of an electromagnetic acoustic transducer
(EMAT) design which generates and detects bulk radially polarised shear waves util-
ising a high temperature permanent magnet and a ceramic encapsulated spiral coil is
discussed. This design was optimised for use on magnetite coated mild steel samples;
it was shown that the magnetostriction mechanism tends to dominate, depending
upon sample properties, producing large signals even at elevated temperatures. High
temperature laboratory trials (up to 500 ◦C) demonstrated the non-linear change in
signal amplitude with increasing temperature on magnetite coated mild steel sam-
ples, attributed to the complex non-linear relationship between magnetostrictive
strains and applied external magnetic field. The EMAT provided good signal am-
plitude, even at relatively large sample-EMAT lift-off (up to 8.0 mm), demonstrating
the applicability of this EMAT for high temperature scanning inspections. A long-
term industrial field trial on a high temperature pipeline (≈ 350 ◦C) in a refinery
exhibited the suitability of this design for high temperature continuous monitoring
applications.
A piezoelectric transducer with a novel compression-type design was opti-
mised for application at high temperature, with the use of a waveguide, high temper-
ature piezoelectric element and high temperature backing material; the optimisation
of these components is discussed. This transducer design incorporates compression
applied via a central bolt, to achieve acoustic coupling between the components,
avoiding the use of adhesive layers, to generate bulk longitudinal waves. With the
application of a bismuth titanate piezoelectric element, the transducer was able
to generate signals on stainless steel whilst withstanding high temperatures (up to
500 ◦C) continuously without cooling.
xxiii
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Industrial Motivation
A variety of components operate continuously at elevated temperatures (e.g. pipelines,
boilers, reactors, pressure vessels and heat exchangers) over a range of industries,
most notably power generation, petrochemical and metal processing. Defects (e.g.
cracks, wall thinning, media corrosion, and cavitation erosion [1]) may result in com-
promised integrity, and the risk of in-service catastrophic failure poses not only a
severe hazard for human life, but potentially extensive economic losses due to plant
shut-down and repair costs. Therefore, performing regular service maintenance in-
spections is a vital aspect of the asset management process for many industries
operating high temperature components; ideally, this would be achieved at elevated
temperatures as in-service inspections or via permanently installed structural health
monitoring techniques. In addition, on-line monitoring permits plants to remain in
operation for longer periods, thereby reducing the number of periodic shutdowns and
the associated risk of damage from thermal cycling, whilst also enabling shutdowns
to be completed in a shorter time frame.
Despite the clear advantages and industrial demand for on-line inspection
at elevated temperatures, the vast majority continue to be performed at lower or
ambient temperatures [2, 3]. The lack of widespread application of high tempera-
ture inspections is due to a number of factors, such as: poor performance of high
temperature commercial sensors, time consuming sample preparation (e.g. grinding
or sandblasting oxidised surface layers), difficulty in scanning large areas and relia-
bility issues with respect to lifetime of a sensor. Although progress is being made in
the field, detailed extensively in the sections below, there is no generally applicable
solution to high temperature inspection that is widely commercially available [2, 4].
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This body of work centres on two types of high temperature ultrasound trans-
ducer, specifically the design, fabrication and testing of an electromagnetic acoustic
transducer (EMAT) and a piezoelectric ultrasound transducer, for continuous oper-
ation at temperature up to 500 ◦C. The aim of this EngD project is to address some
issues with current high temperature EMAT and piezoelectric transducer solutions,
towards presenting improved sensor designs suitable in many typical applications at
elevated temperature, such as thickness measurements of high temperature pipelines.
It is anticipated that the research presented here will result in novel high tempera-
ture transducer products, which can be commercialised by the sponsor company of
this EngD project, Sonemat Ltd [5].
1.2 Contribution to Knowledge
The work achieved in this EngD and presented here contributes further knowledge to
the field of ultrasonics within the non-destructive testing and evaluation (NDT&E)
community, specifically with regard to the performance of novel high temperature
ultrasonic transducers. Innovations in transducer design for both EMATs and piezo-
electric transducers are demonstrated, and these enhance the current state-of-the-art
high temperature capabilities of ultrasonic transducers with respect to their long-
term high temperature performance and ability to offer significant advantages for
both transducer manufacturers and end-users. These transducers can be directly em-
ployed by industry to advance high temperature thickness measurement condition
monitoring applications, particularly relevant for corrosion and erosion of pipelines.
The list of publications arising from this research is given below:
List of Publications
1. N.Lunn, S.Dixon and M.D.G Potter. ”High temperature EMAT design for scan-
ning or fixed point operation on magnetite coated steel”. NDT & E International.
Vol. 89, 74-80. April 2017.
2. N.Lunn, M.D.G Potter and S.Dixon. ”Shear wave EMAT thickness measurements
of low carbon steel at 450 ◦C without cooling.” AIP Conference Proceedings. Vol.
1806. No. 1. Atlanta (Georgia). 050009.
3. N.Lunn, S.Dixon and M.D.G Potter. ”High temperature piezoelectric transducer
for continuous online thickness monitoring”. 57th Annual British Conference of
Non-Destructive Testing (NDT 2018), Nottingham, UK, Sept. 2018.
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1.3 Non-Destructive Testing and Evaluation
Within an industrial engineering context, NDT&E describes a range of approaches
to investigate the structural integrity of a component without causing permanent
damage, as is often the case with other characterisation methods (e.g. creep tests,
fatigue, point bending tests, hardness testing); this type of assessment proves bene-
ficial in both manufacturing quality assurance and in-service maintenance environ-
ments. Generally, in manufacturing industries, NDT techniques are used to ensure
parts are manufactured to the appropriate quality assurance standards, such as with
regards to material composition, and size and location of defects present in the as-
manufactured state (e.g. cracks, voids, inclusions, porosity). In brief, the objective
of in-service NDT is to assist a structural assessment of a component to ensure
reliability for its planned lifetime.
A range of NDT&E techniques are employed within industry, including: vi-
sual methods [6–8], dye penetrant testing [9, 10], eddy current testing [11–13], mag-
netic flux leakage [14, 15], ultrasonic testing [16–18], thermography [19, 20] and
radiography [21–23]. A review of these techniques is not given here, but further de-
tails on these techniques can be found within the references provided. The benefits
and limitations of the different techniques must be taken into consideration when
deciding upon a technique for a particular application, and often these methods are
considered complimentary to meet the requirements and limitations of an inspec-
tion; within the field of NDT&E there is not a technique that accommodates the
demands of every inspection. The following sections provide a detailed review of
different NDT techniques for application in industries with components operating
at elevated temperatures.
1.4 Ultrasound Testing
Ultrasound testing (UT) encompasses a wide range of techniques which are able
to propagate ultrasound waves both in the bulk and on the surface of a variety of
materials, towards investigating certain properties of that material [16]; ultrasound
describes sound waves which have a frequency above 20 kHz. Ultrasonic inspection
is the NDT technique employed within this work, as such a detailed discussion of
ultrasound wave propagation theory and ultrasound inspection method relevant to
this thesis are presented in chapter 2. This section aims to provide the reader with
a concise overview of ultrasound testing with respect to the high temperature NDT
literature review provided in the following sections.
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In brief, ultrasound transducers are used to convert electrical energy to acous-
tic energy and vice versa, and pulser-receivers (PR) are used typically to drive the
transducer with the required electrical signal and provide the necessary amplifi-
cation of received signals. Different methods exist for generating and detecting
ultrasound in materials, including: piezoelectric transducers [24], electromagnetic
acoustic transducers (EMATs) [25] and laser ultrasound methods [26]. Each method
has benefits and limitations, which should be taken into account in relation to the
requirements of a particular application.
The analysis of the interaction between ultrasound propagating through a
material can be used to infer information about that material; for example, by
measuring the attenuation of signals, amplitude of reflected waves and time of flight
of signals, material properties can be determined, in addition to information on the
presence, size, location, orientation and depth of defects [16]. The size of detectable
material features is limited by the wavelength of the ultrasound, such that reducing
the wavelength (i.e. increasing the frequency) enables detection of smaller features;
however, there is a compromise as higher frequency ultrasound waves tend to be
more attenuated by the material [27], which can cause a large reduction in detectable
signals.
Simple schematic diagrams of two typical inspection formats, through trans-
mission and pulse-echo, are presented in Figure 1.1 on a bulk sample with and
without a defect present; here basic representation of the received ultrasound sig-
nals in the form of A-scans (signal voltage, V, vs. time, t) are given to illustrate
how signals are interpreted to detect defects within a sample. Through-transmission
describes the method of transmitting and receiving ultrasound from two separate
transducers at different sides of a component, whilst pulse-echo describes the use of
a single transducer which transmits and receives the ultrasound on one side. The
time of arrival of the transmitted or reflected ultrasound waves provides information
on sample thickness and presence and size of defects, if the speed of ultrasound in
the material is known.
Ultrasound testing methods have been successfully employed in a wide range
of NDT applications, including: thickness measurements [28, 29], stress measure-
ments [30, 31], corrosion and erosion detection [32, 33], surface and near-surface
defect detection [34, 35], weld inspection [36, 37], composite inspection [38, 39] and
adhesive joint inspection [40, 41]. Such inspections are performed using different
types of ultrasound waves, such as: bulk waves (longitudinal and shear), surface
waves (Rayleigh) and a variety of different guided waves. Bulk waves are ultra-
sound wave modes which propagate throughout the bulk of a material, and are
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Figure 1.1: Schematic diagrams of typical ultrasound inspections on a bulk sample
with and without a defect present and their corresponding rectified A-scan (signal
voltage, V, vs. time, t): (a) through transmission, (b) pulse-echo. T = transmitting
transducer, R = receiving transducer.
detailed further in section 2.1.3. Rayleigh waves propagate along the surface of a
relatively thick material, penetrating to a depth of one wavelength, exhibiting an
elliptic orbit motion [42]. Guided waves are ultrasound waves whose propagation is
geometrically constrained by the materials in which they are propagating which are
typically thin structures (e.g. plates and pipes).
1.5 Piezoelectric Transducers
Piezoelectric transducers are arguably the most commonly used type of ultrasound
transducer in the fields of NDT&E, medicine and fluid flow measurements. They
provide a number of benefits for conversion of electrical energy into ultrasound en-
ergy, including: high conversion efficiency, rugged construction and ability to manu-
facture the active piezoelectric element into variety of shapes and sizes. This section
provides an overview of the basic operating principles of piezoelectric transducers,
along with a detailed review of their application at elevated temperatures.
1.5.1 Piezoelectric Materials
Piezoelectric transducers are able to convert electrical energy into mechanical en-
ergy, and vice versa, via the direct and inverse piezoelectric effects; the theory of
piezoelectricity is discussed in greater detail in section 2.3. In brief, piezoelectricity
refers to the ability of piezoelectric crystals to generate an electric field on external
application of stress (direct effect), and to exhibit a mechanical deformation when
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they experience an electric field (inverse effect). The application of piezoelectricity
provides a method for generation and detection of ultrasound waves, as illustrated
in the schematic diagram in Figure 1.2.
Piezoelectric element
V applied Vibration
Generation of ultrasound waves
Piezoelectric element
V generated
Vibration
Detection of ultrasound waves
(a) (b)
Figure 1.2: Schematic diagram of the basic operation of piezoelectric transducers:
(a) generation of ultrasound via the direct piezoelectric effect, (b) detection of ul-
trasound via the indirect piezoelectric effect.
Piezoelectricity is dependent on crystallographic structure and asymmetry,
such that phase transformations can result in complete loss of piezoelectric proper-
ties. One such phase transformation exhibited by many commonly used piezoelec-
tric materials occurs at the Curie temperature (TC), unique for each piezoelectric
material, resulting in loss of crystallographic asymmetry and, therefore, piezoelec-
tricity; for example, the widely used piezoelectric material lead zirconate titanate
(Pb[ZrxTi1−x]O3 (0≤x≤1), PZT) has a TC of ≈ 360 ◦C.
PZT exhibits a perovskite unit cell crystal structure, as illustrated in Figure
1.3, which features a titanium (Ti4+) or zirconium (Zr4+) ion inside an octahedron
of oxygen (O2−) ions, with a cube of lead (Pb2+) ions surrounding it. The left
diagram illustrates the symmetric crystal structure of PZT above the TC, where
no net polarisation exists and piezoelectricity is not exhibited. The right diagram
shows the crystal structure below the TC, where the central ion is shifted from
the geometric centre of the unit cell; the shifting of the central ion generates a net
polarisation (P) within the unit cell, such that piezoelectricity is exhibited.
Neighbouring unit cells will tend to have aligned polarisations, which cre-
ates a domain structure within a piezoelectric material; however, the polarisation
direction of individual domains is random relative to surrounding domains, such
that net polarisation over the bulk of the material is not observed. Therefore, to
make a functioning transducer from a piezoelectric material, these domains must be
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Figure 1.3: The perovskite crystal structure of PZT: (a) symmetric crystal structure
above TC, (b) polarised crystal structure exhibited below TC where the central ion
is shifted from the geometric centre of the unit cell generating a net polarisation (P)
aligned. Domain alignment is achieved via application of a large DC voltage across
the element in the required polarisation direction, commonly carried out at elevated
temperatures to facilitate domain movement. The temperature is decreased whilst
the voltage is retained, and this forms a polarised piezoelectric ceramic element.
A criterion for long term operation of a piezoelectric material at elevated
temperatures is that the maximum operating temperature should not exceed ≈
75 % of the TC [2]. An approach to allow long term operation of piezoelectric
transducers at elevated temperatures is the selection of an appropriately high TC
piezoelectric material for a specific application. A wealth of literature exists on
high TC piezoelectric materials and it remains a topical research area; a number of
detailed review papers have been published [43–47].
Table 1.1 displays the TC of high temperature piezoelectric materials often
referenced in the literature. Although discussed in greater detail in section 2.3,
in brief the piezoelectric coefficient d, also referred to as the piezoelectric charge
constant, quantifies the mechanical strain experienced by a piezoelectric material
per unit of electric field applied. For d33, the first subscript indicates the direction
of the applied electric field, whilst the second subscript indicates the direction of the
induced strain; hence, d33 is the piezoelectric coefficient when the electric field and
induced strain are parallel, which typically denotes the case for through-thickness
resonance of a piezoelectric element. The coefficient d33 is a key figure of merit used
to compare different piezoelectric transducers, where a higher value is generally
preferred.
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Table 1.1: Piezoelectric properties of some piezoelectric materials of interest for
application at elevated temperatures, where TC denotes the Curie temperature TC
and d33 denotes the piezoelectric coefficient.
Material TC (
◦C) d33 (pC/N) Refs.
PZT-5A 365 370 [48]
PbNb2O6 570 81 [49]
Bi4Ti3O12 675 20 [50]
LiNbO3 1150 6 [51]
AlN None known 5 [52]
La3Ga5SiO14 None known -
YCa4O(BO3)3 None known -
Lead metaniobate (PbNb2O6, PN) exhibits excellent piezoelectric properties
for broadband transducer applications owing to its large anisotropy and very low
mechanical quality factor (Qm), in addition to a high TC of 570
◦C it is has been re-
searched and utilised for high temperature applications [49, 53, 54]. Unfortunately,
conventional ceramic processing methods yield low density polycrystalline PN, due
to rapid grain growth, and while doping achieves a higher density and an increase
in the piezoelectric constant (d33) it results in a decrease of the TC [54]. A com-
mon composition of PN is a 10% doping with Ba, resulting in a TC of ≈ 400 ◦C
[43]. Another limiting factor of PN at elevated temperatures is its high electrical
conductivity above 300 ◦C.
Bismuth titanate (Bi4Ti3O12, BIT) is a well studied piezoelectric material
exhibiting piezoelectric properties similar to that of quartz, namely low d33 and high
conductivity, although it exhibits a high TC of ≈ 675 ◦C [47] allowing application at
high temperature [55–57]. Doping can provide improvement to piezoelectric prop-
erties, such as an increase in d33. Sodium modified bismuth titanate (NBIT) is well
commercialized and has a high TC of ≈ 600 ◦C.
Single crystal lithium niobate (LiNbO3, LN) has been extensively studied
as a replacement for PZT for high temperature applications [55, 58–61] due to
its high electromechanical coupling factor which is similar to that of PZT, high
mechanical quality factor and extremely high TC of ≈ 1150 ◦C. However, LN exhibits
pyroelectricity, a phenomenon describing the ability of piezoelectric materials to
generate a voltage on heating or cooling, along with high conductivity and, most
notably, LN undergoes chemical decomposition via oxygen loss to the environment
at temperatures above ≈ 300 ◦C [62, 63].
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Aluminium nitride (AlN) has received attention in recent decades due to
piezoelectric properties demonstrated in thin film form at temperatures up to 1150 ◦C
[55, 64–67]; AlN has no known TC. A benefit of AlN over other piezoelectric mate-
rials is its ability to operate continuously in a neutral atmosphere at high temper-
atures, where many other piezoelectric materials will be reduced and exhibit high
conductivity [44].
Langasite crystal (La3Ga5SiO14, LGS) is a relatively new type of piezoelectric
material first discovered in 1980 which has an electromechanical coupling factor
roughly three times greater than quartz [62]. Langasite has received attention for
application at high temperature as no phase transformation is observed up to its
melting point at ≈ 1470 ◦C [68–70]. Yet, langasite exhibits low resistivity and high
dielectric loss at elevated temperatures which restricts application to below 800 ◦C
[71].
Oxyborate crystals (ReCa4O(BO3)3, where Re = rare-earth element, Re-
COB) are a relatively new type of piezoelectric material first reported in the early
1990s. Similarly to langasite crystals, no phase transition is observed before their
melting point at ≈ 1500 ◦C. Oxyborate crystals have similar piezoelectric properties
to those of langasite, whilst exhibiting high resistivity at elevated temperatures [72].
Oxyborate crystals investigated for application at high temperature include yttrium
calcium oxyborate (YCOB) [73, 74] and gadolinium calcium oxyborate (GdCOB)
[72, 75].
Piezoelectric composites consisting of an active piezoelectric material and
a non-piezoelectric passive material, such as a polymer or ceramic, have been re-
searched for use in high temperature applications in attempts to improve piezoelec-
tric properties; Lee et. al. [76] published an extensive review paper on the topic
of high temperature piezoelectric composites. For example, LN-cement composites
have been researched for use up to 400 ◦C [77], BT-PZT sol-gel sprayed film com-
posites have been tested up to 440 ◦C [78] and PZT-epoxy (glass sphere modified
epoxy) [79] composites have been found to operate at up to with 250 ◦C improved
thermal stability.
1.5.2 Transducer Design
Piezoelectric transducers are constructed to allow maximum transmission and recep-
tion of ultrasound waves via the application of a piezoelectric effect from a piezo-
electric element, this involves the use of a number of important components, as
shown in Figure 1.4. As mentioned above, the piezoelectric element is a critical
component for operation of piezoelectric transducers as it provides the conversion of
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electrical energy into mechanical energy. A disc shaped piezoelectric ceramic is often
used, with thin electrodes deposited on either side to which a live and ground wire
are connected by various methods, such as: soldering, conductive epoxy and wire
bonding. The piezoelectric element is physically coupled, often by a thin adhesive
layer, to a highly attenuative backing material, which acts to damp the oscillating
piezoelectric disc towards increasing the bandwidth of the transducer; the effect of
backing material on transducer performance is discussed in detail in section 6.5.
Commonly for NDT applications, a wear plate is adhered to the front face of the
piezoelectric element to provide protection.
Backing material
Piezoelectric element
Wear plate
Electrodes
Transducer 
housing
Electrical connector
Ground wire
Live wire
Figure 1.4: Schematic diagram of a conventional single element piezoelectric trans-
ducer.
The piezoelectric element employed in high temperature transducers is not
the only component to account for as other polymer-based components, which gen-
erally cannot withstand temperatures much above 100 - 300 ◦C for long periods
[80, 81], form a complete piezoelectric transducer including, backing materials and
adhesive layers. If the transducer is expected to survive high temperatures con-
tinuously, high temperature materials can be employed to replace polymer-based
components. The backing material provides control over the transducer bandwidth,
resolution and sensitivity, and commonly a tungsten-epoxy composite material is
used as this provides a relatively close acoustic impedance match with piezoelec-
tric materials and high acoustic attenuation. Reports of high temperature back-
ing materials include tin-tungsten composites [82], porous carbon-carbon compos-
ites [60], compressed aluminium foil [60] and porous zirconia ceramic [83]. Solder
glasses which have a low glass transition temperature (Tg) have been used to re-
place polymer-based adhesive joints between the piezoelectric element and backing
material [84].
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1.5.3 Physical Coupling
Piezoelectric transducers require mechanical coupling of the transducer to the test
specimen to permit transmission of ultrasound. Mechanical coupling remains a
major drawback at high temperatures, due to the difficulties in acquiring and main-
taining mechanical coupling with the complexities present in high temperature en-
vironments. Generally, NDT applications require either short term contact of the
transducer with a specimen, such as spot-check thickness measurements, or long
term permanent installation of the transducer to the specimen, such as on-line mon-
itoring of a known defect. For industrial applications ultrasound couplants should
ideally be low hazard and inexpensive, such that most room temperature couplants
are based on water or water-based gels and pastes, although these are not suitable
for use at elevated temperatures. For short term applications high temperature
couplants can be used, such as proprietary pastes and fluids produced by Olympus
(e.g. H-2 Tmax ≈ 400 ◦C), Sonotech (Pyrogel R© 100 Tmax ≈ 430 ◦C), Echo Ultra-
sonics (EchoTherm ExtremeTM Tmax ≈ 675 ◦C). Although these high temperature
couplants can operate at their stated temperatures, they often evaporate or dry out
rapidly above 300 ◦C and are thus suitable only for instantaneous measurements
[85]. Care must also be taken to ensure an undesired chemical reactions does not
occur between the couplant and sample at high temperature.
Published literature exists on a variety of different techniques for long term
permanent installation of a transducer to a hot specimen, including: brazing, weld-
ing, solder, dry coupling, ceramic adhesives, or direct deposition of the piezoelectric
material via sol-gel methods or other chemical deposition techniques. Critical factors
to consider with respect to adopting a long term coupling method are achieving good
ultrasound transmission at the transducer-specimen interface, safety and material
compatibility, long term thermal stability and ability of the interface to withstand
thermal cycling [2, 86].
Research into the use of brazes, welds and solders to form a permanent joint
at the specimen-transducer interface was driven by the ability to achieve efficient
ultrasound transmission, as in some cases the bond-line can be considered virtually
indistinguishable from the parent metal [2], in addition to reducing the number of
interfaces the ultrasound passes through. Moreover, selection of the brazing alloy
will allow the joint to be soft enough at the operating temperature to provide a
degree of strain relief against differential thermal expansion. Muto et al. [87] have
successfully employed brazing for continuous monitoring of plate thickness at up to
550 ◦C and investigating 475 ◦C embrittlement of two phase stainless steel. Arakawa
et al. [88] have used a brazing coupling method to monitor growth of a known fatigue
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crack at 300 ◦C. The main concern with brazing techniques is avoiding heating the
piezoelectric element beyond its maximum operating temperature during deposition
of the brazing material.
Dry coupling creates an interface between the transducer and specimen by
joining them under high pressure, commonly referred to as clamping. It must be
noted that very high pressures (≈ 300 MPa [89]) are required to remove air at the
interface, even between highly polished surfaces, where even very small air pockets
(> 0.01 pm) considerably reduce the ultrasound energy entering the specimen [85].
Soft metallic foil, such as gold, can be used to improve ultrasound transmission.
Long term success (> 5 years) has been observed with gold foil clamping in ultrasonic
flowmeters up to 600 ◦C on liquid sodium [3]. Maintaining a constant coupling
pressure long term at high temperature could prove problematic in some applications
due to thermal expansion effects.
Ceramic adhesives have the ability to withstand exceedingly high temper-
atures (> 1000 ◦C) whilst providing the ease of application of a liquid couplant
together with the permanence and high quality coupling of brazing and welding
[85]. Ceramic adhesives have been shown to operate long term (500 days) at 400 ◦C
bonded directly to a LN single crystal [90], in addition to operating at up to 1000 ◦C
bonding LN single crystal to stainless steel [59]. Ceramic adhesive bond-line thick-
ness must be taken into consideration to ensure a strong bond to avoid cracking,
whilst keeping ultrasound attenuation to a minimum [90].
The use of sol-gels is a novel approach to deposit high temperature ultrasonic
transducers directly onto test specimens avoiding some common physical coupling
issues. Sol-gel is a chemical preparation technique in which a sol transforms into
a gel, via agglomeration of solid nanoparticles dispersed in a liquid to form a con-
tinuous three-dimensional network, and this method is used for fabricating ceramic
materials [91, 92]. A key benefit of sol-gel and other direct deposition techniques is
their ability to coat complex shapes, such as curved surfaces on high temperature
pipelines. Burrows et al. [57] prepared bismuth titanate via a sol-gel method for di-
rect deposition onto a stainless steel shim and thickness measurements were made on
steel samples up to 225 ◦C, and Kobayashi et al. [78] published work on a bismuth
titante-PZT composites prepared via sol-gel, which can be sprayed onto complex
surfaces, with ultrasonic testing up to 440 ◦C. A chemical vapour deposition (CVD)
technique was used to deposit thick films of AlN, which was able to generate and
detect ultrasound up to 900 ◦C [93]. Despite recent advances in direct piezoelectric
deposition techniques, these technologies are relatively new and are yet to provide
a complete solution to the complex issues of high temperature inspections [3].
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1.5.4 Waveguides
An alternative approach, or one used in conjunction with higher TC piezoelectric
material, is to isolate the piezoelectric element from the heat source via a waveguide.
The use of a waveguide allows operation of a piezoelectric element far below its TC,
as the waveguide has a variable temperature profile along its length due to cooling
via air or an active cooling material (e.g. water). Although, the size and shape of
the waveguide has an effect on the temperature drop which can be sustained across
a waveguide. For example, it has been calculated [4] that a thin (0.5 mm radius wire
or 1 by 15 mm strip) stainless steel (thermal conductivity, κ = 15 W/mK) waveguide
is able to maintain a temperature drop from 600 ◦C to 50 ◦C over a distance of 0.2
- 0.3 m under natural convection cooling, yet for a larger radius waveguide (10 mm
radius) a much longer (≈ 1 m) waveguide is required to sustain the same temperature
drop.
Implementation of a waveguide can allow the use of commercially available
standard piezoelectric transducers, reducing the complexity and cost of an inspec-
tion. Waveguides are often referred to as delay lines or buffer rods in the literature,
and have been employed in a variety of high temperature applications, including
thickness measurement of hot plates up to 960 ◦C [94], ultrasonic imaging of defects
up to 340 ◦C in liquid sodium [95] and sound velocity and attenuation measure-
ments of molten glass at a temperature range of 1000-1200 ◦C [96]. The schematic
diagrams in Figure 1.5 illustrate a number of different waveguide geometries used
to isolate piezoelectric transducers from high temperature environments.
Figure 1.5: Schematic diagrams of different waveguide geometries used to isolate
piezoelectric transducers from high temperature environments: (a) simple rod, (b)
threaded rod, (c) knurled rod, (d) tapered rod, (e) clad rod, (f) wire bundle, (g)
spiralled plate, (h) thin rectangular strip
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A complication of buffer rod waveguides is the generation and detection of
spurious echoes, often termed trailing echoes, which interfere with desired signals.
These trailing echoes are formed in buffer rod waveguides of a finite diameter due to
waveguide-air boundary effects, namely mode conversion, reverberation and diffrac-
tion [97, 98]. Use of large diameter, short buffer rod waveguides is a simple method
to remove trailing echoes, however, this is impractical owing to size and weight
limitations in many applications. Other methods to remove trailing echoes involve
alterations to the waveguide-air boundary to greatly reduce the amplitude of re-
flections, these include waveguides whose surface have been modified by a threaded
[99, 100] or knurled [101] pattern; although these methods are effective at removing
the trailing echoes, they create additional noise into the signal. Alternative meth-
ods also include cladding [102, 103] of the waveguide rod with a material of different
acoustic properties, and tapering [96, 104] the rod such that the diameter at both
ends varies.
Dispersion is a critical issue to overcome with the application of waveguides,
and this describes the phenomenon that occurs when the velocity of an ultrasonic
wave is dependent on the frequency [42, 97]. This results in a propagating ultrasound
wave pulse (containing multiple frequencies) spreading out in space and time, such
that the individual frequency components propagate with different velocities. Dis-
persion is typically observed with guided waves, although not with ultrasound waves
in large, bulk samples. Due to the distribution of the ultrasound wave, dispersion
is a problem when attempting to collect accurate ultrasound measurements.
As a result of dispersion in waveguides, a variety of studies have been per-
formed to investigate different waveguide geometries towards reducing the effects of
dispersion. Lynnworth et al. [105, 106] have published details of wire bundle waveg-
uides, which allow propagation of the minimally dispersive fundamental longitudinal
wave mode L(0,1); the waveguides were formed as bundles of wires to retain strong
ultrasound signals. Heijnsdijk and van Klooster [107] registered a patent for a coiled
foil waveguide, where the thickness of the foil is selected to be much less than the
smallest wavelength to be propagate though the waveguide; this aims to generate
the propagation of essentially non-dispersive compressional ultrasound wave modes,
which mimic a plane wave propagating along the foil. Cegla et al. [4, 108] have
published the use of long, thin, rectangular waveguides to propagate non-dispersive
guided shear-horizontal (SH) waves for crack detection up to 500 ◦C, and the long
term performance was evaluated for four weeks at 750 ◦C without signal degrada-
tion. Laws et al. [109, 110] reported the use of a steerable waveguide phased array
for fluid flow measurement application in hostile environments, which consisted of
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five parallel stainless steel rectangular strips of finite width. Deviations from typical
Lamb wave dispersion behaviour were observed due to coupling across the finite
width of the strips, such that Lamb-like ultrasound guided waves were generated.
Commercial high temperature piezoelectric transducers are available which
employ waveguides or delay line. Ionix Advanced Technologies Ltd. [111] have a
range of HotSenseTM transducers which utilise a proprietary piezoelectric material
attached to a delay line, that can be clamped to high temperature components.
These can be used at temperatures up to 380 ◦C for monitoring thickness, cracks,
range sensing and level sensing. KANDE international [112, 113] have developed
a piezoelectric system also employing a relatively short delay line which can be
welded to a high temperature component. These transducers have been used for
thickness monitoring and crack detection at temperatures up to 600 ◦C. Permasense
Ltd. [114] have a WT sensor series of high temperature piezoelectric transducers
which are able to operate continuously at up to 600 ◦C via application on a long thin
waveguide permanently attached, such that the piezoelectric element and electronics
are kept away from the hot component. The transducers are employed for long term
condition monitoring, providing information on wall thickness to monitor corrosion
or erosion.
1.6 Electromagnetic Acoustic Transducers
EMATs are an attractive solution for high temperature inspection issues, namely
due to their non-contact nature, as ultrasound transmission occurs electromagneti-
cally. Application of EMATs at elevated temperatures circumvents many mechanical
coupling problems associated with piezoelectric transducers, such as sample prepa-
ration, achieving good ultrasound transmission and thermal cycling. EMATs can
be operated at high temperature for portable, spot-check type measurements, con-
tinuous monitoring via permanent installation or scanning inspections.
EMATs use a combination of static and dynamic magnetic fields to gener-
ate and detect ultrasound waves principally through two mechanisms, the Lorentz
force and magneto-elastic mechanisms (e.g. magnetostriction) [25]; the mechanism
that operates or dominates depends upon the EMAT design, and the electrical and
magnetic properties of the sample. The theory of EMAT operating principles are
discussed here in brief, greater detail is given in section 2.2.
Lorentz force describes the EMAT generation and detection mechanism which
operates on electrically conducting samples, as illustrated in Figure 1.6. When an
alternating current pulse is driven through a coil, eddy currents are generated within
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the electromagnetic skin depth of the sample; although the skin depth is discussed
in more detail in section 2.2.2, it essentially describes the depth of penetration of
an electromagnetic field into a sample, and it is inversely proportional to the eddy
current frequency [115]. As described in section 2.2.2, the generated eddy currents
can be approximated as an image current at the surface of the sample, which ef-
fectively mirrors the current through the EMAT coil. The image current interacts
with the static magnetic field provided by a magnet, to produce a Lorentz force on
the free conducting electrons. Momentum exchange between the electrons and the
lattice via collisions generates ultrasound within the sample. EMATs can detect
ultrasound through the reciprocal process.
Conductive sample
Radially polarised 
bulk shear wave
N
S
Skin depth
Magnet
Spiral coil Static magnetic field, BS
Image current
Lorentz force, FL
Figure 1.6: Schematic diagram of the Lorentz force mechanism operating on an
electrically conductive sample; a spiral coil and magnet with static magnetic field BS
directed into the sample generates and detects radially polarised shear waves. Note:
 represents current travelling into the page, and ⊗ represents current travelling
out of the page.
The Lorentz force mechanism diagram in Figure 1.6 depicts the spiral coil
EMAT with a single magnet with its static magnetic field directed into the sample
and a flat, spiral coil; this spiral coil EMAT design generates and detects radially
polarised shear waves, and is the EMAT configuration used within this work. It
is important to note that a variety of EMAT coil designs (e.g. spiral, racetrack,
meander line) and magnet arrangements can be used to excite and detect different
wave modes within a sample using the Lorentz force mechanism [25], including:
longitudinal, shear, Rayleigh waves, Lamb waves and guided wave modes.
The magnetostrictive properties of a sample can be used to generate and
detect ultrasound waves. This is of particular importance for high temperature ap-
plications, as a number of steel grades form a layer of oxide (magnetite) in a high
temperature reducing environment. Magnetite exhibits magnetostriction and this
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effect can often greatly enhance EMAT sensitivity depending on a number of fac-
tors [116, 117], including: strength of the static magnetic field, degree of bonding
between the oxide coating and steel substrate, coating thickness and composition.
Subject to these factors, the magnetostriction mechanism is able to generate signals
in the region of two orders of magnitude greater on magnetite coated steel, when
compared to bare steel samples. This variation is attributed to the fundamental
difference between the generation and detection of ultrasound via magnetostriction
when a highly magnetostrictive oxide coating is present, compared to the contribu-
tion from both the Lorentz force and magnetostriction on bare steel. Essentially,
the Lorentz force mechanism produces a surface force acting on a conductive sam-
ple, whilst the magnetostrictive mechanism produces a shear body force across the
entire magnetostrictive coating thickness on magnetite coated samples.
Magnetostriction is a reversible property of materials with magnetocrys-
talline anisotropy, resulting in a strain on exposure to a magnetic field, termed Joule
magnetostriction; the reverse is the Villari effect [118]. The magnetostriction mech-
anism operating on a material coated with a magnetostrictive layer (e.g. magnetite
coated steel) is provided in Figure 1.7 for a spiral coil EMAT. A static magnetic
field BS directed into the sample is provided by a magnet, and it acts to align the
magnetic domains within the magnetostrictive material. An alternating current is
applied through the coil to generate a dynamic magnetic field (BD), depending on
its frequency and strength relative to (BS), this acts to rotate the magnetic domains
with BD; this results in oscillating magnetostrictive strains within the coating, which
generate ultrasound waves into the bulk of the sample, if there is a good mechanical
coupling at the interface. Reception of ultrasound waves occurs via a reciprocal
process, whereby the wave causes oscillating strain of magnetic domains within the
magnetostrictive coating, which generates a dynamic field detectable by the coil.
1.6.1 Coil Design
Conventional room temperature EMAT coils are often either made from hand wound
wire coils or printed circuit board coils, both of which contain polymer-based mate-
rials. A key complication of EMAT operation at elevated temperatures is breakdown
of the EMAT coil wire insulation or the printed circuit board substrate material,
which are usually a polymer-based materials that cannot withstand temperatures
above 150 ◦C [119]. Hand wound wire coils require embedding to retain their shape,
and this often involves the use of Kapton R© tape, which is a polyimide film devel-
oped by DuPontTM [120]. Although some grades of Kapton R© tape have a relatively
high maximum operating temperature (up to ≈ 300 ◦C) compared to most polymer
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Figure 1.7: Schematic diagram of magnetostriction mechanism on a sample with a
magnetostrictive coating, e.g. magnetite coated steel.
materials, it is often too low for many industrial high temperature applications.
Approaches to allow EMAT operation at high temperature involves active cooling,
selection of high temperature components or a combination of both.
Hernandez-Valle et al. [121], when based at the Ultrasonics group at the
University of Warwick, published a detailed account of the high temperature spiral
coil design used at temperatures up to 600 ◦C. A hand wound coil was used, where
two different sized (0.315 mm and 0.27 mm) bare copper wires were uniformly wound
to form two spiral coils with 18 turns next to each other. After winding the 0.27 mm
diameter wire was removed, which left a uniform gap between the turns. This gap
was filled with a high temperature alumina-based ceramic adhesive (CeramabondTM)
to form the coil insulation. This coil winding method is used in this work, and
described in more detail in section 3.3.2
1.6.2 Electromagnets
Another key complication of EMAT operation at elevated temperatures is the degra-
dation of magnetic properties of the magnet. To overcome the effects of heat on
magnetic properties, researchers have employed the use of both electromagnets,
discussed here, and permanent magnets, discussed in section 1.6.3. Early EMAT
designs for high temperature applications employed water-cooled DC electromagnets
to generate the magnetic field required. Cole [122] investigated the effect of temper-
ature on electromagnetic generation and reception of surface acoustic waves using a
water-cooled DC E-core electromagnet on mild steel at temperatures up to 1000 ◦C.
Whittington et al. [123] used an oil-cooled DC electromagnet to detect a silicate
inclusion in a mild steel bar at 650 ◦C. Yamahuchi et al. [124] carried out on-line
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through-transmission thickness measurements of steel tubes and pipes successfully
using a tunnel-type electromagnet for temperatures up to 1000 ◦C. Electromagnets
are capable of generating strong magnetic fields which enable EMAT operation at
high temperature, however, the main drawback of EMATs constructed with electro-
magnets is their large size, resulting in bulky transducers.
Limited published literature exists on the use of EMATs without a form of
active cooling, primarily due to difficulties in maintaining sufficient magnetic field
strengths at elevated temperatures. Hernandez-Valle et al. [121, 125] successfully
tested a high temperature pulsed electromagnet EMAT capable of thickness and
material property measurements up to 600 ◦C on low-carbon steel without cooling,
although the EMAT was in contact with the hot sample for less than two min-
utes. The EMAT operated in pulse-echo mode via generation and reception of bulk
shear waves, employing an alumina ceramic encapsulated spiral copper coil, and a
pulsed electromagnet fabricated from an E-shaped iron core with a ceramic encap-
sulated energising coil. Uchimoto [126] presented at the 2016 Review of Progress in
Quantitative Nondestructive Evaluation (QNDE) on the use of an air-core pulsed
electromagnet, in order to overcome the Curie temperature limitations of electro-
magnets with iron cores. A prototype shear wave EMAT was tested and signals were
obtained at temperatures up to 700 ◦C, and the decrease in shear wave velocity with
increasing temperature was recorded.
1.6.3 Permanent Magnets
With the development of relatively small rare-earth magnets, capable of generating
magnetic field densities similar to those generated by DC electromagnets, compact
EMATs constructed with permanent magnets became commonplace [127]. The pre-
ferred choice of permanent magnet is usually neodymium-iron-boron (NdFeB) or
samarium-cobalt (SmCo: SmCo5 and Sm2Co17), due to their large magnetic energy
product (BHmax) values compared to other permanent magnets, such as Alnico (iron
alloys with addition of Al, Ni and Co) and ferrite magnets. The high temperature
application of a permanent magnet is limited by its TC, which is ≈ 315 ◦C for Nd-
FeB, ≈ 730 ◦C for SmCo5 and ≈ 830 ◦C for Sm2Co17 [128]; it is important to note
that TC value of a material depends on the alloy grade composition and processing
conditions. The Curie temperature is not to be confused with the realistic maximum
operating temperature, due to the significant loss of magnetic properties observed
when magnets are heated towards their TC; the Curie temperature is the tempera-
ture at which complete loss of magnetic properties is observed, and heating beyond
this temperature will result in an irreversible loss of magnetic properties. Generally,
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under practical conditions, the maximum operating temperature is considered to be
≈ 80 ◦C for NdFeB [129], and ≈ 300 ◦C for SmCo [130].
Subsequently, water-cooled permanent magnet EMATs were employed in
high temperature applications [127]. EMATs are more efficient at detection due
to inefficient momentum transfer from conduction electrons to the lattice, when
considering the significant difference in their mass. Such that water-cooled EMATs
have been applied at high temperature as detectors in combination with laser gen-
eration of ultrasound, and this is discussed in section 1.7.1. The published work
on generation and detection of ultrasound with water-cooled permanent magnets
EMATs is presented here.
Boyd et al. [131] reported an EMAT pulser and receiver system for on-line
time-of-flight measurements on a continuous caster strand of stainless steel using
water-cooled permanent magnet EMATs. A signal was detected on steel with a
surface temperature of ≈ 1130 ◦C, although the EMAT was in contact with the hot
steel for only a few seconds to record the waveform, with a cooling time of two
to five minutes between measurements. Lee et al. [132] studied the temperature
dependence of the ultrasound velocities and attenuation in aluminium, ferromagnetic
steel and stainless steel samples at temperatures up to 800 ◦C using water-cooled
permanent magnet shear and longitudinal EMATs. Dixon et al. [133] demonstrated
a water-cooled permanent magnet EMAT capable of acting as both generator and
detector of bulk shear waves using a spiral coil; this EMAT was able to measure wall
thickness of a steel galvanising kettle at temperatures in excess of 450 ◦C. Burrows et
al. [134] published the use of a water-cooled permanent magnet EMAT in pulse-echo
mode for thickness measurements on ferromagnetic low carbon steel at temperatures
approaching 770 ◦C.
The majority of published literature on high temperature EMATs concerns
bulk ultrasound waves for thickness measurements. Guided waves can be employed
in inspection or condition monitoring of large structures from a single access point,
as they can propagate large distances without significant attenuation, although dis-
persion complicated signal interpretation [135, 136]. Recently, Kogia et al. [137]
published details of a water-cooled permanent magnet guided wave EMAT sys-
tem, generating and detecting non-dispersive shear horizontal (SH0) waves, which
is capable of operating up to 500 ◦C on ferromagnetic and stainless steel plates.
The EMATs were constructed with both NdFeB and SmCo, for comparison, in a
periodic permanent magnets (PPM) configuration, with an alumina ceramic encap-
sulated race-track EMAT coil using constantan (Cu-Ni alloy) wire.
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1.7 Laser Ultrasound
The use of lasers to generate and detect ultrasound within materials is well-established
and has been utilised in a range of non-destructive evaluation applications, such as
thickness measurements, detect flaws and materials characterisation [26]. Advan-
tages of laser ultrasonics include: non-contact nature, in-situ measurements for
industrial applications, broadband systems, scanning capability, large ultrasound
signals orders of magnitude higher than contact piezoelectric transducers and the
tiny footprint allows inspection of curved and complex shapes. The key advantage
of laser ultrasonics for applications at elevated temperatures is the capacity of truly
remote operation, where optical components can be located well away from a hot
specimen, whereas EMAT-sample lift-off must be kept within millimetres in most
cases. However, the main barrier for industrial application of laser based ultrasonic
systems is their relatively high cost compared to other inspection methods.
1.7.1 Laser Generation of Ultrasound
Pulsed lasers can be used to generate ultrasound in a range of samples; laser gen-
eration is described in terms of two extreme regimes, namely the thermoelastic and
ablative regimes, the laser energy density determines which regime dominates [138].
Schematic diagrams of the two laser generation regimes are displayed in Figure 1.8.
In brief, within the thermoelastic regime, the optical power absorbed by the ma-
terial is converted to heat, leading to rapid localized temperature increase which
results in thermal expansion of a local region, thereby generating ultrasound within
the material. In the ablative regime, the laser energy is focused onto the sample
surface and at sufficiently high energy densities a plasma will form, which may con-
sist of the vaporised sample and/or air breakdown, depending on the sample and
experimental conditions. For both regimes, laser generated ultrasound is not truly
non-destructive, but for most industrial applications the damage is on a microscopic
scale and is negligible. The ultrasonic waveforms which result from laser generation
are relatively complex as all ultrasonic modes are simultaneously generated, such
that a waveform will contain longitudinal, shear and surface wave modes.
Many studies have been published on laser-EMAT combinations for operation
at elevated temperatures [134, 139–143]. Interest in the laser-EMAT combination
for high temperature application arose as lasers are a strong source of ultrasound
and EMATs are efficient in reception, thereby providing an inspection technique
which is non-contact and relatively insensitive to surface finish. Generally, a Q-
switched Nd:YAG laser is used for ultrasound generation, whilst a water-cooled
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Figure 1.8: Laser ultrasound generation regimes: (a) thermal expansion, (b) abla-
tion.
permanent magnet EMAT provides ultrasound reception. For example, Idris et
al. [141] designed and tested a laser-EMAT system for measurements of elastic
properties on mild steel, a copper alloy and aluminium-silicon alloys up to 1100 ◦C,
where the water-cooled EMAT was exposed to the heat source for the time needed
to record a signal. More recently, Baillie et al. [142, 143] designed and tested a
prototype system to detect defects in steel at temperatures up to 800 ◦C on pilot
scale rolling mill.
1.7.2 Laser Detection of Ultrasound
Laser detection is performed by illuminating a point on the sample with a continu-
ous wave laser, and as ultrasonic waves produce small surface displacements in the
order of 10 nm, the displacements lead to a Doppler shift which can be detected.
Laser detectors fall into two categories: interferometric detection (e.g. Fabry-Pe´rot,
Michelson and vibrometers) and amplitude variation detection, such as knife-edge
detectors. A schematic diagram of a Michelson reference beam interferometer is
provided in Figure 1.9. Within a Michelson interferometer, a laser source beam is
divided by a beam splitting mirror to form a probe beam and a reference beam,
where the beam splitter directs the probe beam towards the sample and the refer-
ence beam to a reference mirror where is reflected to a photodetector, where both
beams are recombined. Ultrasonic waves can be detected as they cause surface dis-
placements, which introduce small variations in the path length of the probe beam,
resulting in a phase difference change between the probe and the reference beams.
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Figure 1.9: Schematic diagram of a Michelson reference beam interferometer used
to detect out-of-plane surface displacement, z.
Calder et al. [144] determined elastic constants of a stabilised plutonium alloy
at temperatures up to 500 ◦C using a high-energy Nd-glass laser as the ultrasound
generator and a continuous wave laser interferometer as detector. Dewhurst et al.
[145] measured the temperature dependence of the longitudinal ultrasonic velocity
in iron and dural (Al-Cu-Mg alloy) at temperatures in excess of 1000 ◦C, using a Q-
switched Nd:YAG laser for generation and a modified Michelson laser interferometer
for detection. Scruby and Moss [146] reported an extensive study to determine
the temperature dependence of ultrasonic velocity and attenuation, in addition to
generation and reception sensitivity of the system, in ferritic and austenitic steel
samples at temperatures up to 1000 ◦C; the system utilised a Q-switched Nd:YAG
laser for generation and a Michelson reference beam interferometer for detection.
There are potential disadvantages for some laser reception systems, for in-
stance the Michelson reference beam interferometer used in [144–146], as their sensi-
tivity is greatest when the sample surface is highly polished. Scruby and Moss [146]
reported rapid sensitivity loss on rough or dirty surfaces due to increased absorption
of the light, and via convection currents that cause speckles to broaden and move
across the photo-detector. The authors estimated a loss of sensitivity of 20 dB at
1000 ◦C, such that an alternative laser detector was proposed, namely the confocal
Fabry-Pe´rot interferometer, which is speckle insensitive [147, 148] thus less sensitive
to surface condition, convection and motion.
Nakano and Nagai [149] detected and measured the length of fatigue cracks in
stainless steel at temperatures up to 1000 ◦C using a Q-switched Nd:YAG laser and
confocal Fabry-Pe´rot interferometer system. Demonstration of these laser detection
systems has been achieved in industrial environments, for example, Monchalin et al.
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[150] carried out on-line wall thickness measurement of tubes at 1000 ◦C travelling
at 4 m/s, and Le´vesque et al. [151] developed an on-line inspection system for the
steel tube making process which measured wall thickness and austenite grain size.
More recently, Quintero et al. [152] were the first to experimentally determine
the feasibility of laser ultrasound inspection of ceramic matrix composites for use in
jet engine technology, as the temperatures reached precludes the possibility of using
sensors placed in direct contact with the specimen. Flat coupons of silicon-carbide
(SiC) fibres in a SiC matrix were scanned with a Nd:YAG laser for generation on one
side and a Michelson interferometer for detection on the other. The authors were
able to detect interlaminar defects caused by impacts and monitor crack opening
under tensile load, whilst achieving good signal stability at temperatures up to
1200 ◦C. Laser ultrasound has also been proposed for inspection of Zircaloy cladding
tubes used in the nuclear sector, which can degrade and threaten fuel integrity while
in service at elevated temperatures; Yeh et al. [153] presented the use of Nd:YAG
laser for generation and a laser Doppler for detection of guided waves within Zircaloy
tubes at temperatures up to 300 ◦C, where the dispersion spectra was used to infer
material properties, such as the elastic modulus.
1.8 Electrostatic Transducers
Electrostatic transducers, also referred to as capacitive transducers, including capac-
itive micromachined ultrasonic transducers (CMUTs), are designed to generate and
detect ultrasound waves in low impedance media (e.g. air, water, blood) [154, 155].
Electrostatic transducers operate via application of a large bias DC voltage between
a thin membrane and a contoured conductive backing plate, which rigidly stretches
the membrane; a schematic diagram of an electrostatic transducer is provided in
Figure 1.10. Oscillation of the membrane occurs on application of an alternating
current, which in turn generates ultrasound waves within the surrounding medium.
The reciprocal process allows detection of ultrasound waves, where an incident wave
results in vibration of the membrane to produce an electrical signal.
Electrostatic transducers have been employed in a range of applications, in-
cluding: air-coupled NDT [156], flow measurement [157] and medical diagnostics
and therapy [158]. Capacitance transducers have the advantage of relatively large
bandwidths, and are well matched to low impedance media by avoiding losses due to
internal reflections, unlike standard piezoelectric ceramic transducers. In particular,
CMUTs are made of small unit cells which can be manufactured to produce large
arrays, allowing larger amounts of ultrasound energy to be transmitted, and their
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Figure 1.10: Schematic diagram of an electrostatic transducer for generation and
detection of ultrasound, with a bias voltage V(t).
fabrication is relatively straightforward as the same techniques are used as those for
standard integrated circuit technology based on silicon [159].
The application of electrostatic transducers at elevated temperatures has
been reported. Basford and Hutchins [160] investigated the use of an air-coupled
capacitance transducer for imaging injection moulded and green-state ceramics in
through-transmission mode at temperatures up to 150 ◦C; a metallised Mylar mem-
brane was used along with high temperature ceramic and Teflon coated wire. Subse-
quently, Wright and Hutchins [161] published details of an air-coupled capacitance
transducer capable of operating at up to 600 ◦C, which was used to monitor the
pyrolytic removal of organic binder from injection moulded silicon nitride ceramics;
a high temperature Mico film was used as the membrane. Schro¨der et al. [162] also
studied high temperature capacitive transducers, and employed the use of micro-
machining techniques to investigate the high temperature performance of different
materials for the backplate and insulating components. The most successful trans-
ducer was constructed from a titanium foil membrane with a silicon backplate with
a thermally grown insulating layer of silicon dioxide; this device was able to operate
long term at 500 ◦C.
1.9 Magnetostrictive Patch Transducers
Magnetostrictive patch transducers (MPTs) utilize magnetostriction as a coupling
mechanism to generate and detect guided ultrasound waves in plates and pipes [163].
Generally, a MPT is comprised of a magnetostrictive material (patch) bonded to a
sample, a coil of wire and a permanent magnet, as illustrated in the basic schematic
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diagram in Figure 1.11. Essentially, MPTs can be thought of as EMATs where
a magnetostrictive coating is applied to the sample. The same magnetostriction
mechanism principles apply for MPTs for EMATs operating on materials coated
with a magnetostrictive layer, as described in more detail in section 1.6. There
are a variety of different coil and magnet arrangements, which are able to generate
different ultrasound wave modes; for example, a permanent magnet arrangement
and a meander coil wrapped around a pipe along with a magnetostrictive patch, are
able to generate pure torsional guided wave modes [164].
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Figure 1.11: Schematic diagram of the main components of a magnetostrictive patch
transducer: magnet arrangement, coil arrangement and magnetostrictive patch
bonded to a sample.
Recently, MPTs have been of interest for high temperature inspection as all
components can be made to withstand elevated temperatures. Ashish et al. [165]
reported initial trials of MPT capable of generating and receiving axisymmetric lon-
gitudinal guided waves at 350 ◦C continuously for 10 hours; the MPT was fabricated
on a waveguide rod welded to the test piece, utilising a Metglas R© patch, a transmit-
ting coil and receiving coil wound onto the rod and SmCo magnets. Heo et al. [166]
developed a 3mm thick MPT that can be embedded for permanent installation be-
tween the surface of a pipe and its insulation layer, for monitoring the wall thickness
of high temperature pipelines in secondary systems of nuclear power plants using
SH bulk waves; the MPT consisted of an iron-cobalt (FeCo) alloy patch, transmit-
ting and receiving meander coils and SmCo permanent magnets and was tested at
300 ◦C for 24 hours. MPTs appear to be a promising condition monitoring technique
for high temperature components, yet, the requirement of physical bonding of the
magnetostrictive patch to the sample is their main drawback.
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1.10 Eddy Current Testing
Eddy current testing (ECT) is an extensively used non-contact NDT technique [13]
for inspection on electrically conducting materials, with applications including: au-
tomated inspection systems for production lines (e.g. bar, wire and tubes), detection
of defects, coating thickness measurement, material identification and microstruc-
tural characterisation. Different types of ECT are used in industry, including: single
and dual eddy current probes, pulsed eddy current testing [167] and eddy current
arrays [168, 169]. Eddy current testing is a relatively inexpensive, repeatable, non-
contact inspection method, which is notably sensitive to small surface and near sur-
face discontinuities. The main drawbacks of eddy current testing are that inspection
is limited to electrically conductive materials and high sensitivity to variations in
probe-sample lift-off and probe tilt angle [12].
A basic schematic diagram of conventional eddy current testing, in which a
single eddy current probe is placed in contact with an electrically conducting sam-
ple, is provided in Figure 1.12. The excitation coil within an eddy current probe
is subject to an alternating electric current which generates a primary alternating
magnetic field, and when this is positioned near to a conductive sample, eddy cur-
rents are induced within the electromagnetic skin depth of the sample [12]. The
eddy currents generate a secondary alternating magnetic field to counteract the pri-
mary alternating magnetic field; the secondary magnetic field is measurable due to
electrical impedance changes observed in the excitation coil [13]. The phase and am-
plitude changes in the measured impedance when an eddy current probe is scanned
over a sample can provide useful information, such as change in thickness and size
and position of discontinuities. It is crucial to note that eddy current testing is pre-
dominantly a surface and near-surface inspection technique due to the skin depth
effect, with typical skin depths on the order of a few hundred microns for metallic
samples at typical industrial inspection frequencies (100 kHZ - 5 MHz) [13].
Although ECT systems are predominantly employed for room temperature
applications, there are a few reports of their use at elevated temperatures [170–174].
For instance, Klu¨mper-Westkamp et al. [173] developed a prototype eddy current
sensor, the coils of which are approved up to 500 ◦C, for monitoring the material
microstructure development of steel alloys during heat treatment. Urayama et al.
[172] reported the use of a dual EMAT Eddy current (EMAT/EC) probe, which was
employed to monitor wall thickness loss at temperatures up to 300 ◦C. Commercial
high temperature eddy current probes are available [175–177], some of which are
reported to operate at up to 380 ◦C continuously. Many variables alter eddy current
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Figure 1.12: Schematic diagram of eddy current generation within an electrically
conductive sample via application of an alternating current through an excitation
coil near the sample surface.
response even at ambient conditions, including: permeability, conductivity, sample-
probe lift-off, depth of penetration and frequency [178]. The complexity of the
eddy current response is increased with the change in these variables at elevated
temperatures, such that adoption of high temperature eddy current testing systems
is often limited.
1.11 Thermography
Thermographic inspection involves monitoring the temperature gradient on the sur-
face of a specimen as it is heated or cooled, and as discontinuities within a sample
can alter the heat flow, temperature fluctuations at the surface can be detected and
analysed to provide useful information about a sample[179]. A schematic diagram of
the basic experimental set-up often used in conventional flash thermography is given
in Figure 1.11, where one or multiple heat sources (e.g. heater, flash lamp) are used
to heat the sample and a heat sensing device, often an infra-red (IR) camera, is used
to detect the thermal gradients generated. A variety of different thermographic in-
spection techniques have been established, including: transient thermography [180],
lock-in thermography [181], and pulsed eddy current thermography [182]. Ther-
mography is employed in a range of inspection applications [183, 184], including:
concrete structures (e.g. buildings and bridges), coatings, adhesive bonds and com-
posite materials.
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Figure 1.13: Schematic diagram of the experimental set-up of conventional flash
thermography; heat sources are used to establish thermal gradients within a sample
which are detected by an infra-red camera.
Thermography is often performed on samples at room temperature, however,
there are cases of thermographic inspection at elevated temperatures. Shen et al.
[1] demonstrated a thermal inspection system, using an IR camera, capable of de-
tecting defects in stainless and carbon steel pipes at temperatures up to 150 ◦C. Kim
et al. [185] developed a thermographic inspection system, utilising an IR camera
and a cooling fan, to detect wall-thinned defects on a carbon steel pipe, similar to
those used in secondary systems in nuclear power plants, at temperatures up to
150 ◦C. Thermography is non-contact, can allow inspection of large areas, and in
certain cases provides simple visual representation of defects; however, for high tem-
perature applications it can be difficult to interpret data if a material has variable
emissivity, sensitivity can be effected by reflections and background radiation and,
most crucially for industrial application, thermographic inspection systems can be
relatively expensive.
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Chapter 2
Theory and Background
This chapter considers the theory underlying the research carried out on the use of
both bulk longitudinal and shear waves for thickness measurements using EMATs
and piezoelectric transducers. First, the theory of ultrasonic wave propagation is
discussed in section 2.1. This leads onto a review of the theory of generation and
detection mechanisms of EMAT on different materials in section 2.2. The operat-
ing principles of piezoelectric ultrasound transducers are discussed in section 2.3.
Finally, a brief note on signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is provided in section 2.4, and
finite element analysis (FEA) is introduced in section 2.5.
2.1 Ultrasonic Wave Propagation
Ultrasound testing was introduced briefly in section 1.4 with reference it its ap-
plication in NDT. This section aims to introduce the theoretical background to
ultrasound waves and their propagation in solid materials by consideration of: the
theory of elasticity, the propagation of ultrasound in elastic materials, discussion of
bulk longitudinal and shear waves, the interaction of bulk waves and interfaces, the
principles of attenuation of bulk waves, and the effect of temperature on ultrasound
propagation.
2.1.1 Theory of Elasticity
Ultrasound waves produce a deformation within a material by disturbing particles
from their equilibrium position, and internal restoring forces return the particles
to their equilibrium position, resulting in oscillatory motion; this relationship can
be mathematically described at any point in time by considering strain () as the
material deformation and stress (σ) as the internal restoring force [42]. The strain
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and stress are represented as rank two tensors using Cartesian coordinates (x, y, z)
in three dimensions by:
ij =
xx xy xzyx yy yz
zx zy zz
 , (2.1)
σij =
σxx σxy σxzσyx σyy σyz
σzx σzy σzz
 . (2.2)
The strain and stress tensors are symmetric to conserve the static equilibrium of
the material, resulting in six independent components given by:
ij =
 1
1
26
1
25
1
26 2
1
24
1
25
1
24 3
 =

1
2
3
4
5
6

, (2.3)
σij =
 σ1
1
2σ6
1
2σ5
1
2σ6 σ2
1
2σ4
1
2σ5
1
2σ4 σ3
 =

σ1
σ2
σ3
σ4
σ5
σ6

. (2.4)
The strain and stress components are represented here by a single subscript index,
as shown by the reduced subscript index notation listed in table 2.1.
Table 2.1: Conversion table from regular indices to reduced indices
Reduced indices Regular indices
1 11
2 22
3 33
4 23 = 32
5 31 = 13
6 12 = 21
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Relatively small deformations caused by an ultrasound wave, namely defor-
mations that are below the linear elastic limit of a material, can be described by
Hooke’s law [186, 187], such that the strain observed is linearly proportional to the
applied stress, as given by equation 2.5; it is assumed that this assumption applies
for the materials considered within this work.
σij = cijklkl (2.5)
Einstein notation is used here to represent a summation over repeated indices, such
that the subscript indices (i, j, k, l) denote any of the three spatial directions (x, y,
z). The linear proportionality constant of Hooke’s law is given by cijkl, which is a
fourth-order elasticity tensor representing the elastic constants of a solid material.
The elasticity tensor cijkl has 81 components, although it can be shown that a
maximum of 36 independent elastic constants can be used to describe a material
[188], thereby reducing the elasticity tensor to a rank two tensor with 36 independent
components, as shown by Hooke’s law in equation 2.6.
σ1
σ2
σ3
σ4
σ5
σ6

=

c11 c12 c13 c14 c15 c16
c21 c22 c23 c24 c25 c26
c31 c32 c33 c34 c35 c36
c41 c42 c43 c44 c45 c46
c51 c52 c53 c54 c55 c56
c61 c62 c63 c64 c65 c66

·

1
2
3
4
5
6

(2.6)
Typically, real engineering materials are produced by working processes, such
as rolling or extrusion, which tend to create elastic anisotropy within the polycrys-
talline structure [189]. Here the cubic crystals of aluminium and steel are considered
as these materials are used within this body of work. Essentially, the individual alu-
minium and steel crystals exhibit a cubic structure, however, aggregates of these
cubic crystallites can observe macroscopic symmetry which is isotropic, cubic or or-
thorhombic [189]. The crystallographic alignment of an aggregate of grains within a
material, which is altered by working process, dictates whether macroscopic isotropy
or anisotropy is exhibited.
The majority of components of the elasticity tensor are zero for elastic
isotropic materials due to certain symmetry considerations and approximations
[42, 190]. This produces only two independent elastic constants for elastic isotropic
materials, such that the elasticity tensor, cij , can be represented as:
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cij =

c11 c12 c12 0 0 0
c12 c11 c12 0 0 0
c12 c12 c11 0 0 0
0 0 0 c44 0 0
0 0 0 0 c44 0
0 0 0 0 0 c44

, (2.7)
where the two independent elastic constants c12 and c44 are referred to as the Lame´
constants λL and µL ( c12 = λL and c44 = µL ), and these are related to c11 by:
c11 = λL + 2µL. (2.8)
The elasticity tensor, cij , in equation 2.7 can also be used to describe ma-
terials that exhibit cubic symmetry, where c11, c12 and c44 are all independent
variables, such that cubic crystals can be described by three independent elastic
constants. The anisotropy of materials with cubic symmetry is quantified by the
anisotropy parameter, c, given by:
c = c11 − c12 − 2c44. (2.9)
The elasticity tensor for materials with orthorhombic symmetry is described
by nine independent elastic constants, and is given by:
cij =

c11 c12 c13 0 0 0
c12 c22 c23 0 0 0
c13 c23 c33 0 0 0
0 0 0 c44 0 0
0 0 0 0 c55 0
0 0 0 0 0 c66

. (2.10)
The theory of elasticity yields a full characterisation of the static properties
of a mechanical system, however, a dynamic theory must be introduced to represent
ultrasound wave propagation in solid materials; this is detailed in section 2.1.2.
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2.1.2 Propagation of Ultrasonic Bulk Waves
The previous section detailed the relationship between stress and strain for the
static condition, neglecting the time varying nature of ultrasonic oscillations. The
equations of motion defined by Newton’s and Hooke’s law, given in equation 2.5,
can be used to derive the wave equation for ultrasound waves propagating in a
solid elastic isotropic medium; this provides a means by which the polarisation and
characteristic wave speeds of longitudinal and shear bulk ultrasound waves modes
can be calculated. Newton’s second law in tensor notation is given by [190]:
∂σij
∂xj
= ρ
∂2ui
∂t2
, (2.11)
which correlates stress, σij , to particle displacement, ui, where ui is the i
th com-
ponent of the displacement of the particle and ρ is material density. Application
of the elastic relations detailed in section 2.1.1 to equation 2.5 for isotropic elastic
materials gives:
σij = (c11 − 2c44)kkδij + 2c44ij
= (c11 − 2c44)kkδij + c44
(
∂ui
∂xj
+
∂uj
∂xi
)
)
, (2.12)
where δij is the Kronecker delta. Following this, equation 2.12 can be substituted
into Newton’s law given by equation 2.11 to generate the wave equation for ultra-
sound waves propagating in an isotropic elastic three dimensional solid [190]:
ρ
∂2ui
∂t2
=
∂
∂xi
[
(c11 + 2c44)
∂ui
∂xi
]
+ c44
∂2ui
∂x2j
+ c44
∂
∂xi
(
∂ui
∂xj
)
. (2.13)
The wave equation can be simplified to vector notation given in equations
2.14 and 2.15, respectively. The vector notation of the wave equation is presented
in equation 2.16, where the displacement field is denoted by the vector u with
components ui uj . and uk.
∇ =
(
∂
∂xi
+
∂
∂xj
+
∂
∂xk
)
(2.14)
∇2 =
(
∂2
∂x2i
+
∂2
∂x2j
+
∂2
∂x2k
)
(2.15)
ρ
∂2u
∂t2
= (c11 + c44)∇ (∇ · u) + c44∇2u (2.16)
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As the particle displacement is presented here in vector form, and any vector
field can be expressed by the gradient of a scalar potential, φ, and the curl of a
vector potential, ψ, it can be written as:
u = ∆φ+ ∆×ψ. (2.17)
Utilising the notation in equation 2.17, it is possible to isolate the vector notation of
the wave equation expressed in equation 2.16 into two independent variables, such
that one is a totally scalar term and the other a totally vector terms:
∇
(
ρ
∂2φ
∂t2
− c11∇2φ
)
+∇×
(
ρ
∂2ψ
∂t2
− c44∇2ψ
)
= 0. (2.18)
To satisfy this condition, both the scalar and vector terms of the must be indepen-
dently zero, allowing the formation of two equations, the first for longitudinal waves
and the second for shear waves, given by [190]:
ρ
∂2φ
∂t2
= c11∇2φ, (2.19)
ρ
∂2ψ
∂t2
= c44∇2ψ. (2.20)
Alternatively, the propagation of a uniform plane wave can be described
using the Christoffel equation [42, 188]:
k2Γijvj − ρω2vi = 0, (2.21)
where k is the wave number, Γij is the Christoffel matrix, ρ is the density, ω is the
angular frequency, and v is the phase velocity. This equation is expressed in full
tensor form by:
k2
Γ11 Γ12 Γ13Γ21 Γ22 Γ23
Γ31 Γ32 Γ33

vivj
vk
− ρω2
vivj
vk
 = 0. (2.22)
The Christoffel matrix, Γij , has elements that are functions of the wave
propagation direction and the elastic constants of the material, such that the matrix
for isotropic and anisotropic materials are different [188]. For isotropic materials,
the Christoffel equation can be formed by substituting the elasticity tensor, cij , for
isotropic materials given in equation 2.7 to form a purely diagonal matrix:
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k2
c44 0 00 c44 0
0 0 c11

vivj
vk
− ρω2
vivj
vk
 = 0. (2.23)
2.1.3 Longitudinal and Shear Bulk Waves
As detailed in section above, the wave equation demonstrates that two types of
ultrasonic waves can be supported in bulk isotropic elastic materials, namely lon-
gitudinal and shear waves. The longitudinal wave represented by equation 2.19 is
defined by a scalar quantity with no change in angle or rotation, such that there is
a volume change as the wave propagates through the material. Longitudinal waves
propagate via oscillating regions of particle displacement through compression and
rarefaction in the same direction of propagation, as shown in Figure 2.1(a). The
longitudinal wave velocity, vL, can be calculated using equation 2.24 [190].
vL =
√
c11
ρ
=
√
(λL + 2µL)
ρ
(2.24)
Wave propagation direction
Particle motion
Longitudinal waves 
Shear waves
(a) (b)
Wave propagation direction
Particle motion
Figure 2.1: Schematic diagram of bulk wave modes in a solid material: (a) longitudi-
nal waves where the particle displacement is parallel to the direction of propagation,
and (b) shear waves where the particle displacement is perpendicular to the direction
of propagation.
The shear wave represented by equation 2.20 is defined by the vector poten-
tial with two orthogonal states of polarization, typically defined as shear horizontal
(SH) and shear vertical (SV), and with no change in material volume as the wave
propagates through the material. Shear waves propagate via oscillation of the par-
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ticles in the polarisation direction, such that it is perpendicular to the direction of
propagation, as shown in Figure 2.1(b). The shear wave velocity, vS , can be found
with equation 2.25 [190]. For isotropic materials SH and SV waves will travel with
identical velocities. Bulk shear waves can also exhibit radial polarisation, as detailed
in section 2.2.
vS =
√
c44
ρ
=
√
µL
ρ
(2.25)
2.1.4 Ultrasonic Waves at Material Interfaces
Ultrasound waves propagate continuously through a medium, however, when a
medium with alternating acoustic properties is encountered the ultrasound wave
can exhibit a number of interactions at the interface: including transmission, re-
flection, refraction and mode conversion. The extent of the interaction of a wave
with an interface between two media depends upon the acoustic properties of both
media, namely the acoustic impedance, Za, given by equation 2.26 where vL is the
longitudinal acoustic wave velocity, in addition to the angle of incidence and type
of incident ultrasound wave.
Za = ρvL (2.26)
The ultrasound pressure transmission coefficient, T12, and reflection coeffi-
cient, R12, can be calculated using equations 2.27 and 2.28 for an ultrasound wave
propagating through a medium with acoustic impedance Za1 which is normally in-
cident on an interface with a medium of acoustic impedance Za2; this relationship
assumes the two media are semi-infinite and there is perfect contact at the interface.
Using these coefficient definitions, it can be found that if Za2 is less than Za1, then
R12 < 0 leading to a reflected wave from the interface that will exhibit a pi radian
phase change. If the interfacing media are such that Za1 >> Za2, then the boundary
can be assumed to be free, resulting in almost complete reflection of the incident
ultrasound wave; for example, this is usually the case with a steel-air interface, as
Zsteel is ≈ 46× 106 Rayl whilst Zair is ≈ 0.0004× 106 Rayl.
T12 =
2Z2
Z1 + Z2
(2.27)
R12 =
Z1 − Z2
Z1 + Z2
(2.28)
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Mode conversion describes the phenomenon that occurs at an interface be-
tween two media when an incident wave can partially or wholly convert to a different
particle displacement polarisation. For an infinite isotropic medium, the equations
2.19 and 2.20 demonstrate that the longitudinal and shear bulk wave modes are
uncoupled, such that mode conversion can occur as the wave modes convert to a
coupled state due to the boundary conditions. For instance, a longitudinal wave
mode incident on an interface can undergo mode conversion to both reflected and
transmitted shear vertical wave modes, in addition to reflected and transmitted
longitudinal modes.
2.1.5 Attenuation of Bulk Waves
Attenuation of ultrasound waves refers to the amplitude loss observed as the wave
propagates though a medium. Ultrasound attenuation can be attributed to geomet-
ric and/or intrinsic attenuation. Geometric attenuation refers to the amplitude loss
that results from a wave spreading out as it propagates, whilst intrinsic attenuation
is due to absorption or scattering effects. It is crucial to appreciate the effect of
ultrasound attenuation, as the sensitivity can be greatly reduced in certain cases,
leading to poor signals. The general equation which describes the effect of intrinsic
attenuation is given by:
Ax = A0e
−αx, (2.29)
where Ax is the wave amplitude after travelling distance x within the material,
A0 is the initial wave amplitude at x = 0 and α is the attenuation coefficient.
The attenuation coefficient is frequency dependent as the mechanisms for intrinsic
attenuation are dependent upon the ultrasound frequency; generally, an increase in
frequency is associated with an increase in attenuation.
Absorption describes the direct conversion of ultrasound energy within a ma-
terial to heat via various mechanisms, although is generally estimated as a form of
damping on particle oscillation as the wave propagates; it is typically found that
absorption is directly proportional to frequency. Scattering attenuation is a result
of amplitude loss due to wave interactions (e.g. reflection, refraction and mode
conversion) with inhomogeneities present in a material, such as: grain boundaries,
voids, porosity, inclusions and phase changes. The extent of attenuation via scatter-
ing mechanisms depends upon the relationship between the average diameter of an
inhomogeneity (Dih), the ultrasound wavelength (λ), and can be classified by three
regimes:
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Rayleigh : λ Dih α ∝ D3ihω4 (2.30)
Stochastic : λ ≈ Dih α ∝ Dihω2 (2.31)
Diffuse : λ Dih α ∝ 1
Dih
(2.32)
where ω is the angular frequency, using ω = 2pif where f is ultrasound frequency.
The constants of proportionality for the relations presented in equations 2.30 - 2.32
are dependent upon the material properties, such as: average grain size, distribution
of grain sizes, grain shape and other microstructure characteristics. Consequently,
formulating expressions for accurate calculation of attenuation coefficients is rela-
tively complex due to the large variation in these properties within and between
different materials.
2.1.6 Effect of Temperature on Ultrasound Propagation
The density and the elastic constants of a solid medium are directly dependent on
the average interatomic separation of the particles. When the solid is subjected to
an increase in temperature, it usually follows that the average interatomic separation
increases via thermal expansion, thereby, reducing the density and elastic constants
of the material. The density of a solid material as a function of the temperature can
be calculated using [191]:
ρT =
ρRT
1 + 3αT∆T
, (2.33)
where ρT is the density at temperature T, ρRT is the density at room temperature
(20 ◦C), αT is the linear coefficient of thermal expansion for the material and ∆T is
the temperature difference between T and room temperature.
Dates et al. [192] investigated the change in elastic moduli in mild steel
samples for a range of temperatures between room temperature up to 750 ◦C, and
found the values decreased at a gradual rate, where the shear and bulk modulii
were measured to reduce by 35 % and 39 %, respectively. The decrease in elastic
constants resulted in a decrease in the measured ultrasound wave velocity.
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2.2 EMAT Operating Principles
As described in section 1.6, EMATs are non-contact transducers capable of generat-
ing and detecting a variety of ultrasound wave modes via electromagnetic coupling
on electrically conductive and magnetic samples. EMATs generally consist of a coil
with a specific geometry, which is driven with an alternating current, and a mag-
net which provides a static magnetic field. EMATs operate via three mechanisms,
namely Lorentz force, magnetisation force and magnetostriction; the mechanism
which dominates depends upon the conductive and magnetic properties of the sam-
ple. This section aims to provide detail on the fundamental operating principles of
each mechanism, with emphasis on Lorentz force and magnetostriction, as these are
exploited within this work.
2.2.1 Maxwell′s Equations
EMATs exploit electromagnetic coupling to generate and detect ultrasound in elec-
trically conductive and magnetic materials, negating mechanical coupling between
the transducer and sample which is required by piezoelectric transducers. The elec-
tromagnetic interaction can be described by Maxwell’s equations [193]:
∇ ·D = ρf , (2.34)
∇ ·B = 0, (2.35)
∇×E = −∂B
∂t
, (2.36)
∇×H = Jf + ∂D
∂t
, (2.37)
where D is the displacement vector, ρf is the free charge density, B is the magnetic
field, E is the electric field, H is the magnetic field strength and Jf is the free current
density. The following constitutive relationships, which express the displacement
and magnetic field strength in relation to the elastic and magnetic fields, are required
to fully describe the electromagnetic interaction:
D = mE, (2.38)
H = µ−1m B, (2.39)
where m is the material permittivity using m = r0 and µm is the material per-
meability using µm = µrµ0.
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2.2.2 The Skin Effect
For ultrasound generation, the EMAT coil is excited with an alternating current
pulse close to the surface of an electrically conductive sample. Such a time varying
current produces a dynamic electromagnetic wave, which induces an electric field
within the sample via Faraday’s law (equation 2.36). The electric field establishes
eddy currents within the sample, which in turn generates a magnetic field to impede
the propagation of the electromagnetic wave further into the sample via Lenz’s law.
Due to the attenuation of the electromagnetic wave, eddy currents are only induced
within a particular distance from the sample surface; the depth of penetration is
termed the electromagnetic skin-depth, δ. The skin-depth of a plane wave within a
electrically conductive sample can be calculated by [115]:
δ =
√
2
ωµmγ
, (2.40)
where µ is material permeability and γ is material conductivity. Note that mag-
netic permeability of a material is a function of both frequency and magnetic field
strength. From equation 2.40, it is clear that the skin-depth is inversely propor-
tional to the frequency, permeability and conductivity. The electromagnetic wave
decays exponentially within the sample, and the skin-depth gives a value of the
distance within the sample at which the eddy current density reaches 1e (≈ 37 %,
where e is Euler’s number) of its original value at the surface [25]. Metallic samples
at typical ultrasound NDT inspection frequencies (e.g. 1-5 MHz) exhibit very small
skin-depths, such that for bulk samples the skin-depth can be assumed to be much
smaller than the sample thickness; this provides the basis for the assumption of an
image current, which is essentially confined to the sample surface and mirrors the
current driven through the EMAT coil.
2.2.3 Lorentz Force
The Lorentz force mechanism describes the ultrasound generation mechanism when
using EMATs on electrically conductive samples. As detailed in this section, ul-
trasound generation occurs due to the exchange of momentum between the free
conducting electrons, which experience a Lorentz force, and the ions of the material
lattice. The Lorentz force describes the force, F, experienced by a particle with
charge q within an electric and magnetic field [25]:
F = q (E + v ×B) , (2.41)
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where v is the velocity of the charged particle. The free conducting electrons (i.e.
electrons around or above the Fermi energy) carry the current in metallic samples,
such that the equation of motion becomes [25]:
m
dve
dt
= −e (E + ve ×B)− mve
τ
(2.42)
where m is the mass of an electron, e is the charge of an electron, ve is the mean
electron velocity and τ is the mean time between electron-ion collisions (order of
10−14 s at room temperature for metals [25]). The momentum originating from
the excitation of the free electrons is transferred to the lattice of ions within the
conductive material through collisions, resulting in the generation of ultrasound
waves within the sample. The force per unit volume on the ions reduces to:
F = −neeve ×B (2.43)
where ne is the electron density. The relationship in equation 2.43 assumes the
conductive sample has an overall neutral charge and that the time period of the
electric field is much larger than the electron-ion mean collision time. This can be
reduced further, giving:
F = Je ×B (2.44)
where Je represents the image current density within the sample.
The expression in equation 2.44 demonstrates how the interaction between
the image current density and the magnetic fields generates a Lorentz force on the
electrons, the momentum of which is transferred to the ions via electron-ion collisions
to generate ultrasound waves; this inefficient momentum transfer accounts for the
relatively low efficiency EMATs exhibit in generation, due to the enormous mass
difference between ions and electrons.
The Lorentz force is perpendicular to both to the magnetic field and the
image current. The direction of the Lorentz force applied to the electrons, and
therefore the direction and polarisation of the generated ultrasound wave, can be
manipulated by altering directions of the magnetic field and image current. When
applying the Lorentz force relation to EMATs, B accounts for the total magnetic
flux density, including both contributions of the static magnetic field (BS) from
the permanent magnet and the dynamic magnetic field (BD) from the excitation
current through the coil (i.e. B = BS + BD); note, the magnetic flux density es-
tablished within a material is dependent on its magnetic properties. It is critical
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to account for the contributions from the different magnetic fields, as the direction
of the Lorentz force depends on their orientation to the excitation current. For in-
stance, the schematic diagram in Figure 2.2(a) illustrates the Lorentz force direction
from a static magnetic field directed into the sample, whilst Figure 2.2(b) illustrates
the Lorentz force direction from a dynamic magnetic field, both with an excitation
current directed out of the page.
N
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Image current
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Sample Sample
Figure 2.2: Schematic diagram highlighting the direction of the Lorentz force inter-
action between the image current and: (a) static magnetic field directed into the
sample, (b) dynamic magnetic field generated by the excitation current through the
EMAT coil.
The Lorentz force due to the static magnetic field generates ultrasound waves
which oscillate with the same frequency as the excitation current, yet the Lorentz
force produced by the dynamic magnetic field generates ultrasound waves which
oscillates at twice the frequency of the excitation current [25]. The Lorentz force
is typically dominated by the contribution from the static magnetic field, as the
dynamic magnetic field is often considerably weaker, such that the dynamic field is
ignored in most cases. However, if the coil is driven with a sufficiently large current,
the dynamic magnetic field alone can be used to generate ultrasound [194, 195],
which has advantages is particular applications.
2.2.4 Ultrasound Detection
The method by which EMATs detect ultrasound in electrically conductive material
is discussed here, where EMATs can be considered as velocity sensors. In detection,
the ultrasound wave disturbs the lattice ions and electrons, and in the presence of
a static magnetic field orientated perpendicular to the particle displacement, this
results in a Lorentz force on the ions and electrons. The free conducting electrons
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have a far lower mass than the ions, such that they exhibit a much greater accel-
eration; therefore, it is the free conducting electrons which give rise to ultrasound
detection, rather than the oscillation of the lattice ions. Analogous to the generation
mechanism, these electrons produce an electromagnetic field that induces an image
current within a current carrying coil near to the sample surface, thereby providing
a means to detect the ultrasound wave.
It has been deduced that EMATs act as particle velocity detectors [196, 197].
A wave travelling towards the material surface with the displacement, U(t, z), can
be expressed as:
U (t, z) = S0e
i(ωt−kz), (2.45)
where t is the time, z is the distance in the direction of propagation, ω is the angular
frequency of the ultrasonic wave and k is the wave number. At the sample surface,
the displacement vector, ξ, describes the sum of the incident wave which travels
towards the surface, and the reflected wave travelling away:
ξ = U0e
iωt
(
e−ikz + eikz
)
= U0e
iωt2 cos (kz) . (2.46)
Ohm’s law can be applied to express the eddy current density, J(z), shown in equa-
tion 2.47, where γ is the conductivity of the sample. The current density can be also
be expressed by equation 2.48, as the electric field is proportional to the product of
the rate of change of the displacement and the static magnetic field.
J (z) = γE (2.47)
= γ
∂ξ
∂t
B (2.48)
If the displacement is perpendicular to the static magnetic field, the magni-
tude of the current density is given by equation 2.49; this can be integrated over the
skin depth, δ, to calculate an average value of the current density within the skin
depth, as shown in equation 2.50.
|J(z)| = iωγU0eiωt (2 cos(kz)) (2.49)
J(z) =
1
δ
∫ δ
0
iωγU0e
iωt (2 cos(kz)) dz (2.50)
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As described above, eddy currents are confined within the electromagnetic
skin depth from the sample surface, which infers that z 6 δ. Since the ultrasound
wavelength is typically much greater than the skin depth (kδ << 1, hence cos(kδ)
≈ 1), the eddy current density at the surface of the sample can be approximated
by:
J(z) = iωγ2U0e
iωt, (2.51)
= 2γ
∂U(t, 0)
∂t
. (2.52)
Consequently, the eddy current density is detected by the EMAT, which is
described in equation 2.52 as a function of the time derivative of the displacement
(i.e. particle velocity).
2.2.5 Magnetisation Force
The magnetisation force mechanism arises when ferromagnetic materials are exposed
to an external magnetic field. The dynamic magnetic field generated by the EMAT
interacts with the internal magnetism of a ferromagnetic sample and the static mag-
netic field, which results in re-orientation of magnetic moments within the sample
to generate a magnetisation force [25, 198]. The expression for the magnetisation
force, FM, is given by:
FM =
∫
V
∇∗ (M ·H) dV + 1
2µ0
∫
S
nˆM2ndS, (2.53)
where FM it is split into two components: a volume force FV (first integrand), and a
surface force, FS (second integrand). The ∇∗ signifies that the gradient is operating
only on H, M is the magnetisation, nˆ is a unit vector normal to the sample surface,
and Mn is the normal component of the magnetisation at the surface. The first
integrand is typically referred to as the magnetization force, as the second integrand
appears because of a steep change of the electromagnetic fields at the surface and
disappears within the sample [25].
In EMAT configurations with the static biasing magnetic field tangential to
the sample, it has been shown that the components of the Lorentz force and mag-
netisation force normal to the sample are out of phase with comparable amplitudes,
such that these forces act to oppose each other. As such, EMATs are generally
accepted as poor generators of longitudinal waves in ferromagnetic materials.
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2.2.6 Magnetostriction
The magnetostriction mechanism can be observed when EMATs operate on all fer-
romagnetic, ferrimagnetic and antiferromagnetic materials due to their magnetic
properties [199], which originate from magnetic moments due to the spins of elec-
trons in incomplete occupied inner orbitals of their atoms. Two types of magne-
tostriction exist: spontaneous magnetostriction and field induced magnetostriction.
Spontaneous magnetostriction describes the phenomenon which occurs when a fer-
romagnetic material is cooled through its Curie temperature and exhibits sponta-
neous magnetisation, which results in an associated mechanical strain. This can be
described by considering neighbouring atomic magnetic dipoles that tend to align
towards the same direction to form a magnetic domain below the materials TC, as
illustrated in Figure 2.3(a); magnetic domains form to minimise the internal mag-
netostatic energy of the material [128]. These magnetic domains are separated by
domain walls, in which the magnetisation direction of the atoms rotates coherently
from one direction to the other, such that neighbouring magnetic domains exhibit
a different magnetic field direction. The spontaneous magnetisation of the domain
along its particular magnetisation direction creates a spontaneous strain, and the
average deformation across the bulk of the ferromagnetic material is the average
of all the individual magnetic domains; this effect is termed spontaneous magneti-
sation. For isotropic materials, spontaneous magnetisation results in a change of
volume of the material, although the shape remains the same.
(a) (b)
Spontaneous magnetostriction Field-induced magnetostriction
Domain wall
Magnetic domain H
Magnetic dipole 
Figure 2.3: Schematic diagram illustrating magnetostriction in polycrystalline ma-
terials below TC: (a) spontaneous magnetostriction where magnetic domains form
with randomly orientated magnetisation directions, and (b) field induced mag-
netostriction where magnetic domains align with an external magnetic field, H.
Adapted from [200]
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Field induced magnetostriction is also observed below the TC of a ferromag-
netic material, as a result of an applied external magnetic field, H. The application
of a magnetic field creates a preferred magnetisation direction, to which all mag-
netic domains tend to align via domain wall movement and domain rotation [128],
as pictured in Figure 2.3(b). This produces an overall strain along the direction
of the applied magnetic field, which is referred to as longitudinal magnetostriction;
as volume is conserved, there is an associated transverse magnetostriction which is
half the magnitude and opposite in sign to the train along the magnetisation direc-
tion [201]. The magnetostrictive strain will increase with an increase in the applied
magnetic field until the point at which the sample is magnetically saturated, such
that all magnetic domains are aligned with the external field. At this point, mag-
netostriction reaches a maximum value, referred to as the saturation magnetostric-
tion. Magnetostrictive strains are typically very small (order of 10−6), and can be
classified as expansion (positive magnetostriction) or contraction (negative magne-
tostriction) and this is material dependent [201]. When the term magnetostriction
is used within this thesis, it refers to field induced magnetostriction.
Joule magnetostriction denotes the deformation of a sample due to an ap-
plied magnetic field, as illustrated by the magnetic moments on a simple crystalline
lattice in Figure 2.4 [200]. Above TC the magnetic moments are disordered, as
shown in Figure 2.4(a), such that magnetostriction is not observed. As described
above, cooling below TC, neighbouring atoms tend to align their magnetic moments,
shown in Figure 2.4(b). Application of an external magnetic field results in rotation
of magnetic moments to align the external field direction and deformation of the
material, as displayed in Figure 2.4(c).
Magnetostriction is a reversible property, and the reciprocal process is known
as the Villari effect; this describes the change in magnetisation which is induced by
a mechanical deformation, and the simple schematic diagrams in Figure 2.5 [200]
highlight the effect. When a sample with positive magnetostriction is below the TC
as shown in Figure 2.5(a), and is exposed to a stress parallel to the magnetisation
direction as shown in Figure 2.5(b), a shift in the inter-atomic distances in the
lattice occurs. This results in an alternative magnetisation direction which is more
energetically favourable, such that the magnetic moments rotate to align with this
direction, which typically creates a reduction of the magnetisation for polycrystalline
materials [200].
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Figure 2.4: Schematic diagram of Joule magnetostriction: (a) disordered magnetic
moments above TC, (b) ordering of magnetic moments within a domain below TC,
and (c) alignment of magnetic moments with an external magnetic field, H, resulting
in a magnetostrictive strain. Adapted from [200].
Figure 2.5: Schematic diagram of the Villari effect: (a) magnetic moments aligned
within a magnetic domain below TC, and (b) application of an external stress, σ,
results in a change in the magnetisation via rotation of the magnetic moments to a
more favourable direction. Adapted from [200].
EMATs can exploit Joule magnetostriction, whereby a dynamic field super-
posed on a static biasing magnetic field, with a resultant total dynamic field, pro-
duces dynamic strains which generate ultrasound waves within the material. The
detection of ultrasound waves applies the Villari effect, such that the mechanical de-
formation caused by the wave generates a change in magnetisation of the material,
which can be detected by the coil due to the variation in the magnetic flux density.
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In general, magnetostrictive constitutive relations are non-linear, where mag-
netostrictive strain is a non-linear function of the magnetic field strength. The non-
linear behaviour of magnetostrictive materials has been observed experimentally
[199, 202]; for instance, the typical static magnetostrictive curve (magnetostrictive
strain versus magnetic field strength) is shown in Figure 2.6 for iron. Generally, iron
undergoes a positive magnetostriction at low magnetic field strengths, to a maximum
value, then decreases consistently such that a negative saturation magnetostriction
is reached.
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Figure 2.6: Static magnetostriction curve of iron, showing the non-linear behaviour
of magnetostriction. Adapted from [199, 202]
Despite the non-linear nature of magnetostriction, it is possible to approxi-
mate the coupled magnetostrictive equations by comparison with piezoelectricity to
form linear relations [203], giving:
 = sHσ + λmH, (2.54)
B = λTmσ + µ
σH, (2.55)
where sH represents the elastic compliance matrix (6×6) at constant magnetic field,
λm expresses the magneto-mechanical coupling matrix (6×3) referred to as the mag-
netostrictive constant, and µσ is the magnetic permeability matrix (3×3) at con-
stant stress. Equation 2.54 describes Joule magnetostriction, whilst equation 2.55
describes the Villari effect.
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These linear relations are considered to be valid for EMATs operating within
the so-called strong bias field approximation, whereby a small dynamic magnetic
field, HD, is superimposed on a much greater static bias field, HS, such that HD 6
HS. As illustrated in Figure 2.7, the strong bias field approximation is valid with a
small oscillation of ±HD at the EMAT operation point HS.
Magnetic field, H
S
tr
a
in
, 
ε
HS
±HD
HD
0
Figure 2.7: Schematic figure of the strong bias field approximation for magnetostric-
tion, where a linear relation can be approximated if a dynamic magnetic field, HD,
is superimposed on a static bias magnetic field, HS.
The generation and detection efficiency originating from the magnetostriction
mechanism is strongly dependent on the material properties of the magnetostric-
tive sample, such as: magnetic permeability, magnetostrictive coefficients, electrical
resistivity and elastic constants [204, 205]. The efficiency is also effected by the
strength and direction of the bias magnetic field relative to the dynamic magnetic
field. Moreover, the efficiency can vary as a function of temperature, as the fac-
tors mentioned are temperature dependent. It has been found that the contribution
of the magnetostriction mechanism to the transduction efficiency is dominant at
lower static bias field, where a non-linear response is observed with respect to the
bias magnetic field, although at high fields the Lorentz force contribution is domi-
nant, with a linear response with increasing bias magnetic field; this relationship is
illustrated by the schematic in Figure 2.8 [204, 205].
It is crucial to determine which transduction mechanism dominates for an
EMAT configuration on a particular sample, as the performance can vary widely de-
pending upon these factors. For EMAT configurations involving the bias magnetic
field directed normal to the sample surface, there was a dispute in the literature to
whether the Lorentz force [206, 207] or the magnetostriction mechanism [25, 208]
dominates. Kitley [209] carried out a detailed study of EMAT operation on fer-
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Figure 2.8: Schematic of the dependence of transduction efficiency for Lorentz force
and magnetostriction mechanisms in iron. Adapted from [204, 205].
romagnetic samples, and demonstrated that the Lorentz force dominates on low
tensile carbon steel, mild steel and cast iron samples with a normal bias field EMAT
configuration. However, the magnetostriction mechanism was found to dominate for
nickel and invar (nickel-steel alloy) samples. Ribichini et al. [210] further confirmed
these findings, such that the magnetostriction mechanism on a variety of steel sam-
ples was not found to contribute more than 5-10 % of the overall observed signal
for normal bias field EMATs; yet, it was suggested this is not the case for materials
with a magnetostrictive coating, such as oxide (magnetite) coated steels. The work
in this thesis centres on normal bias field EMAT operation on magnetite coated steel
samples, where it is expected that the magnetostriction mechanism will dominate
over the Lorentz force mechanism.
2.2.7 Radially Polarised Bulk Shear Wave EMAT
The normal bias field spiral coil EMAT configuration is used throughout this work,
which generates and detects radially polarised bulk shear waves; a simple schematic
diagram illustrating the EMAT configuration and direction of ultrasonic displace-
ment is shown in Figure 2.9. This EMAT configuration is one of the simplest and
most commonly used, it consists of a single cylindrical permanent magnet with the
static bias field directed normally into the sample and a single flat spiral (pancake)
coil with the required number of turns. Applications of this EMAT include: thick-
ness measurements [211], ultrasonic texture measurement of rolled metal sheets [212]
and the birefringent acoustoelastic stress measurement [213].
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Figure 2.9: Schematic diagram of a normal bias field spiral coil EMAT configuration
which generates and detects radially polarised bulk shear waves.
A schematic diagram of this EMAT configuration operating on a conduc-
tive sample via the Lorentz force mechanism was shown in section 1.6 in Figure
1.6, where the radial polarised image current generates a radially polarised Lorentz
force, which results in a radially polarised ultrasonic displacement in truly isotropic
materials. The ultrasound waves generated are bulk shear waves as the ultrasonic
displacement is perpendicular to the direction of propagation, which is directed into
the sample. Similarly, a schematic diagram of this EMAT operating on a sample
with a magnetostrictive coating was shown in section 1.6 in Figure 1.7. The spiral
coil generates a radially polarised dynamic magnetic field, which generates radi-
ally polarised strains within the magnetostrictive coating, which launches radially
polarised shear waves within the bulk of the sample.
The performance of this EMAT configuration is tested at room tempera-
ture and at elevated temperatures on a purely electrically conductive material (i.e.
aluminium) and a material with a magnetostrictive coating (i.e. magnetite coated
steel); this work is presented and discussed in chapters 3 and 4.
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2.3 Piezoelectric Transducer Operating Principles
Piezoelectric transducers were introduced in section 1.5, with emphasis on their de-
sign considerations for high temperature application. This section aims to present
the theory of piezoelectric transducer operating principles, with emphasis on piezo-
electricity, the resonance behaviour of piezoelectric elements used in transducers,
equivalent circuits used for modelling and the damping of the piezoelectric element.
2.3.1 Piezoelectricity
Piezoelectricity describes the electromechanical interaction in crystalline materials
which do not exhibit a centre of symmetry, such materials are referred to as piezo-
electric [214]. The direct piezoelectric effect is the generation of a voltage across
a piezoelectric material on application of an external mechanical stress; this is em-
ployed in piezoelectric transducers to detect ultrasound waves. The indirect (or
converse) piezoelectric effect is the reverse, whereby piezoelectric materials exhibit
mechanical strain as a result of an applied electric field; this is utilised in piezoelec-
tric transducers to generate ultrasound waves. Quartz is an example of a naturally
occurring piezoelectric material, however, polarisation is required for most crys-
talline materials with asymmetry for piezoelectricity to be observed, as discussed in
section 1.5.1.
Piezoelectricity can be expressed by the following linear constitutive equa-
tions as described in the IEE standard [215], which assumes the piezoelectric mate-
rial undergoes an elastic deformation that is sufficiently small such that non-linear
effects can be neglected [216]:
D = dσ + σE, (2.56)
S = cEσ + dTE, (2.57)
where D is the electric displacement vector, d is the piezoelectric charge constant
matrix, σ is the elastic stress matrix, σ is the material permittivity matrix at con-
stant stress, E is the electric field vector, S represents the elastic strain matrix and
cE is the mechanical compliance matrix at constant electric field. The piezoelectric
constitutive equations can be expressed via four different representations depending
on which set of variables is chosen as independent, as shown in Table 2.2; equations
2.56 and 2.57 are the constitutive equations when E and σ are taken as independent
variables. The piezoelectric constants (d, e, g and h) can be represented by the
following equations:
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Table 2.2: Piezoelectric constants and their relative independent and dependent
variables from the four different constitutive equations.
Independent variables Dependent variables Piezoelectric constants
E, σ D, S d
E, S D, σ e
D, σ E, S g
D, S E, σ h
d =
(
∂S
∂E
)
σ
=
(
∂D
∂σ
)
E
, (2.58)
e = −
(
∂σ
∂E
)
S
=
(
∂D
∂S
)
σ
, (2.59)
g =
(
∂S
∂D
)
σ
= −
(
∂E
∂σ
)
D
, (2.60)
h = −
(
∂σ
∂D
)
S
= −
(
∂E
∂S
)
D
. (2.61)
The reference directions for the constitutive equations are illustrated in Fig-
ure 2.10(a), where directions 1, 2 and 3 are equivalent to the Cartesian coordinates
system x, y and z. Directions 4, 5 and 6 describe rotations about the 1, 2, and 3
directions, respectively. Figure 2.10(b) displays the typical disc geometry of piezo-
electric elements in conventional single element piezoelectric transducers, where the
disc diameter, Dp is much greater than the thickness, tp, (Dp >> tp). Here, the
poling direction of the piezoelectric disc is along direction 3. The upper and lower
surfaces of the disc are usually deposited with a thin layer of conductive material
(e.g. silver) to form two electrodes. This disc geometry is assumed throughout this
thesis, as this is the type of piezoelectric element used within this work.
The piezoelectric constant, dij , is a figure of merit, which expresses their
ability to act as a generator of ultrasound, also known as the piezoelectric charge
constant. The value of dij can be described in two ways: the polarisation generated
per unit of mechanical stress, or the mechanical strain experienced per unit of electric
field. There are two subscripts associated with dij , the first denotes the polarisation
direction when the applied electric field is zero (i.e. poling direction). The second
subscript represents the direction of the applied mechanical stress or the induced
strain. The parameter d33 is used to describe disc shaped piezoelectric materials,
where the poling direction is parallel to the applied mechanical stress (i.e. direction
3, also known as the z-axis) and the induced strain is also along the same direction.
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Figure 2.10: Schematic diagrams of: (a) reference directions (1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6) for
piezoelectric materials, and (b) polarisation of a piezoelectric disc along the 3 axes,
where the diameter, Dp, is much larger than the thickness, tp.
Similarly, the piezoelectric constant gij is a figure of merit of piezoelectric
transducers expressing their ability to detect ultrasound, often referred to as the
piezoelectric voltage constant. The value of g can also be described in two ways: the
electric field generated per unit of applied mechanical stress, or the mechanical strain
experience per unit of electric displacement applied. The first subscript implies the
direction of the generated electric field, whilst the second subscript indicates the
direction of the applied mechanical stress. The parameter g33 is used to describe
disc shaped piezoelectric materials, where the electric field generated by the applied
mechanical strain are both along direction 3, parallel to the poling direction (i.e.
direction 3, or z).
The piezoelectric electromechanical coupling coefficient, k, is often used to
express the efficiency of energy conversion for piezoelectric materials, and it is de-
fined for both the direct and inverse piezoelectric effects by equations 2.62 and 2.63,
respectively. The value of k is between 0 and 1, although it is often less than 1
due to losses in the conversion process. The term kt denotes the electromechanical
coupling efficient for thickness resonance of thin discs with the electric field and
vibrations in direction 3.
kp =
√
Stored mechanical energy
Input electrical energy
(2.62)
kp =
√
Stored electrical energy
Input mechanical energy
(2.63)
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2.3.2 Resonance Behaviour
Piezoelectric transducers employ the resonance behaviour of piezoelectric elements
to achieve oscillations which result in generation or detection of ultrasound, which
can be through thickness or radial. Considering the classical case of a mass and
spring, a piezoelectric element can oscillate mechanically at its fundamental (first)
frequency, and at various harmonics [16]. The fundamental frequency of the through
thickness oscillation in a piezoelectric disc rigidly fixed at its edges is illustrated in
Figure 2.11. The particles at material boundaries oscillate simultaneously, either
outwards or inwards, whilst at the median plane the particles are at rest. The
displacement of the particles at a series of different points in time results in a group
of sinusoidal curves with different amplitudes, constituting a standing wave [16].
This can be considered as two waves travelling in opposite directions through the
plate at the same frequency. The thickness oscillation of a plate can be described by a
plane wave that is reflected at one boundary with opposite phase, and reflected again
at the other boundary, also with opposite phase. Thus, the plane wave undergoes a
phase shift equal to one wavelength, such that it interacts with itself in phase.
Material boundary Node
Ultrasound 
propagation
Oscillation amplitude 
(i.e. particle displacement) 
0- +
Figure 2.11: Schematic of the fundamental through thickness resonance of a piezo-
electric element.
From this analysis, the thickness of the piezoelectric element, tp, is equal to
half the wavelength, λ, of the ultrasound as shown in equation 2.64. The frequency
of the fundamental through thickness resonance, f0, can be expressed by equation
2.65, where vL is the speed of sound in the piezoelectric material.
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tp =
λ
2
(2.64)
f0 =
vL
2tp
, (2.65)
The resonance behaviour of a piezoelectric disc is achieved by driving it with
an alternating current pulse at a frequency similar to its fundamental resonance
frequency. Generally, if the frequency of the driving pulse is low the piezoelectric
acts as a parallel plate capacitor, such that charge is stored at the two electrodes on
either face. If the driving pulse is at the resonance frequency the piezoelectric disc
dissipates energy in the form of mechanical vibrations. Typically for piezoelectric
transducers, this is the fundamental through thickness resonance of a piezoelectric
disc poled in direction 3, where the electric field applied is also along direction 3.
The resonance of the piezoelectric disc can be analysed by measuring the
electrical impedance, Z, with change in frequency; Z is a measure of opposition
that a device or circuit presents to current, I, when a voltage, V , is applied and can
be defined by substituting it into Ohm’s law:
Z =
V
I
. (2.66)
When a sinusoidal voltage is applied to a circuit with capacitors and induc-
tors, the current response is sinusoidal with a phase shift, such that the impedance
is a complex quantity; this can be expressed in polar form by equation 2.67, or in
Cartesian form by 2.68:
Z = |Z| eiθ, (2.67)
Z = R+ iX, (2.68)
where |Z| is the impedance magnitude, θ is the phase shift between the current and
voltage, R is the real part of the impedance (resistance), X is the imaginary part of
the impedance (reactance) and i is the imaginary unit. The impedance values of an
ideal resistor, ZR, ideal inductor, ZL, and ideal capacitor, ZC, are represented by:
ZR = R, (2.69)
ZL = iωL, (2.70)
ZC =
1
iωC
, (2.71)
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where R is the resistance, L is the inductance and C is the capacitance. The
impedance of a resistor is purely real, whilst the impedance of both inductors and
capacitors is purely imaginary.
The impedance of a device can be calculated by applying a sinusoidal voltage
to the device in series with a resistor, and measuring the voltage across both the
resistor and the device. This measurement is performed across a range of frequencies
of the applied voltage, to obtain the impedance magnitude and phase. An AC
impedance analyser can be used to evaluate the resonance behaviour of piezoelectric
elements and piezoelectric transducers. The schematic in Figure 2.12 represents the
typical impedance magnitude and phase of a piezoelectric disc at the fundamental
through thickness resonance.
Figure 2.12: Schematic of the typical impedance magnitude and phase versus fre-
quency at through thickness resonance for a piezoelectric disc, highlighting the series
resonance frequency, fs, and the parallel resonance frequency, fp.
As shown in Figure 2.12, increasing the frequency results in the piezoelectric
disc approaching a minimum value of impedance magnitude, which approximates the
series resonance frequency, fs, if resistance via mechanical losses are neglected; this
minimum impedance magnitude frequency is referred to as the resonance frequency,
fr. The piezoelectric material properties and geometry determine this resonance fre-
quency, as described by equation 2.65. Further increasing the frequency results in a
maximum impedance magnitude, approximated by the parallel resonance frequency,
fp, again if resistance via mechanical losses are ignored.
Piezoelectric transducers generally behave as capacitors, and an ideal capaci-
tor has a purely capacitive phase of −90◦ between the voltage and current. However,
as the piezoelectric disc or transducer resonances when driven at its resonance fre-
quency, energy dissipates and the system becomes more resistive which increases the
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phase; this increase in phase at resonance results in a peak in the phase spectrum
around the resonance frequency, as shown in Figure 2.12. The magnitude of the
phase peak provides an indication of the energy dissipation of the system, and is
related to the efficiency of a piezoelectric disc or transducer.
The phase data measured for a piezoelectric disc or a piezoelectric transducer
can be used to estimate the bandwidth (BW) and centre frequency (f C). The -3 dB
bandwidth technique [217] can be used to determine the upper frequency, fU , and
lower frequency, fL, relative to the range of frequencies where the amplitude is
0.707 times that of the peak maximum value of the phase shift data. Along with
the frequency of the peak maximum, f0, the -3 dB bandwidth an be calculated using
equation 2.72. The centre frequency can be estimated using equation 2.73.
BW =
fU − fL
f0
× 100 (2.72)
f
C
=
fU − fL
2
(2.73)
The electromechanical coupling factor, kt, can be calculated if the series res-
onance frequency and parallel resonance frequencies are known from the impedance
analysis by [215]:
k2t =
pi
2
fs
fp
tan
[
pi
2
(
fp − fs
fp
)]
(2.74)
2.3.3 Equivalent Circuit
Piezoelectric systems can be represented by equivalent circuits which aid in the
design and characterisation of piezoelectric transducers. The simplest equivalent
circuit is given by the Butterworth-Van Dyke (BVD) model [215] of an unloaded
piezoelectric element at series resonance, as shown in Figure 2.13, which consists of
an inductor, L1, a capacitor, C1 and a resistor, R1, (i.e. RLC circuit) in series with
a parallel capacitor, C0. Here, L1, C1 and R1 represent mechanical damping, mass
and mechanical compliance of the piezoelectric element, whilst C0 represents the
capacitance between the two surface electrodes of the piezoelectric element [218].
The mechanical quality factor, Qm, of the piezoelectric element can be estimated by
equation 2.75, which gives an indication of the total energy stored in the piezoelectric
element in relation to the energy dissipated at resonance. The series and parallel
resonances can be estimated from the BVD model via equations 2.76 and 2.77,
respectively.
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Figure 2.13: Butterworth-Van Dyke (BVD) model of an unloaded piezoelectric ele-
ment at resonance.
Qm =
√
L1/C1
R1
(2.75)
fs =
1
2pi
√
L1C1
(2.76)
fp =
1
2pi
√
L1
C1C0
C1+C0
(2.77)
The BVD model fails to provide accurate analysis for piezoelectric materials
with significant losses, or more complex systems. Alternative equivalent circuit
models can be used, such as the Sherrit model [219] which assumes complex numbers
for the circuit components, rather than real as for the BVD, or the Guan model [220]
which attempts to model the energy dissipation with greater accuracy by including
an additional series and parallel resistance to the BVD circuit.
Furthermore, the mechanical boundary conditions will be altered significantly
when a piezoelectric element is bonded to a mechanical structure (i.e. loaded), which
will result in a change in the electrical impedance and equivalent circuit. The Guan
model accounts for these changes via additional RLC circuits with components Rn,
Ln and Cn in parallel which equate to the nth resonance, to account for the multiple
resonances observed.
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2.3.4 Damping
Piezoelectric materials used in transducers (e.g. PZT) typically exhibit low ultra-
sonic attenuation, such that when the element is excited by a driving pulse it under-
goes significant resonance, the decay of which is dictated by the transfer of acoustic
energy from the element. As the element continues to resonate after excitation, the
ultrasonic pulse generated by the element is lengthened. Longer ultrasound pulses
have a decreased axial resolution, that is their ability to distinguish between fea-
tures within the material; this is often described in terms of bandwidth (i.e. shorter
pulse length), where increased bandwidth is desirable for many NDT applications
involving reflection of ultrasound from material features.
As a result, most piezoelectric transducers employ a backing material which
is adhered to the piezoelectric element to damp the ringing behaviour, both during
generation and detection. To achieve significant damping backing materials must
be highly attenuative, such that the ultrasound entering the material is rapidly ab-
sorbed and is not reflected back to the element. Also, it is crucial that backing
materials exhibit an acoustic impedance similar to that of the piezoelectric disc to
maximise transmission of the ultrasound from the element to the backing. However,
there is a compromise in transducer design, with respect to the choice of back-
ing material, between the desired bandwidth and the sensitivity, where increased
bandwidth is accompanied by a decrease in sensitivity.
2.4 Signal-to-Noise Ratio
For reference the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is introduced here, which is referred
to as a figure of merit for the high temperature transducers developed within this
work. SNR is a measure of a desired signal compared to the level of background
noise, where SNR is defined as the ratio of signal power to the noise power, which
is typically expressed in decibels (dB). The SNR is calculated using equation 2.78,
where Smax is the maximum amplitude of the desired signal and NMax is the am-
plitude of the noise for a region of signal adjacent to the desired echo.
SNR = 20 log10
(
Smax
Nmax
)
(2.78)
It is important to note in this work, when the SNR is quoted for a partic-
ular waveform, noise refers to both coherent and background/random noise in the
baseline of the signal, such that all signals surrounding the desired signal are con-
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sidered noise; for example, coherent noise signals may arise from mode conversion
on reflection from the backwall. In this way, the SNR is used as a figure of merit
to access the performance of a transducer on a particular sample, where only the
desired backwall signals used for ultrasound thickness measurements are of interest.
When the SNR is provided for a particular waveform, the region used to calculate
the maximum noise value is labelled on the corresponding A-scan. The error in the
SNR calculation originates from the error in determining the signal and noise am-
plitudes, and this is directly effected by the quantisation error in the signal acquired
when recording the data with a digital oscilloscope.
2.5 Finite Element Analysis
Finite Element Analysis (FEA) is a effective tool to analyse ultrasound wave propa-
gation. It can be used to model complex ultrasound signals, as it allows visualisation
of ultrasound interactions, including interaction with defects. Most notably, FEA
can be employed to model conditions which are difficult to obtain experimentally.
FEA using the commercial software package PZFlex is employed within this body of
work to model the ultrasound wave propagation within the piezoelectric transducer,
and interaction of the generated signals with a sample. PZFlex is a time domain
solver that has been developed to model large wave propagation problems, with
emphasis on modelling piezoelectric materials.
The fundamental principle of FEA is the discretisation of the system being
modelled into a large number of sub-domains, often referred to as elements. The
elements within the model are connected at the nodes forming a mesh of the system.
As the structure of these elements is much simpler than the system, the differential
wave equations can be solved for each individual element, and this is applied over the
whole mesh. If the solutions for each element are consistent with adjoining elements,
the solution for the entire system can be calculated, including wave properties such
as particle displacement, velocity and pressure at each element within the mesh.
However, the main drawback is that this process can be computationally expensive,
and often simplifications and assumptions have to be made to reduce the model
simulation time. The maximum ultrasound frequency of interest in the model and
the minimum ultrasound wave speed in any material in the model determine a
limit on the element size, although a smaller element size is often required to avoid
artefacts, such as numerical dispersion. Depending on geometry, the computational
demand of a model can be reduced by employing planes of symmetry or simplifying
the system to two dimensions, as this reduces the total number of elements.
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Chapter 3
Development of a High
Temperature EMAT
This chapter presents the development of a high temperature EMAT. The exper-
imental set-up of the ultrasound measurements is described in section 3.1. An
overview of the details of the samples used throughout this chapter and chapter 4 is
given in section 3.2. The optimisation process for critical components of this high
temperature EMAT design are given in section 3.3, namely the permanent magnet
(see section 3.3.1) and the high temperature EMAT coil (see section 3.3.2), and a
detailed overview of the assembly of the final high temperature EMAT design is
provided in section 3.3.3. Finally, the performance of this EMAT design on different
materials is compared in section 3.4, with particular emphasis on the enhancement
on the signal amplitude via the magnetostriction mechanism for operation on mag-
netite coated mild steel samples.
3.1 Pulser-Receiver System
The ultrasound measurements presented in chapters 3 and 4 were obtained using
the pulse-echo experimental set-up illustrated in Figure 3.1, unless otherwise stated.
The results were recorded using a digital oscilloscope (Tektronix, DPO2014) for
single shot data, and averaged data (32×) to improve signal to noise ratio (SNR). A
pulser-receiver (PR) system (Sonemat, PR5000) was used to provide a spike driving
current pulse, at 450 V with a 100 ns pulse width, to excite the coil in generation, and
wideband low noise signal amplification in detection. The PR system was attached
to a variable transformer (RS Components), also referred to as a variac, which
allows one to change the voltage supply to the pulser receiver, varying it from the
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mains supply voltage at ≈ 240 V. For example, with a variable setting at 100% the
maximum driving current pulse was ≈ 35 A, whilst at 10% the maximum driving
current pulse was ≈ 14 A, this was determined by recording the voltage across a 0.1 Ω
resistor in the discharge current path as the EMAT coil was pulsed. The variation of
the driving current amplitude ensures the amplifier is within a linear range during
detection, as large signals generated using magnetite coated steel samples are able
to saturate the amplifier, and this should be avoided for quantitative measurements.
For direct evaluation and comparison of the same sample under different conditions,
an identical variac voltage percentage setting was used. When this PR system is used
with a spiral coil EMAT with a static bias field directed normal to the sample surface
it generates and receives bulk shear waves within the sample, and the subsequent
first to fifth backwall echoes are referred to as S1, S2, S3, S4 and S5, respectively.
Figure 3.1: Schematic diagram of the experimental set-up used to obtain pulse-echo
ultrasound measurements with the EMAT.
The current pulse generated by the PR system set to 100% voltage, and
was measured using a high voltage oscilloscope probe (P5100, Tektronix), and the
measured current pulse is displayed in Figure 3.2(a). To measure the relationship
between the variac percentage and the maximum current, the voltage was recorded
at a number of different variac percentages, and the maximum current pulse was
calculated; the results are presented in Figure 3.2(b). It is clear there is a non-linear
relationship between the variac percentage and the maximum driving current pulse,
where the current changes more significantly at lower variac percentages and the
current changes much less at above ≈ 40%.
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Figure 3.2: Sonemat PR5000 pulser-receiver: (a) current pulse with 450 V,nd (b)
with a variac attached showing the variable voltage percentage and the correspond-
ing maximum driving current pulse.
3.2 Samples
The ultrasound measurements presented in chapters 3 and 4 were obtained on a
number of samples, including aluminium, mild steel and magnetite coated mild
steel. Two industrial magnetite coated low carbon steel pipe samples were used,
termed sample A and B, pictured in Figure 3.3(a) and (b). The magnetite thickness
was 0.1 - 0.2 mm; this variation arises from the nature of growth of high tempera-
ture oxide scales in an industrial environment, where growth conditions can change
due to a number factors, such as local surface condition, temperature and base
steel composition. Average magnetite coating thickness was determined using a mi-
crometer at a number of positions with and without the coating. Sample A had a
stepped inner diameter, the maximum step at 6.8 mm ± 0.1 mm and minimum step
at 2.6 mm ± 0.1 mm; both of these steps were tested to evaluate change in EMAT
performance with sample thickness. Sample B had a uniform thickness of 6.8 mm ±
0.1 mm. Both samples A and B had an outer pipe diameter of 150 mm. In addition,
a 12.0 mm ± 0.1 mm thick magnetite coated mild steel plate, termed Sample C, was
also used. Sample C had one face coated with magnetite and on the opposite face
the magnetite was removed by grinding and polishing, to leave a bare mild steel
surface. Two aluminium plate samples were used, one a 10.0 mm ± 0.1 mm thick
and the other 50.0 mm ± 0.1 mm thick.
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Figure 3.3: Industrial magnetite coated mild steel pipe samples sections: (a) sample
A which has a stepped inner diameter with a maximum step thickness of 6.8 mm and
a minimum step thickness of 2.6 mm, and (b) sample B with a thickness of 6.8 mm.
3.3 High Temperature EMAT Design Optimisation
The development and optimisation of the two main components in this high tem-
perature EMAT design are discussed here. First the permanent magnet used is
discussed in section 3.3.1, following a discussion on the optimisation of the ceramic
encapsulated EMAT coil in section 3.3.2. This leads on to a detailed account of the
final assembly of the high temperature EMAT in section 3.3.3.
3.3.1 Permanent Magnet
The use of both electromagnets and permanent magnets in EMATs for application
at elevated temperatures was discussed in detail in section 1.6. Although electro-
magnets are a viable option for very high temperature applications, it was estimated
that operation up to temperatures of ≈ 550 ◦C would be sufficient for a majority
of high temperature pipelines in power generation and petrochemical industries, for
which this high temperature EMAT is designed. As such, the high temperature
EMAT was constructed with the use of a permanent magnet with a high maximum
operating temperature, avoiding the use of bulky electromagnets which limits their
use in some applications.
As described in section 1.6.3, NdFeB permanent magnets are commonly used
in room temperature EMATs due to their strong magnetic field strengths, but they
typically have a maximum operating temperature (Tmax) of ≈ 80 ◦C, with a Curie
temperature of ≈ 315 ◦C. As NdFeB magnets cannot withstand temperatures of
up to 550 ◦C, an alternative magnet material was selected. This high temperature
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magnet has two different grades, one of which has a Tmax of 450
◦C and the other
has a Tmax of 550
◦C, and are here referred to as a high temperature permanent
magnet (HT-PM450 and HT-PM550), supplied by Sonemat Ltd.
For comparison at room temperature, a NdFeB magnet of the same dimen-
sions (25 mm cube) as the HT-PM450 magnet were tested on the 50 mm thick alu-
minium sample, where the Lorentz force is the only EMAT generation and detection
mechanism. A spiral EMAT coil was made from a 0.2 mm polymer encapsulated
copper wire, hand wound, with a spaced 0.2 mm for 20 turns, and the coil was en-
capsulated in Kapton tape, with a 0.1 mm copper foil between the coil and magnet
to avoid ultrasound reflections from generation within the magnet. The magnetic
flux density (B) was measured with a gaussmeter (GM1-ST, AlphaLab Inc.), with
the end of the probe placed at a central position on the face of the magnet closest
to the sample, where five readings were used to calculate an average value rounded
to two significant figures. The A-scans using NdFeB (blue) and HT-PM450 (red)
magnet are displayed in Figure 3.4, showing the first three backwall echoes (S1, S2
and S3). The magnetic flux density, peak-to-peak (Pk-Pk) voltage and SNR for S1
are given in Table 3.1 for both the NdFeB and the HT-PM450 magnets.
Figure 3.4: Signal amplitude at room temperature on a 50 mm thick aluminium
sample using: (blue) NdFeB magnet and (red) HT-PM450 magnet, showing the
first three backwall echoes (S1, S2 and S3) with a label of the coherent noise region
used to calculate the SNR.
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Table 3.1: Measured magnetic flux density (B), and Pk-Pk voltage and SNR values
using NdFeB and HT-PM450 magnets for S1 on an aluminium sample at room
temperature.
Magnet Magnetic Flux Density, B
(T)
Pk-Pk Voltage
(mV)
SNR
(dB)
NdFeB 0.53 260 29.7
HT-PM450 0.37 130 22.7
The measured magnetic flux density of the NdFeB magnet at 0.53 T larger
than that of the HT-PM450 at 0.37 T. This corresponded to a significantly larger
peak-to-peak voltage and SNR of S1 for NdFeB of 260 mV and 29.7 dB, compared to
130 mV and 22.7 dB for HT-PM450. These results were expected for an aluminium
sample, as the Lorentz force is the only generation and detection mechanism, where
the signal in pulse-echo mode is the Lorentz force is proportional to the magnetic
flux density squared (B2). However, these results show that the high temperature
permanent magnet of the same dimensions is able to produce signals of sufficient
amplitude for ultrasound thickness measurements, at least at room temperature.
Following this, three different high temperature permanent magnets were
tested and compared for use in the high temperature EMAT design. Both the cu-
bic magnet (25 mm) and the large cylindrical magnet (35 mm diameter and 20 mm
height) were material HT-PM450, whilst the small cylindrical magnet (20 mm diam-
eter and 20 mm height) were a slightly different material composition HT-PM550,
and all three magnets are pictured in Figure 3.5(a), (b) and (c), respectively. The op-
eration of each magnet with the same EMAT coil (0.2 mm wire with 0.2 mm spacing
at 20 turns, described above) was compared on the 10.0 mm aluminium sample and
the 6.8 mm thick step of the magnetite coated mild steel (sample A). The A-scans
for the cubic magnet (blue), large cylindrical magnet (red) and small cylindrical
magnet (green) are presented in Figures 3.6 and 3.7 for the 10.0 mm aluminium and
sample A, respectively. The corresponding peak-to-peak voltage and SNR values of
S1, and magnetic flux density, are presented in Table 3.2.
The measured magnetic flux density of the cubic magnet at 0.37 T was larger
than the other magnets, with the small cylindrical magnet slightly less at 0.34 T and
that of the large cylindrical magnet significantly less than expected at 0.25 T. The
relative values of the magnetic flux densities corresponded to the measured peak-to-
peak voltage values on the aluminium sample, where the cubic magnet at 120 mV
was larger than the other magnets, with the small cylindrical magnet slightly less at
90 mV and that of the large cylindrical magnet significantly less than expected at
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Figure 3.5: Images of the high temperature permanent magnets: (a) cubic magnet
(HT-PM450), (b) large cylindrical magnet (HT-PM450) and (c) small cylindrical
magnet (HT-PM550).
Table 3.2: Measured magnetic flux density (B), and Pk-Pk voltage and SNR values
using different HT-PM magnets for S1 on a 10.0 mm aluminium sample and sample
A at room temperature.
Magnet and Dimensions
(mm)
Tmax
(◦C)
B
(T)
Aluminium Magnetite coated steel
Pk-Pk
(mV)
SNR
(dB)
Pk-Pk
(mV)
SNR
(dB)
Cubic - 25 450 0.37 120 42.5 280 33.6
Cylindrical (35 D, 20 h) 450 0.25 90 35.4 590 32.1
Cylindrical (20 D, 20 h) 550 0.34 60 24.4 470 31.8
60 mV. These results were expected for an aluminium sample, as the Lorentz force
is the only generation and detection mechanism where the signal in pulse-echo mode
is the Lorentz force is proportional to the magnetic flux density squared (B2).
However, for the magnetite coated mild steel sample A the relative values
of the magnetic flux densities failed to correspond to the measured peak-to-peak
voltage values. The large cylindrical magnet with the lowest magnetic flux density
observed the greatest peak-to-peak voltage value of 590 mV, followed by the small
cylindrical magnet at 470 mV, compared to the cubic magnet which observed the
lowest peak-to-peak voltage of 280 mV, despite having the largest measured mag-
netic flux density. Also, note that the shape of the shear wave signals in sample A
(see Figure 3.7) are different to those in aluminium, where the signals appear to be
longer in the time domain.
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Figure 3.6: Signal amplitude at room temperature on a 10.0 mm thick aluminium
sample using: (blue) cubic magnet (HT-PM450), (red) large cylindrical magnet(HT-
PM450) and (green) small cylindrical magnet (HT-PM550), showing the first two
backwall echoes (S1 and S2).
Figure 3.7: Signal amplitude at room temperature on sample A using: (blue) cubic
magnet (HT-PM450), (red) large cylindrical magnet(HT-PM450) and (green) small
cylindrical magnet (HT-PM550), showing the first two backwall echoes (S1 and S2).
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The difference in the signals compared to aluminium is due to the magne-
tostrictive generation and detection mechanism dominating on magnetite coated
samples, as opposed to the Lorentz force which is the sole mechanism operating on
aluminium samples. As detailed in section 2.2.6, the magnetostrictive strain coeffi-
cient of iron is non-linear with respect to the applied external magnetic field, which
observes a peak at lower magnetic flux densities. Although the magnetostrictive
strain coefficients reported in literature typically are measured at DC, and this is
not the case in the EMAT operation, this could explain the observed behaviour here.
Therefore, it could be assumed that there is a peak in the signal amplitude with the
external applied magnetic field when the magnetostrictive mechanism dominates.
This peak could explain how the large cylindrical magnet with a lower magnetic
flux density produces a much greater signal on sample A than the cubic magnet,
where the lower magnetic flux value of the large cylindrical magnet is closer to the
peak maximum and the cubic magnetic field is above this value.
Long-term high temperature trials were carried out with the cubic magnet
(HT-PM450). The magnet was put into a furnace at 450 ◦C for 11 weeks, a total of
1850 hours. The magnet was cooled to room temperature at nine intervals and for
each measurement the magnetic flux density was measured at the same face where
five readings were used to calculate an average value rounded to three significant
figures. The time at 450 ◦C and the corresponding magnetic flux density is plotted in
Figure 3.8, where the error bars represent the standard deviation. The magnetic flux
density of the cubic magnet (HT-PM450) before heating was measured at 0.362 T
and decreased slightly after 1850 hours at 450 ◦C to 0.354 T.
Figure 3.8: Time the cubic magnet (HT-PM450) was held at 450 ◦C and the cor-
responding magnetic flux density measured at room temperature, where the error
bars represent the standard deviation.
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3.3.2 High Temperature Coil
Following work from Hernandez-Valle [121], which provides a detailed account of
the high temperature spiral coil design used at temperatures up to 600 ◦C, a similar
approach was used in this work to construct an EMAT coil to operate at high
temperatures without active cooling. The approach behind this high temperature
coil design is to remove all polymer based materials, replacing them with ceramic
materials which are able to withstand very high temperatures. The spiral EMAT
coil is constructed from a bare copper wire, although if this were to be wound as a
typical EMAT coil for room temperature operation (i.e. a tight spiral coil) a short
circuit would occur. To avoid this, a space is fixed between each turn of the coil,
achieved by winding two bare copper wires tightly together to form two concentric
spirals, one of which is later removed. This space between turns of the spiral coil is
filled with a high temperature ceramic adhesive, which serves as electrical insulation.
This section describes preliminary room temperature tests carried out using
the high temperature permanent magnet with flat, spiral shaped EMAT coils with
varying parameters, including: wire diameter, turn spacing and number of turns.
These tests were performed at room temperature in order to select the optimal coil
parameters for use in the high temperature EMAT, and so the coils were fabri-
cated from polymer encapsulated copper wire. However, there are limitations on
the use of polymer encapsulated wires at the elevated temperatures, as described in
section 1.6.1, due to breakdown of the insulation or the printed circuit board sub-
strate material, which are usually a polymer-based materials that cannot withstand
temperatures above 150 ◦C; note that ceramic PCBs are becoming commercially
available. Hand wound wire coils require embedding to retain their shape, and this
often involves the use of Kapton tape. Although some grades of Kapton tape have
a relatively high maximum operating temperature (up to ≈ 300 ◦C compared to
most polymer materials), it is often too low for many industrial high temperature
applications.
The high temperature EMAT is designed for use in a pulse-echo configura-
tion, such that the EMAT performs as both the generator and detector of ultrasound.
In this case, the effect of the EMAT coil wire must be taken into account with respect
to the received signal amplitude. The coil wire can be considered as an inductive
component, with an associated resistance and a small parasitic capacitance. In gen-
eration, the coil impedance should ideally be low to allow higher driving current
through the coil, which is required to generate larger ultrasound signals, but this
requires more turns which leads to an increase in the coil impedance. Moreover, in
detection, the induced signal amplitude is proportional to the number of turns in
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the coil, such that it is desirable to have a coil with high impedance. As a result of
these conflicting factors, a number of different spiral coils were made with various
parameters and compared with each other to determine the optimal parameters for
the highest received pulse-echo signal amplitude.
For reference, three different coils are discussed here and their performance
on aluminium is compared. The coils were hand wound as described above, leaving
a space between the turns, and they were encapsulated in a single layer of Kapton
tape. The cubic magnet (HT-PM450) detailed in section 3.3.1 was used with each
coil with a 0.1 mm copper foil taped to the face of the magnet, to avoid reflections
from within the magnet being picked up by the coil and appearing in the waveforms.
Table 3.3 details the three coils, termed A, B and C here for reference, giving the wire
diameter, spacing, number of turns and coil diameter, with the corresponding peak-
to-peak voltage and SNR of the first backwall echo on a 10.0 mm thick aluminium
sample; the A-scans for each coil operating on the aluminium sample are shown in
Figure 3.9.
Table 3.3: Comparison of three different spaced coils with varying coil parameters,
and the corresponding peak-to-peak voltage and SNR of the S1 echo on a 10.0 mm
thick aluminium sample.
Coil Wire Diameter
(mm)
Spacing
(mm)
Turns Coil Diameter
(mm)
Pk-Pk
(mV)
SNR
(dB)
A 0.15 0.15 18 12 16 17.9
B 0.20 0.20 20 17 69 25.0
C 0.315 0.20 15 16 32 21.6
From these results, it is clear that coil B constructed from 0.2 mm diameter
wire with a 0.2 mm spacing at 20 turns produces the greatest peak-to-peak voltage at
69 mV with a SNR of 25 dB. This was followed by coil C constructed from 0.315 mm
diameter wire with a 0.2 mm spacing at 15 turns with a peak-to-peak voltage of
32 mV and a SNR of 21.6 dB. The lowest signal was produced by coil A, constructed
from 0.15 mm diameter wire with a 0.15 mm spacing at 18 turns, giving a peak-to-
peak 16 mV and a SNR of 17.9 dB. As a result of the comparisons of these different
coils, coil B was chosen as a suitable coil design for use in the high temperature
EMAT, and this is the coil used throughout the high temperature trials discussed
in chapter 4.
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Figure 3.9: Signal amplitude at room temperature on a 10.0 mm thick aluminium
sample using: (blue) coil A with 0.15 mm diameter wire, 0.15 mm spacing and 18
turns, (red) coil B with 0.2 mm diameter wire, 0.2 mm spacing and 20 turns and
(green) coil C with 0.315 mm diameter wire, 0.2 mm spacing and 15 turns, showing
the first three backwall echoes (S1, S2 and S3) with a label of the coherent noise
region used to calculate the SNR.
Another coil was constructed, termed coil D, to compare the difference be-
tween a spaced and non-spaced coil of the same wire diameter and number of turns.
Coil D was construed from 0.2 mm diameter wire with no spacing between the turns
with a total of 20 turns, such that it was compared to coil B. The A-scans of these
coils on a 50 mm aluminium sample, with the cubic magnet (HT-PM450), are given
in Figure 3.10.
These results demonstrate that the spaced coil used in this high temperature
EMAT design appears to produce larger signals, at least at the same number of turns
and wire diameter, compared to non-spaced coils. For the first sample backwall echo
(S1) coil B with a 0.2 mm spacing produced a peak-to-peak voltage of 130 mV with
a SNR of 22.7 dB, compared to a coil D with no spacing with a peak-to-peak voltage
of 63 mV and a SNR of 18.6 dB. It is also clear to note that the second (S2) and third
(S3) backwall echoes are much more predominant with the spaced coil B, where S3
is not detectable for coil B.
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Figure 3.10: Signal amplitude at room temperature on a 50 mm thick aluminium
sample using: (blue) coil B with 0.2 mm diameter wire, 0.2 mm spacing and 20 turns,
and (red) coil D with 0.2 mm diameter wire, no spacing and 20 turns, showing the
first three backwall echoes (S1, S2 and S3) with a label of the coherent noise region
used to calculate the SNR.
With regards to constructing a spaced spiral EMAT coil for use at high tem-
perature, not only must a ceramic adhesive be used to act as the wire insulation,
but ceramic substrates are required in order to completely encapsulate the coil to
provide protection during inspection. Following previous work by Baillie [143] on
different types and thickness values of ceramic substrates, 0.5 mm thick alumina ce-
ramic substrates (ADS-96R, Coorstek) were chosen to encapsulate the EMAT coil.
The work demonstrated that with water-cooled EMATs at high temperatures a
ceramic substrate is suitable to provide protection to the EMAT coil without signif-
icantly impairing the proper functioning of the transducer, assuming the substrate is
not too thick, which would equate to both larger sample-EMAT and sample-magnet
lift-offs and reduced sensitivity.
Two slightly different substrates were purchased to construct the coils in this
work, both were laser machined to the desired shape, here 25 mm diameter discs, one
with a machined central hole at 0.5 mm diameter and one without. The purpose of
the hole is to provide an exit point for one of the coil wire ends to avoid short circuit
across the entire coil. The other coil wire end is left to protrude from the side of the
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coil. This is shown more clearly in the photograph spaced spiral coil in Figure 3.11.
The image shows the spiral coil (0.2 mm diameter bare copper wire, 0.2 mm spacing
at 20 turns) connected to the ceramic disc substrate with the ceramic adhesive and
the ceramic adhesive between the turns to act as electrical insulation. The ceramic
adhesive used in this study is an alumina based ceramic (Pelco R© High Performance
Ceramic Adhesive 16026, Agar Scientific Ltd.), set from a dispersion of aluminium
oxide in an inorganic silicate aqueous solution, which appears as a high viscosity
paste, although this can be altered by addition of water. This ceramic adhesive
is specially formulated for bonding and sealing ceramics, metals and quartz for
applications demanding electrical and thermal insulation at high continuous service
temperature, providing low electrical and thermal conductivity. It has a maximum
continuous service temperature of 1650 ◦C.
Figure 3.11: Image of the high temperature spaced spiral coil before complete encap-
sulation, showing the bare copper wire and the ceramic adhesive acting as electrical
insulation.
A cross-sectional schematic of the encapsulated EMAT coil is shown in Fig-
ure 3.12, which highlights how the spiral coil is sandwiched between two 0.5 mm
thick ceramic discs with ceramic adhesive binding all the components together. The
overall thickness of the encapsulated coil is ≈ 2 mm, although this can vary slightly
depending on how the ceramic adhesive sets. For reference, the inductance of this
coil was measured (to 3 significant figures) at 5.0 MHz as 3.00µH with 2.15 Ω resis-
tance using an impedance analyser (4294A, Agilent).
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Figure 3.12: Schematic diagram showing the cross-section of the high temperature
spaced EMAT coil encapsulated between ceramic discs using ceramic adhesive.
3.3.3 EMAT Assembly
The high temperature permanent magnet and coil are critical components which
allow this EMAT design to operate continuously at temperatures up to 550 ◦C.
However, the method by which the EMAT components are assembled to form the
final design influences the high temperature performance. This section details the
development of the assembly methods used to construct the final high temperature
EMAT design.
From preliminary high temperature trials with early prototypes, it was found
that the method of electrical connection had a significant impact on the long-term
viability of the EMAT at elevated temperatures. Electrical connection of the live
and ground wires to the BNC connector for room temperature EMATs are typi-
cally formed using a combination of soldering and contact connection. Although it
depends on the alloy used for the solder joint, conventional solder alloys would not
survive temperatures up to 550 ◦C as required by this design, such that alternative
high temperature methods of electrical connection were evaluated. Initially, it was
thought that contact connection may be suitable; however, after a small number of
cycles exposing the EMAT up to 450 ◦C it became clear that the electrical connec-
tion was impaired, due to oxidation of the copper wire and metallic contact surfaces.
Therefore, an improved electrical connection method was sought, which would re-
move the effects of surface oxidation from impeding the electrical connection despite
long term exposure to high temperatures in the presence of oxygen.
Following this, it was concluded that the next viable option would be achiev-
ing electrical connection via brazed joints, which would prevent the issue of oxidation
and ensure a durable bond between the EMAT coil live and ground wires and the
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BNC connector. Brazing describes the act of joining metals by melting them and
applying a filler metal into the joint. In this EMAT design two different brazed
joints were required: a copper-to-copper brazed joint for the live wire connection
between the EMAT coil and the core of the coaxial cable, and the other a copper-to-
stainless-steel brazed joint for the ground wire connection between the EMAT coil
and the outer sheath of the coaxial cable. After multiple trials at temperatures up
to 500 ◦C without any loss in signal, brazing was adopted as the method of electrical
connection for this high temperature EMAT design.
A schematic diagram of the high temperature EMAT design is provided in
Figure 3.13, showing a cross-section through the EMAT. The high temperature
magnet and ceramic encapsulated spiral coil are held in the transducer housing,
which is an important part of this design as it provides shielding from electrical
noise, protects the coil and magnet during inspection and holds all the components
together. Stainless steel was chosen as the material for the transducer housing due
to its oxidation and corrosion resistance at high temperature.
Figure 3.13: Schematic diagram providing a cross-sectional view of the high tem-
perature EMAT design. Not to scale.
The coaxial cable consists of an outer sheath which is a thin walled tube of
stainless steel, with an outer diameter of 5.0 mm and an inner diameter of 4.4 mm
giving a wall thickness of 0.3 mm. This outer sheath is brazed to a 5.0 mm through
hole at the top of the transducer housing, as shown in Figure 3.13, and the end of
the sheath is brazed to the BNC connector. The ground wire emitting from the
encapsulated coil is brazed to the stainless steel transducer housing, which is elec-
trically connected to the outer sheath by brazing. The three brazed joints in this
design ensure that the ground wire electrical connection can withstand high temper-
atures continuously. Inside the stainless steel sheath a ceramic fibre tube (XS-116,
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Omega), with a 1.5 mm nominal diameter, made from Silica that is braided without
organic, glass or metal inserts and has a maximum continuous operating temper-
ature of 983 ◦C, is used to as electrical insulation. The ceramic fibre electrically
insulates the 1.0 mm diameter bare copper core wire, which is brazed to the live
wire emitting from the coil within the top of the transducer casing, as shown in
Figure 3.13. The end of the inner core wire is soldered to the central pin in the
BNC connector. It is important to note that in this design the BNC connector has
polymer components, such that it cannot withstand very high temperatures. For
the trials carried out in this work the BNC connector has been cooled by ambient
air conditions; this is explained in more detailed in chapter 4.
The encapsulated EMAT coil is positioned such that its front face is flush
with the bottom of the housing to minimise sample-EMAT lift-off. A 0.1 mm copper
foil is placed at the back of the encapsulated coil, then a layer of ceramic adhesive is
applied and the magnet is inserted. The magnet is further held in position by four
M1 grub screws which are connected to the transducer housing by four threaded
M1 holes. Once all components are held in place, the ceramic adhesive is cured for
2 hours at room temperature, then heat cured at 100 ◦C for 2 hours to achieve final
electrical and mechanical properties.
The final high temperature EMAT developed in this work is pictured in
Figure 3.14. This EMAT was constructed using the small cylindrical magnet (HT-
PM550), which allows the dimensions of the housing to be as small as possible; here
the housing is cylindrical in shape with a diameter of 30 mm and height of 40 mm
and a wall thickness of 2 mm.
Figure 3.14: Final high temperature EMAT images: (a) full view showing the
EMAT, coaxial cable and BNC connector, and (b) zoomed view showing the ce-
ramic encapsulated coil at the front face of the EMAT.
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3.4 EMAT Operation on Different Materials
A comparison of the high temperature EMAT performance at room temperature on
different materials was carried out using the experimental set-up in section 3.1 on
the following samples: aluminium plate (10.0 mm thick), mild steel plate (12.0 mm
thick, bare steel face of sample C) and magnetite coated mild steel plate (12.0 mm
thick, magnetite coated face of sample C). Sample C was chosen to compare against
aluminium as it is was a flat sample, unlike the other magnetite coated samples
which were curved pipe samples. Direct comparison between curved and flat samples
cannot be achieved as there is a difference in the sample-EMAT lift-off across the coil
diameter due to the curvature, which would result in a variation in the penetration of
the dynamic magnetic field, produced by the EMAT coil, across the sample surface.
The A-scan for the aluminium and mild steel sample are given in Figure 3.15, while
the A-scan for the magnetite coated mild steel sample is given in Figure 3.16.
Direct comparison between the peak-to-peak voltage and SNR values of the
aluminium and mild steel with the magnetite coated steel is not possible, as the
variac setting on the PR system was decreased significantly for the magnetite sam-
ple to avoid saturation of the amplifier, due to the significant signal enhancement
provided by the magnetostriction mechanism which dominates on magnetite coated
samples. The variac was set to 100% for the aluminium and mild steel sample cor-
responding to ≈ 35 A maximum driving current through the coil, whilst the variac
was set to 2% for the magnetite coated steel sample corresponding to ≈ 5 A maxi-
mum driving current. The variac setting used and the corresponding peak-to-peak
voltage and SNR values of the first backwall echo (S1) are presented in Table 3.4.
Table 3.4: Comparison of EMAT performance on different materials, showing the
PR variac setting used and the corresponding peak-to-peak voltage and SNR values
of the first backwall echo (S1).
Sample Variac
(%)
Pk-Pk
(mV)
SNR
(dB)
Aluminium 100 31 20.6
Mild steel 100 25 18.3
Magnetite coated mild steel 2 705 38.5
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Figure 3.15: Signal amplitude at room temperature for: (blue) 12 mm thick mild
steel sample, and (red) 10.0 mm thick aluminium sample, showing the first three
backwall echoes (S1, S2 and S3) with a label of the coherent noise region used to
calculate the SNR.
Figure 3.16: Signal amplitude at room temperature for a 12 mm thick magnetite
coated mild steel sample, showing the first three backwall echoes (S1, S2 and S3)
with a label of the coherent noise region used to calculate the SNR. Small amplitude
mode converted signals are detectable between the main backwall echoes.
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The peak-to-peak voltage of S1 for aluminium is 31 mV with a SNR of
20.6 dB, which is slightly higher than bare mild steel which has a peak-to-peak
voltage of 25 mV with a SNR of 18.3 dB. Despite application of a much lower max-
imum driving current through the EMAT coil on the magnetite coated mild steel,
a much larger peak-to-peak voltage is observed than is seen in both aluminium and
bare steel at 705 mV with a SNR of 38.5 dB. These results highlight the significant
enhancement of the signal amplitude produced by the magnetostriction mechanism
on this type of magnetite coated sample, at least when the oxide is relatively thick
and well adhered to the steel beneath.
The theory behind the EMAT magnetostriction mechanism was discussed
in detail in sections 1.6 and 2.2.6, but is discussed briefly here in reference to the
increased signal amplitude observed when compared to aluminium and bare steel.
The operation of EMATs on magnetite coated steel samples can be considered to be
similar to piezoelectric transducers. In that generation and detection of ultrasound
waves within the sample is achieved via physical coupling of an oscillating element,
here in the form of a magnetostrictive magnetite coating that is well adhered to
the base steel, which is comparable to an acoustically coupled piezoelectric element
used in a piezoelectric transducer. Note, this mechanism is also similar to the way
in which magnetostrictive patch transducers operate, as discussed in section 1.9.
As such, the EMAT magnetostriction mechanism with a magnetite coating
is significantly different to the Lorentz force, which is the sole operating mechanism
on aluminium samples. For the magnetostrictive mechanism on magnetite coated
samples, the oscillation of the ions/atoms in the bulk of the sample is generated by
the oscillating strains of the coating itself, unlike the Lorentz force mechanism which
occurs by transfer of momentum from free conducting electrons in the image current
to the ions/atoms of the bulk material, which is known to be relatively inefficient due
to the large difference in mass between free electrons and ions/atoms. Therefore, it
can be assumed that the large difference observed in the signal amplitude between
aluminium and magnetite coated mild steel is due to the increased efficiency of
generating the ultrasound by oscillation of magnetostrictive strains in the coating,
as a result of the dynamic magnetic field produced by the EMAT coil.
However, the EMAT magnetostrictive mechanism is highly non-linear due
to the non-linear relationship between magnetostrictive strain coefficients and the
applied biasing magnetic field of the EMAT, as discussed in section 2.2.6. Moreover,
the difference between the signal amplitude with and without the coating for a
given grade of steel can vary significantly, depending on the physical and chemical
properties of the magnetite coating, such as chemical composition, coating thickness,
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degree of bonding to the base steel and residual stress. Similarly to piezoelectric
transducers, the degree of bonding between the magnetite coating and base steel is
critical, when the coating is not well adhered the ultrasound, energy will not couple
into the bulk of the sample.
When considering the signal amplitude on the bare mild steel sample, it
appears slightly less than that of aluminium largely due to the fact that mild steel
has a lower conductivity than aluminium. As such, the Lorentz forces generated
at the surface by the image current are lower; this is despite stronger static fields
in the steel generated by the permanent magnet, due to the magnetic permeability
of steel. As detailed in 2.2.6, there has been some dispute in the literature on the
extent to which the EMAT magnetostriction mechanism contributes to the signal
amplitude on bare steel, although it was found by Ribichini et. al that overall
the contribution should be only between 5-10% for bare mild steel [210], where the
Lorentz force dominates. It is was also found that when the Lorentz force dominates,
small changes in signal amplitude between different materials is a result of differences
in conductivity and magnetic permeability.
The vast majority of industrial mild steel pipelines which operate continu-
ously for long periods over 200 ◦C in a reducing atmosphere tend to develop a thin,
well-adhered magnetite surface coating. As this type of coating has been shown
to greatly enhance the efficiency of EMAT operation, these types of samples will
be exploited to provide sufficient SNR for ultrasound thickness measurements at
elevated temperatures, when continuous operation is required without any form of
active cooling, as described in detail in chapter 4.
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3.5 Summary
This chapter reviews the developmental stages in optimising the EMAT for use at
temperatures up to 550 ◦C without active cooling. First the pulse-echo ultrasound
experimental set-up is described (see section 3.1), which was used throughout the
work presented in this thesis on the high temperature EMAT, in both chapters 3
and 4. A pulser-receiver system was used such that bulk shear waves were generated
in the sample by the EMAT. A variac was attached to the pulser-receiver unit to
control the maximum drive current though the coil. This avoids saturation of the
amplifier for use on magnetite coated mild steel samples, where the magnetostriction
mechanism has the ability to generate ultrasound with significantly larger signal
amplitude compared to the Lorentz force mechanism.
Although electromagnets are a viable option for very high temperature ap-
plications up to ≈ 750 ◦C, it was estimated that operation up to temperatures of
≈ 550 ◦C would be sufficient for a significant amount of high temperature pipelines
in power generation and petrochemical industries, for which this high temperature
EMAT is designed. As such, the high temperature EMAT was constructed with
the use of a permanent magnet up to an operating temperature of 550 ◦C, whilst
avoiding the use of bulky electromagnets (see section 3.3.1). Two different grades of
this high temperature permanent magnet were compared on aluminium and mag-
netite coated steel samples at room temperature, each with a different dimension
and magnetic flux density values. It was found that the large cylindrical shape mag-
net, with the lowest measured magnetic flux density performed best on magnetite
coated steel, while it performed worst on aluminium. This result highlights the
non-linear relationship between the signal amplitude of ultrasound generated from
the magnetostriction mechanism with change in the applied magnetic flux density
of the biasing magnetic field. The permanent magnet was exposed to 450 ◦C for a
total of 1850 hours, and whilst it did show a slight decrease in the magnetic flux
density over this period the results demonstrate the feasibility of application of this
magnet grade for use in the high temperature EMAT design.
Following this, the optimisation and ceramic encapsulation of the EMAT coil
was discussed in detail (see section 3.3.2). The method of fabricating an EMAT coil
capable of withstanding elevated temperatures continuously without cooling was
adopted from previous work by Hernandez-Valle [119, 121]. A number of different
coil parameters were tested, and the best performing coil was found to be one with
constructed with a 0.20 mm diameter wire, 0.20 mm spacing and 20 turns; this is
the coil design employed within the final high temperature EMAT design.
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Subsequently, the methods used to assemble the final high temperature EMAT
design were discussed, including incorporation of the permanent magnet and encap-
sulated coil within a stainless steel transducer housing and the high temperature
coaxial cable. Of key importance was the discussion on the high temperature per-
formance of the electrical connection. Early high temperature trials demonstrated
that contact connection was not suitable for continuous application at elevated tem-
perature due to oxidation of the contacting surface. Therefore, brazing was chosen
as the method to electrically connect the live and ground wires to the coaxial cable
and BNC connector, which was shown to be resistant to the effects of oxidation at
high temperatures.
Finally, the performance of the final high temperature EMAT design was
tested at room temperature on different materials, namely: aluminium, mild steel
and magnetite coated mild steel. It was found that although a much lower driv-
ing current was used with the magnetite coated steel to avoid saturation of the
amplifier, the signal amplitude was far greater compared to both aluminium and
mild steel. This was attributed to the increased efficiency of the magnetostrictive
mechanism on magnetite coated steels, whereby the oscillation of the ions/atoms in
the sample bulk is generated by the oscillating strains of the coating itself, similar
to the method in which piezoelectric transducers and magnetostrictive patch trans-
ducer operate. This is different to the Lorentz force mechanism, where ultrasound
is generated by transfer of momentum from free conducting electrons in the image
current to the ions/atoms of the bulk material, and this is known to be relatively
inefficient due to the large difference in mass between free electrons and ions/atoms.
As many industrial mild steel pipelines which operate continuously over 200 ◦C in
a reducing atmosphere tend to develop a well-adhered magnetite coating. These
types of samples will be exploited to provide sufficient SNR for ultrasound thick-
ness measurements at elevated temperatures; this work is presented in the following
chapter.
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Chapter 4
High Temperature Performance
of EMAT
This chapter details the high temperature testing of the EMAT design presented in
chapter 3. Initially, a series of laboratory furnace trials were performed using this
EMAT at high temperatures, as described in section 4.1. The performance of the
EMAT was evaluated for different magnetite coated mild steel samples (see sections
4.1.1 and 4.1.2), including temperature dependent analyses of the change in signal
amplitude, shear wave velocity, shear wave attenuation and frequency content of the
signals. The performance of this EMAT design on aluminium was also investigated
(see section 4.1.3). The sample-EMAT lift-off performance at elevated temperatures
is evaluated in 4.1.4 and initial trial results on the longer-term high temperature
performance of the EMAT are given in 4.1.5. This leads onto a discussion of a
longer-term field trial on high temperature magnetite coated mild steel pipelines
located in a refinery (see section 4.2).
4.1 Laboratory Furnace Trials
Following the development and optimisation of the high temperature EMAT design
at room temperature, detailed in chapter 3, the EMAT was subject to a series of
high temperature trials in a laboratory environment to investigate performance at
elevated temperatures on a number of different samples. These trials were performed
using the experimental set-up described in section 3.1, unless otherwise stated.
During these trials, the sample, EMAT and high temperature cable were
held at temperature without any form of cooling, except the BNC connector which
exited the furnace (ITEMP 14/15, Pyro Therm Furnaces) from a small, thermally
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insulated hole in the furnace door. Before each high temperature measurement was
taken the sample, EMAT and cable were heated to the required temperature for a
dwell time of at least 3 hours. The temperature at the sample surface was recorded
using a K-type thermocouple clamped to the sample. On heating, the furnace tem-
perature controller reading was lower than the actual sample surface temperature.
The temperature difference was attributed to a thermal gradient established within
the furnace, where the lower furnace regions are warmer due to the position of the
heating elements. The furnace thermocouple is fixed at the top of the furnace,
whereas the sample was placed at the base of the furnace. Table 4.1 shows the
furnace and sample surface temperatures recorded for the 6.8 mm step on sample
A. The sample and EMAT bulk temperatures were between these values, depending
on thermal diffusivity, dwell time and furnace position.
Table 4.1: Furnace temperature and corresponding sample surface temperature.
Furnace Temperature
(◦C)
Sample Surface Temperature
(◦C)
25 26
50 55
150 171
250 278
350 378
425 458
Note that for all laboratory trials discussed in this section, the EMATs were
constructed using the cubic magnet (HT-PM450) and ceramic encapsulated coils
with 0.20 mm wire diameter with 0.20 mm spacing and 20 turns. Also note, when
the furnace was set to 425 ◦C the actual sample surface temperature was measured
at 458 ◦C, which is slightly higher than the maximum operating temperature of the
permanent magnet (HT-PM450). For the remainder of the section, the temperatures
in the A-scan labels are for the furnace temperature setting, except the temperature
when the furnace was set to 425 ◦C which is quoted as 450 ◦C. Also, when a param-
eter (e.g. peak-to-peak voltage or SNR) is plotted against temperature the actual
surface temperature values are used.
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4.1.1 Performance on Magnetite Coated Mild Steel: Sample A
This section details the high temperature trials using the EMAT on sample A,
introduced in section 3.2, which is a section from an industrial mild steel pipe onto
which has grown a magnetite coating due to exposure to high temperatures. The
inner diameter of the pipe was machined to different thicknesses, the maximum
step thickness was 6.8 mm whilst the minimum step thickness was 2.6 mm. The
signal amplitude for the first and second backwall echoes (S1 and S2) at range of
temperatures from 25 ◦C to 450 ◦C on the 6.8 mm step of sample A are shown in
Figure 4.1; the corresponding peak-to-peak voltage and SNR of the first echo (S1)
against temperature are displayed in Figures 4.2(a) and 4.2(b), respectively, and the
values are listed in Table 4.2. The y-axis lower limits in Figures 4.2(a) and 4.2(b)
are set not to zero to emphasize the appreciable change in peak-to-peak voltage and
SNR between 25 ◦C and 450 ◦C, as these differences are substantial considering the
increased noise recorded at higher temperatures.
Table 4.2: Peak-to-peak voltage and SNR for first backwall echo (S1) on magnetite
coated mild steel (sample A, 6.8 mm thick) for temperatures between 25 ◦C and
450 ◦C.
Temperature
(◦C)
Pk-Pk Voltage
(V)
SNR
(dB)
25 0.33 34.9
50 0.34 36.3
150 0.51 38.2
250 0.57 36.6
350 0.52 35.9
450 0.41 34.5
The first two backwall echoes are clearly identifiable from room temperature
up to 450 ◦C. It is evident that there is a non-linear change in signal amplitude
with increasing temperature, with a maximum signal amplitude at approximately
300 ◦C. Most importantly for high temperature measurements, there is a greater
signal amplitude of 0.41 V at 450 ◦C compared to 0.33 V at 25 ◦C. Although, due to
the increased levels of noise at the baseline of the signal at elevated temperatures,
this equates to a SNR of 34.5 dB at 450 ◦C, which is slightly lower than the SNR
value of 34.9 dB calculated at 26 ◦C.
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Figure 4.1: Signal amplitude on a magnetite coated mild steel sample (sample A,
6.8 mm thick step) at: (dark blue) 25 ◦C, (purple) 50 ◦C, (light blue) 150 ◦C, (green)
250 ◦C, (orange) 350 ◦C and (red) 450 ◦C, for the first two backwall echoes (S1 and
S2) with a label of the coherent noise region used to calculate the SNR.
This non-linear behaviour could be attributed to the dominance of the mag-
netostrictive mechanism, where magnetostrictive strain coefficients [205] and ultra-
sound signal amplitude vary non-linearly with change in the applied magnetic field;
this relies on the assumption that the field strength of the EMAT magnet decreases
with increasing temperature, given that magnetic flux density measurement at el-
evated temperatures was not measured. This follows from previous research [117]
showing the non-linear change in signal amplitude with change in EMAT static
magnetic field, for magnetite coated steel pipes, where a maximum signal amplitude
was observed at lower magnetic fields of ≈ 0.35 T at room temperature. Further
complexity is introduced when considering reports in the literature [221, 222] of a
general trend of decrease in magnetostrictive strain coefficients for magnetite with
increasing temperatures towards TC of magnetite at ≈ 570 ◦C.
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Figure 4.2: First backwall echo (S1) at temperatures between 25 ◦C and 450 ◦C on
magnetite coated mild steel (sample A, 6.8 mm thick) showing: (a) peak-to-peak
voltage and (b) SNR.
Recent literature on modelling and experimental validation of EMAT mag-
netostrictive behaviour has focused on the magnetostriction contribution on bare
steels [210, 223], found to be between 5% and 10% depending on steel grade, where
the Lorentz force is dominant. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, a compre-
hensive study of high temperature operation of EMATs on magnetite coated steels,
where magnetostriction is the dominant mechanism, has not been reported in the
literature. This is most likely due to the complex non-linear nature of the mag-
netostrictive mechanism on such materials and the number of dependent variables,
further complexity is also added at elevated temperatures due to the temperature
related effects, such as the temperature dependence of magnetostrictive strains.
The change in shear wave velocity and shear wave signal attenuation with
temperature for the 6.8 mm step on sample A are plotted in Figures 4.3(a) and
4.3(b), respectively; the values were calculated in the time domain. A thickness
correction for thermal expansion was applied using equation 4.1 [121], where d is
sample thickness at temperature T , d0 is the sample thickness at T0 = 25
◦C and
αT (T ) is the thermal expansion coefficient of steel at temperature T . The time of
flight difference, ∆t, between the first and second echoes (S1 and S2) was calculated
by finding the difference between the time point of maximum signal amplitude of
both echoes. The errors originate from determination of the sample thickness and
time of flight between successive backwall echoes. The shear wave velocity was
calculated from equation 4.2. The shear wave signal attenuation obtained directly
from the time domain waveform was calculated using equation 4.3, where A1 and A2
represent the maximum signal amplitude of the first and second echoes, respectively,
however diffraction effects were neglected.
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d = d0[1 + αT (T )(T − T0)] (4.1)
v =
2d
∆t
(4.2)
αT =
1
2d
20 log10
(
A1
A2
)
(4.3)
Figure 4.3: At temperatures between 25 ◦C and 450 ◦C on 6.8 mm thick sample
A: (a) shear wave velocity and (b) shear wave attenuation, including a thickness
correction for thermal expansion.
The shear wave velocity displays a steady decrease with increasing temper-
ature, observed from the increase in echo arrival time, corresponding to a change
in velocity from 3180 m/s at 25 ◦C to 2950 m/s at 450 ◦C; the velocity decrease is
primarily as a result of change in the elastic constants with increasing temperature.
The shear velocity values calculated are similar to those reported in literature for low
carbon steel [146, 192]. The change in velocity with temperature is an important
consideration for thickness measurement calibration, as if not taken into account
errors will occur during inspection. The shear wave signal attenuation undergoes
an increase at elevated temperatures, from 0.73 dB/mm at 25 ◦C to 0.98 dB/mm
at 450 ◦C. In general, ultrasound attenuation within a sample is the result of a
various mechanisms, including absorption, scattering and diffraction effects. Over
this temperature range, increased attenuation is attributed to greater scattering
from increased thermal phonon-phonon interactions, rather than change in the mi-
crostructure [224]. Despite the increase in attenuation, both the first and second
echo signal amplitude at 450 ◦C are adequate for thickness measurements
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The frequency content of the signals was examined via a fast Fourier trans-
form (FFT) of a windowed (tapered cosine) section of a backwall echo. The first
backwall echo frequency content is shown in Figure 4.4(a) for 25 ◦C - 450 ◦C. The
first and second back-wall echo frequency content at 450 ◦C are displayed in Figure
4.4(b). The signal is relatively broadband, with a centre frequency of ≈ 5.5 MHz. A
significant reduction in the higher frequency content of the second back-wall echo is
observed, likely due to greater attenuation of higher frequencies, which is more dis-
tinct with increasing temperature. This is highlighted by the frequency dependent
attenuation coefficient, calculated using equation 4.3, where A1 and A2 represent the
FFT magnitude of the first and second backwall echoes, respectively; these results
are displayed in Figure 4.5 at 25 ◦C, 250 ◦C, and 450 ◦C.
Figure 4.4: FFT magnitude calculated on sample A (6.8 mm thick) for: (a) the first
backwall echo (S1) at temperatures between 25 ◦C to 450 ◦C, and (b) the first (S1)
and second (S2) backwall echoes at 450 ◦C.
Figure 4.5: Frequency dependent attenuation coefficient calculated for sample A
(6.8 mm thick) at 25 ◦C, 250 ◦C and 450 ◦C.
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Signal amplitudes on the minimum step of sample A, with a thickness of
2.6 mm, are presented in Figure 4.6 for 25 ◦C and 450 ◦C. The initial excitation
noise from the driving pulse is included to indicate the loss of the first backwall echo
(S1) within the noise, such that the second to fifth backwall echoes (S1 - S5) are
displayed. The excitation noise with a dead time of ≈ 2µs is longer than usual for
this type of spiral EMAT coil, most likely due to the rigid encapsulation of the coil
within the ceramic adhesive. For the second backwall echo (S2) the peak-to-peak
voltage at 450 ◦C is 0.56 V with a SNR of 25.9 dB, while at 25 ◦C a lower peak-to-
peak voltage of 0.53 V at SNR 22.1 dB was measured; despite the loss of the first
backwall echo, subsequent echoes can be resolved in the time domain and their signal
amplitudes are more than adequate for thickness measurements. However, because
of dead time issues in the pre-amplifier, radially polarised EMATs are rarely used
on samples below 3 mm thick when one needs to observe the first backwall echo.
Figure 4.6: Signal amplitude on a magnetite coated mild steel sample (sample A,
2.6 mm thick step) at: (blue) 25 ◦C and (red) 450 ◦C, for the second to fifth back-
wall echoes (S2 and S5) as the first backwall echo (S1) is lost within the electrical
noise generated by the driving current, with a label of the coherent noise region
(dominated by mode converted signals) used to calculate the SNR.
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4.1.2 Performance on Magnetite Coated Mild Steel: Sample B
In order to further highlight the complex nature of the magnetostriction mechanism
on magnetite coated mild steels, the high temperature performance of a different
magnetite coated sample is included here, namely sample B (6.8 mm thickness),
which was introduced in section 3.2. The sample was tested using the experimental
set-up described in section 3.1, with a variac setting of 6% to avoid saturation of the
amplifier. The signal amplitude for the first and second backwall echoes (S1 and S2)
at 25 ◦C and 450 ◦C on sample B are shown in Figure 4.7; the corresponding peak-
to-peak voltage and SNR of the first echo (S1) against temperature are displayed
in Figures 4.8(a) and 4.8(b), respectively. The y-axis lower limits in Figures 4.8(a)
and 4.8(b) are set not to zero to emphasize the appreciable change in peak-to-peak
voltage and SNR between 25 ◦C and 450 ◦C, as these differences are substantial
considering the increased noise recorded at higher temperatures.
Figure 4.7: Signal amplitude on a magnetite coated mild steel sample (sample B,
6.8 mm thick) at: (blue) 25 ◦C and (red) 450 ◦C, for the first two backwall echoes
(S1 and S2) with a label of the coherent noise region used to calculate the SNR.
Acoustic birefringence [225] can be identified, due to peak splitting of the S2 and
S3.
The peak-to-peak voltage at 25 ◦C was measured as 0.44 V which was sig-
nificantly larger than that measured for 450 ◦C at 0.14 V, this corresponded to a
SNR at 25 ◦C of 34.9 dB and at 450 ◦C of 30.5 dB. Although there is an overall
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Figure 4.8: First backwall echo (S1) at temperatures between 25 ◦C and 450 ◦C on
magnetite coated mild steel (sample B, 6.8 mm thick) showing: (a) peak-to-peak
voltage and (b) SNR.
decrease in the signal at the same variac setting for sample B between 25 ◦C and
450 ◦C, the relationship between both peak-to-peak voltage and SNR is non-linear,
as demonstrated in Figure 4.8, where there appears to be a maximum in both the
peak-to-peak voltage and SNR at ≈ 200 ◦C. Although there is clearly a non-linear
relationship between signal amplitude and temperature on this magnetite coated
steel sample, it appears different to that observed on sample A where there is a
significantly greater signal amplitude found at 450 ◦C compared to 25 ◦C and the
maximum value appears at ≈ 300 ◦C. This difference could be due to the difference
in properties of the magnetite coating between the samples, such as variations in
coating thickness, degree of bonding to the base steel and magnetostrictive strain
coefficients (e.g. from differences in residual stress). There is a difference in shape
of the various backwall signals, where there appears to be elongation when com-
paring the first (S1) and third (S3) echoes due to peak splitting, and this has been
attributed to acoustic birefringence [225]. The origin of acoustic birefringence on
this sample is a result of the various metal processing methods used to form the
pipe, such as rolling and extruding, which create two polarisation directions in the
metal with slightly different velocities. The effects of acoustic birefringence can
largely be ignored if the first backwall echo (S1) is used for analysis and thickness
measurements.
The difference between the signals observed on sample B is further high-
lighted when considering the frequency content; the FFT magnitude of the first
backwall echo (S1) at 450 ◦C on sample B is given in Figure 4.9. The signal appears
to have a slightly higher centre frequency of ≈ 5.6 MHz, where the maximum FFT
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magnitude frequency is clearly higher. Although, there appears to be less signal
content at high frequencies for sample B compared to sample A. In general, for
application of this EMAT design on magnetite coated samples it is critical that the
differences in variation that can be found between samples is recognized.
Figure 4.9: FFT magnitude calculated on sample B (6.8 mm thick) for the first
backwall echo (S1) at 450 ◦C.
4.1.3 Performance on Aluminium
The high temperature performance of this EMAT design was evaluated on a 10.0 mm
thick aluminium sample to compare results with the magnetite coated steel samples,
as the signal in aluminium is solely due to the Lorentz force mechanism. Greatly
decreased signal amplitudes were generated on aluminium compared to the mag-
netite coated samples at high temperature, when using the Sonemat PR5000 pulser-
receiver system with the same EMAT drive current. This difference is due to the
relatively large signals generated via the magnetostriction mechanism on these mag-
netite coated steel samples, compared to the Lorenz force mechanism on aluminium,
such that a direct comparison with identical hardware and drive current was not
possible.
To produce the most suitable signal on aluminium, an alternative pulser-
receiver system was used. A conventional flaw detector (Masterscan D-70, Sonatest)
was used as the pulser-receiver with a drive voltage of 450 V and 100 ns pulse width,
along with an EMAT averaging adapter (GS2020, Sonemat), which gave increased
SNR performance via a 128 running average and automatic gain control (AGC).
This set-up produced a maximum driving current pulse amplitude of 12 A. The
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data was recorded using a digital oscilloscope. The A-scans for the first and second
backwall echoes (S1 and S2) across a range of temperatures from 25 ◦C to 450 ◦C on
the 10.0 mm aluminium sample are shown in Figure 4.10; the corresponding peak-to-
peak voltage and SNR of the first backwall echo against temperature on aluminium
are displayed in Figures 4.11(a) and 4.11(b), respectively.
The first backwall echoes in aluminium are distinguishable from room tem-
perature up to 350 ◦C, whereas the first backwall echo at 450 ◦C is not clearly defined.
The results show a steady decrease in signal amplitude with increasing temperature
in aluminium, with a peak-to-peak voltage of 0.23 V with a SNR of 17.3 dB at 25 ◦C
and 0.11 V with a SNR of 10.5 dB at 350 ◦C. The AGC may have changed the peak-
to-peak voltage amplitudes differently with increasing temperature, the value of gain
used by the AGC is not known; this may affect the direct comparison between the
A-scans at different temperatures, however, it could be assumed for the case with
aluminium that as the signals are all relatively low, the gain was set to a maximum
value for at all temperatures.
As the Lorentz force is the sole generation and detection mechanism when
EMATs operate on aluminium, we can contribute a proportion of the loss in signal
amplitude at elevated temperatures to a decrease in the Lorentz force, in addition
to increased ultrasound attenuation. In pulse-echo mode, the Lorentz force is pro-
portional to the square of magnetic field, which is dominated by the static magnetic
field at the coil driving currents used in this study. Hence, the Lorentz force most
likely decreases from a reduction in the EMAT magnet field strength at elevated
temperatures. Therefore, it can be estimated that the non-linear change in signal
amplitude with increasing temperature observed on magnetite coated steel samples
is due to the dominance of the magnetostriction mechanism.
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Figure 4.10: Signal amplitude on 10.0 mm thick aluminium sample at: (dark blue)
25 ◦C, (purple) 50 ◦C, (light blue) 150 ◦C, (green) 250 ◦C, (orange) 350 ◦C and (red)
450 ◦C, for the first two backwall echoes (S1 and S2) with a label of the coherent
noise region used to calculate the SNR.
Figure 4.11: First backwall echo (S1) at temperatures between 25 ◦C and 450 ◦C on
aluminium (10.0 mm thick) showing: (a) peak-to-peak voltage and (b) SNR.
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4.1.4 Lift-Off Performance
One of the advantages of using EMATs at high temperature compared with piezo-
electric transducers is their non-contact nature, such that a degree of lift-off between
the sample and EMAT can be maintained due to electromagnetic coupling of ultra-
sound, and this can be useful in scanning applications. However, typically the lift-off
tolerance of EMATs is relatively small, often on the order of less than 1.0 mm, de-
pending on the configuration of the EMAT and the properties of the sample, and the
signal amplitude decays exponentially with increasing lift-off. Despite this, initial
lift-off tests at room temperature using this EMAT design on magnetite coated steel
samples demonstrated that relatively large lift-off values could be tolerated whilst
still providing good SNR. Therefore, a series of trials were carried out to evaluate
the high temperature lift-off performance of this EMAT design on magnetite coated
steel samples.
Using the experimental set-up detailed in 3.1, lift-off measurements were
made at 450 ◦C on sample B (6.8 mm thickness), with the variac set at 100%. The
sample-EMAT lift-off was maintained by positioning of a stack of alumina ceramic
discs (0.5 mm thickness) for lift-off values of zero to 10.0 mm in increments of 1.0 mm.
The first three backwall echoes (S1, S2 and S3) are shown for 4.0 mm,6.0 mm and
8.0 mm lift-off in Figure 4.12, whilst the peak-to-peak voltage against lift-off for S1
at each lift-off value tested is provided in Figure 4.13.
The exponential decay in signal amplitude with increasing lift-off is clear from
these results. However, it is evident that relatively large signals are measured even at
lift-off values generally considered large for EMATs, especially considering the effect
of decreasing signal amplitude on sample B at 450 ◦C. For comparison, the peak-to-
peak voltage at zero lift-off was 0.92 V compared to 0.0069 V (6.9 mV) at 10.0 mm.
The SNR were calculated as 27.1 dB, 21.9 dB and 14.7 dB for 4.0 mm, 6.0 mm and
8.0 mm, respectively. Despite the decrease in signal amplitude at increasing lift-off
values, these signals are adequate for thickness measurements at 450 ◦C at all the
lift-off values tested. This demonstrates the applicability of this EMAT for high
temperature scanning inspections of magnetite coated mild steel pipelines without
plant shutdown.
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Figure 4.12: Signal amplitude on sample B (6.8 mm thickness) at 450 ◦C with differ-
ent sample-EMAT lift-off values: (blue) 4.0 mm, (red) 6.0 mm and (green) 8.0 mm,
for the first three backwall echoes (S1, S2 and S3) with a label of the coherent noise
region used to calculate the SNR.
Figure 4.13: Peak-to-peak voltage of the first backwall echo (S1) against sample-
EMAT lift-off measured on sample B (6.8 mm thickness) at 450 ◦C.
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4.1.5 Long-Term Performance
A preliminary trial was carried out to study the longer-term performance of this
EMAT design at elevated temperatures, wherein the EMAT was held in a furnace
for 1 month, using the setup described in section 3.1. A measurement was recorded
on a magnetite coated mild steel sample (sample C, 12.0 mm) at 450 ◦C before and
after 1 month of continuous exposure of the EMAT to 450 ◦C, where the variac was
set to 2% to avoid saturation of the amplifier. The A-scans recorded are shown in
Figure 4.14 for the first three backwall echoes (S1, S2 and S3). The sample was
not heated during this time to minimize changes to the magnetite coating thickness,
as long-term exposure to 450 ◦C may cause magnetite coating growth; this had the
potential to cause signal variation not attributed to changes in EMAT performance.
Figure 4.14: Signal amplitude at 450 ◦C on sample C (12.0 mm thickness) for: (blue)
EMAT on initial heating and (red) EMAT after 1 month of continuous exposure to
450 ◦C, showing the first three backwall echoes (S1, S2 and S3) with a label of the
coherent noise region used to calculate the SNR.
For S1 the measured peak-to-peak voltage was 0.59 V on initial heating with
a SNR of 33.0 dB, compared to 0.59 V and a slighter lower SNR of 32.9 dB after
heating. Effort was made to place the EMAT on the same sample position for mea-
surements before and after heating, however, the positioning may not have been
identical; this could have led to a difference in the signal amplitude, due to dif-
ference in properties of the magnetite coating. No significant loss in performance
was observed, indicating the potential application of this high temperature EMAT
design for continuous inspection at elevated temperatures.
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4.2 Industrial Field Trial: Pembroke Refinery
Following the success of laboratory furnace trials using the high temperature EMAT
on magnetite coated samples, longer term industrial field trials were necessary to
evaluate the performance of the EMAT in a real engineering environment over a
longer period. This includes investigating effects from temperature fluctuations
and thermal cycling, but also was an opportunity to access the performance of
the EMAT on different industrial samples, where the magnetite coating may vary
(e.g. in thickness and degree of bonding to the base steel), which would have a large
impact on the amplitude of the signal produced by the magnetostriction mechanism.
In collaboration with Sonomatic Ltd. [226] and Valero Energy [227] an industrial
field trial at Pembroke refinery was implemented.
For the field trial, two magnetite coated steel pipes were identified, such that
two high temperature EMATs were fabricated and tested in the laboratory prior
to the trial. The EMATs were constructed with magnets from the same batch as
the small cylindrical HT-PM550, with ceramic encapsulated coils (0.20 mm wire
diameter, 0.20 mm spacing and 20 turns) and the live and ground wire connections
were brazed; the fabrication details are discussed in detail in section 3.3.3. The
EMATs were heated to 450 ◦C in the laboratory and their performance was recorded
after a 3 hours dwell, with a view to comparing the performance after the trial under
near identical conditions; these tests were carried out on magnetite coated mild steel
sample B (6.8 mm thickness) with the variac set at 20%. The recorded waveforms
are presented in Figure 4.15, and the EMATs have been labelled as EMAT-North
and EMAT-South, corresponding to the location of the inspections.
For the first backwall echo (S1) with the EMAT-North the peak-to-peak
voltage was measured at 0.59 V with a SNR of 32.8 dB, whilst the EMAT-South
peak-to-peak voltage was 0.46 V with a SNR of 30.4 dB. There is a relatively sig-
nificant difference between the signal amplitudes and SNRs of the two EMATs,
the result of which is difficult to determine. This may be a result of variation in
stand-off between the coil and sample between the two EMATs, due to the precise
location of the coil within the transducer housing. However, this may be a result
of differences between the encapsulated coils, for example some coil turns may have
short-circuited if the ceramic adhesive failed to set correctly, although this is not
likely. This could also be due to variations in the magnetic flux density provided by
the magnet, especially considering high temperature related effects. Or, this may
be due to slight variations of the positioning of the EMAT on sample B, due to
variations in the magnetite coating properties across the surface of the sample.
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Figure 4.15: Signal amplitude on 6.8 mm thick magnetite coated mild steel sample
(sample B) at 450 ◦C for EMATs used in field trial: (blue) EMAT-North and (red)
EMAT-South, for the first three backwall echoes (S1, S2 and S3) with a label of the
coherent noise region used to calculate the SNR.
To eliminate issues of variation in signal amplitude due to the magnetostric-
tion mechanism on magnetite coated samples, the EMATs were compared on the
10.0 mm thick aluminium sample both before and after heating at room temperature,
with the variac set to 100%; the results after heating are presented in Figure 4.16.
The peak-to-peak voltage on aluminium for EMAT-North was 69 mV compared to
59 mV for EMAT-South, although due to difference in noise levels just after the first
backwall echo (S1), there was only a slight difference in SNR with 28.4 dB for the
EMAT-North and 28.3 dB for the EMAT-South. These results confirm there is a
difference in performance between these two EMATs, and the variation in perfor-
mance between the construction of this high temperature EMAT design needs to be
further investigated.
The pipes used for this long-term field trial are pictured in Figure 4.17 along
with the permanently installed high temperature EMATs. Although the EMAT
was magnetically attached to the mild steel pipes, they were secured with jubilee
clips to avoid any violations of health and safety procedures. Note that the BNC
connectors were pointed away from the pipes to facilitated ambient air cooling,
such that a temperature distribution was establish along the cable and the polymer
components within the connector at the end of the cable were not destroyed.
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Figure 4.16: Signal amplitude on 10.0 mm thick aluminium sample at room temper-
ature for EMATs used in field trial: (blue) EMAT-North and (red) EMAT-South,
for the first three backwall echoes (S1, S2 and S3) with a label of the coherent noise
region used to calculate the SNR.
Figure 4.17: Images of the EMAT pipe inspection locations for the field trial: (a)
EMAT-North and (b) EMAT-South.
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These pipe locations were chosen as these no pipe insulation was present.
The EMATs were positioned adjacent to circumferential welds in the pipe. Limited
information was provided about the pipe material and dimension (e.g. thickness)
specifications. However, the pipes were mild steel and had developed a layer of mag-
netite (black) underneath the haematite (orange-brown), on which EMATs operate
efficiently via the magnetostriction mechanism. The temperatures at the pipe outer
surfaces were measured as 356 ◦C for the North location and 357 ◦C for the South
location; it was expected that the temperature would not fluctuate higher than this.
As such, the pipe temperature for both locations is referred to as ≈ 355 ◦C.
In order to record the high temperature performance of the EMAT on-site
without a mains power supply, an alternative experimental set-up to that described
in section 3.1 was adopted, which employed measurement and pulser-receiver sys-
tems that were able to operate on batteries. The ultrasound thickness measurement
principle remained identical, in that a pulse-echo measurement was performed us-
ing the EMAT to generate shear waves which would reverberate within the pipe
reflecting from the backwall. The battery-operated set-up involved the use of a
conventional flaw detector (USM GO, General Electric) designed for use with piezo-
electric transducers, which acts as both the pulser-receiver unit and a digital display
of the waveform. Conventional flaw detectors, such as the one used here, typically
do not have an averaging system, which is often required with EMATs to maximise
the signal due to their relative inefficiency compared to piezoelectric transducers.
As such, an EMAT averaging adapter (GS2020, Sonemat Ltd.) was used,
which provided increased signal amplitude via a 128 running average and automatic
gain control (AGC). This set-up is similar to the one used for high temperature
measurement on aluminium (see section 4.1.3), where the flaw detector provides the
driving current to the EMAT and the averaging adapter computes averaging of the
signal, which is then shown on the flaw detector display. The flaw detector used
allowed the displayed waveform to be saved as an image file. As a digital oscilloscope
could not be used (mains power supped required), additional units were added to
the system to record the waveform in a text file for re-plotting. A high-precision
PC-based oscilloscope (2207A, Pico Technologies, ”picoscope”), was used alongside
a LabVIEW programme on a laptop to record the waveform in a text file.
The rectified waveform presented in Figure 4.18 was recorded using the flaw
detector (settings: high, broadband and 28.0 dB gain) with the EMAT-South after
a period of 4 months at ≈ 355 ◦C, with gates over the first (green) and second (blue)
backwall echoes. The A-scans recorded using the picoscope and laptop set-up for
both the EMAT-North and EMAT-South are given in Figure 4.19.
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Figure 4.18: Waveform image recorded using a flaw detector and averaging adaptor
for the EMAT-South location for field trial on an oil refinery magnetite coated steel
pipe after 4 months at ≈ 355 ◦C, showing the first six backwall echoes (S1 - S6).
Figure 4.19: Signal amplitude after 4 months at ≈ 355 ◦C: (blue) EMAT-North and
(red) EMAT-South, for the first three backwall echoes (S1, S2 and S3), with a label
of the coherent noise region used to calculate the SNR.
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After 4 months at ≈ 355 ◦C the peak-to-peak signal amplitude and corre-
sponding SNR of the first backwall echo (S1) for the EMAT-North was calculated
at 3.05×104 (arb. units) and 16.8 dB, respectively, whilst the EMAT-South was
found to be 3.60×104 (arb. units) and 20.2 dB, respectively. It is clear therefore,
that the EMAT-South has a larger amplitude first backwall echo compared to the
EMAT-North probe, however they are operating on different pipes, on which the
magnetite coating is likely to have slightly varying properties, which could be where
the difference in signal originates. Although, it is important to note that the signal
amplitude of the second (S2) and third (S3) backwall echoes for the EMAT-North
have larger amplitudes than those for the EMAT-South. Despite the slight differ-
ences in signal amplitude between the two EMATs, it is promising that the EMATs
continue to perform well in a real engineering setting on magnetite coated steel after
4 months of continuous exposure to ≈ 355 ◦C without active cooling.
It was expected that the EMATs would be removed from the refinery inspec-
tion and subject to laboratory furnace testing for comparative studies to investigate
the high temperature performance of the EMAT under controlled conditions after
the planned 6-month trial. Unfortunately, due to an unanticipated shutdown of the
plant on which the EMATs were installed after approximately 5 months, one EMAT
was lost and the other was damaged; this was due to a miscommunication between
different teams working at the refinery. The damaged EMAT was intact except for
the encapsulated coil, which was missing in its entirety, and it is not clear exactly
how this occurred.
Fortunately, the permanent magnet was still in place, and the magnetic flux
density was measured using a gaussmeter and compared to the recorded magnetic
flux density before fabrication of the EMAT, effectively providing an estimation
of the longer-term high temperature performance of the permanent magnet. The
average magnetic flux density at a central location on the face of the magnet closest
to the coil was measured to 4 significant figures to highlight the very slight difference,
with a value of 0.3394 T before fabrication and a value of 0.3393 T after the field trial;
although, the measurement was not this accurate, where 2 significant figures is more
appropriate. Due to the error from the variation due to exact probe placement and
constant small changes in the displayed value by the gaussmeter in the magnetic flux
density measurement, it can be assumed that there has been no significant, if any,
alteration to magnetic flux density of the permanent magnet (HT-PM550) due to
5 months continuous exposure of the EMAT to ≈ 355 ◦C. The electrical connection
via the various brazed joints were also tested using a multimeter (72-7770, Tenma)
and shown to maintain operation, along with the BNC connector.
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4.3 Summary
This chapter provides a detailed account of the high temperature testing carried
out using the EMAT design presented in this work. First, the high temperature
performance on a magnetite coated mild steel sample (sample A) was reviewed in
length (see section 4.1.1) for a temperature range of 25 ◦C to 450 ◦C. This work
highlighted the non-linear relationship between signal amplitude and temperature
when the magnetostriction mechanism is dominant on magnetite coated samples;
greater signal amplitudes were measured at 450 ◦C compared to 25 ◦C, which was
attributed to the non-linear relationship between magnetostrictive strain coefficients
and the applied magnetic field of the biasing EMAT. The shear wave velocity and
attenuation were reviewed for magnetite coated mild steel, and the values were
comparable to those presented in the literature, where the velocity observes a steady
decrease and the attenuation increases significantly at elevated temperatures.
The high temperature performance of the EMAT on a different magnetite
coated steel sample (sample B) was also studied (see section 4.1.2), and it was shown
that the signal amplitude also varied non-linearly with increasing temperature, al-
though it exhibited a slightly different relationship than the previous sample; this
work emphasised the difference in signal amplitude observed between different mag-
netite coated samples, which is likely due to varying properties of the magnetite
coating (e.g. composition, degree of bonding and thickness).
Additionally, the high temperature performance of the EMAT on aluminium
was tested, where the Lorentz force mechanism was the sole ultrasound generation
and detection mechanism. Signals were obtained up to 350 ◦C, although with a
much lower amplitude compared to the magnetite coated samples; these results
emphasised the importance of the presence of magnetite coatings to improve the
SNR of the EMAT at elevated temperatures.
Following this, a series of trials with varying degrees of sample-EMAT lift-
off were performed on magnetite coated samples. The results confirmed that the
EMAT signal amplitude decreases exponentially with increasing lift-off, however,
even at relatively large lift-offs for EMATs, good SNR values were obtained due to
the increase in signal gained on magnetite coated samples via the magnetostrictive
mechanism. This work demonstrates the applicability of this EMAT design for high
temperature scanning inspections.
The results from a preliminary long-term high temperature trial in the lab-
oratory furnace validated the application of this EMAT for continuous monitoring
applications, where over the course of 1 month no significant loss of signal was ob-
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served on exposure to 450 ◦C. Subsequently, an industrial field trial of this EMAT
design was carried out on high temperature magnetite coated mild steel pipeline in
a refinery, where the EMATs were permanently installed to the pipelines which had
a surface temperature of ≈ 355 ◦C. The EMATs maintained good performance after
4 months of continuous operation, confirming the suitability of this EMAT design
for high temperature ultrasound thickness continuous monitoring applications.
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Chapter 5
High Temperature EMAT:
Conclusions
This chapter aims to provide a concise summary of the work presented in chapters
3 and 4. The main findings of the development and optimisation of the high tem-
perature EMAT are presented in section 5.1, and the findings from a series of high
temperature laboratory and industrial field trials using the EMAT are discussed in
section 5.2. Finally, the various directions for future work on this project to im-
prove the EMAT further and increase the technology readiness level (TRL) towards
full commercialisation of this novel high temperature design by Sonemat Ltd. is
reviewed in section 5.3.
5.1 Development of High Temperature EMAT
The objective of this EMAT project was to improve upon current commercially avail-
able high temperature EMATs for use at elevated temperatures, especially towards
application in ultrasound thickness monitoring for continuous monitoring without
the requirement of active cooling. It was established early on in the research that
reaching temperatures of ≈ 550 ◦C would be sufficient for a significant amount of
high temperature pipelines in power generation and petrochemical industries, for
which this high temperature EMAT was designed; this upper temperature limit
formed the basis of the maximum operating temperature requirements to which the
EMAT was specified in the initial design stages. The critical components of the
bulk shear wave EMAT used in this work are the magnet, used to provide the static
biasing magnetic field, and the coil, used to provide the dynamic magnetic field;
therefore, these were the components which had to be altered compared to typical
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room temperature EMATs to withstand continuous application at temperatures up
to 550 ◦C. Additionally, as a large majority of industrial mild steel pipelines which
operate continuously for long periods over 200 ◦C in a reducing atmosphere tend
to develop a thin, well-adhered oxide surface coating (magnetite), which has been
shown to greatly enhance EMAT efficiency, it was proposed that this high temper-
ature EMAT could be designed to operate on these types of samples.
For the work presented in both chapters 3 and 4 a pulser-receiver system
was used such that bulk shear waves were generated in the sample by the EMAT.
A variac was attached to the pulser-receiver to control the maximum drive current
though the coil to avoid saturation of the amplifier for use on magnetite coated mild
steel samples, where the magnetostriction mechanism has the ability to generate
ultrasound with significantly larger signal amplitude compared to the Lorentz force
mechanism.
As it was estimated that operation up to temperatures of ≈ 550 ◦C would be
sufficient, the EMAT was constructed with a permanent magnet to avoid the use
of bulky electromagnets. A high temperature permanent magnet (HT-PM) was se-
lected due to its excellent magnetic properties at a maximum operating temperature
of up to 550 ◦C. Two different grades of this high temperature permanent magnet
(HT-PM450 and HT-PM550) were compared on aluminium and magnetite coated
mild steel samples at room temperature, each with a different dimension and mag-
netic flux density values. It was found that the large cylindrical shape magnet, with
the lowest measured magnetic flux density (0.25 T) performed best on magnetite
coated steel, while it performed worst on aluminium. This result demonstrated the
non-linear relationship between the signal amplitude of ultrasound generated from
the magnetostriction mechanism with change in the applied magnetic flux density of
the biasing magnetic field. The permanent magnet was exposed to 450 ◦C for a total
of 1850 hours, and whilst a slight decrease in the magnetic flux density over this
period was detected, it demonstrated the feasibility of application of this permanent
magnet material for use in the high temperature EMAT.
For the EMAT coil, the optimisation and ceramic encapsulation of the EMAT
coil was discussed in detail. The method of fabricating an EMAT coil capable of
withstanding elevated temperatures continuously without cooling was adopted from
previous work by Hernandez-Valle, by means of a hand wound bare copper coil with
a fixed spacing such that ceramic adhesive was used to provide high temperature
electrical insulation. Various coil parameters were tested, and the best performing
coil was one constructed with a 0.20 mm diameter wire, with a 0.20 mm spacing and
20 turns; this was the coil design employed for the high temperature trials.
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The methods used to assemble the final high temperature EMAT design were
discussed, including incorporation of the permanent magnet and encapsulated coil
within a stainless steel transducer housing and fabrication of a high temperature
coaxial cable. Of key importance was the performance of the electrical connection
at high temperature. Early trials demonstrated that a contact connection was not
suitable for continuous application at elevated temperature due to oxidation of the
contacting surface. Therefore, brazing was chosen as the method to electrically
connect the live and ground wires to the coaxial cable and BNC connector, which
was shown to be resistant to the effects of oxidation at high temperatures.
The performance of the final high temperature EMAT design was tested
at room temperature on different materials, namely: aluminium, mild steel and
magnetite coated mild steel. It was found that although a much lower driving
current was used with the magnetite coated steel to avoid saturation of the amplifier,
the signal amplitude was far greater compared to both aluminium and mild steel.
This was attributed to the increased efficiency of the magnetostrictive mechanism
on magnetite coated steels, whereby the oscillation of the ions/atoms in the sample
bulk is generated by the oscillating strains of the coating itself, similar to the method
in which piezoelectric transducers and magnetostrictive patch transducer operate.
5.2 Study of High Temperature EMAT Performance
Once the initial high temperature EMAT design was optimised at room temperature
it was subject to intensive testing at elevated temperatures to investigate its high
temperature performance, ultimately to demonstrate the feasibility of this EMAT
design towards commercialisation for application in continuous thickness monitoring
applications.
The high temperature performance on magnetite coated mild steel samples
(samples A and B) were reviewed in length for a temperature range of 25 ◦C to
450 ◦C. This work highlighted the non-linear relationship between signal amplitude
and temperature when the magnetostriction mechanism is dominant on magnetite
coated samples; greater signal amplitudes were measured at 450 ◦C compared to
25 ◦C on sample A, which was attributed to the non-linear relationship between
magnetostrictive strain coefficients and the applied magnetic field of the biasing
EMAT. The shear wave velocity and attenuation were reviewed for magnetite coated
mild steel, and the values were comparable to those presented in the literature, where
the velocity observes a steady decrease and the attenuation increases significantly at
elevated temperatures. It was found that the signal amplitude also varied in a non-
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linearly with increasing temperature from sample B, however, it exhibited a slightly
different relationship than sample A. This comparison emphasised the difference
in signal amplitude observed between different magnetite coated samples, which is
likely due to varying properties of the magnetite coating, such as composition, degree
of bonding and thickness. Additionally, the high temperature performance of the
EMAT on aluminium was tested, where the Lorentz force mechanism was the sole
ultrasound generation and detection mechanism. Signals were obtained up to 350 ◦C,
although with a much lower amplitude compared to the magnetite coated samples;
these results emphasised the importance of the presence of magnetite coatings to
improve the SNR of the EMAT at elevated temperatures.
A series of high temperature trials with varying degrees of sample-EMAT
lift-off were performed on magnetite coated samples at 450 ◦C. The results con-
firmed that the EMAT signal amplitude decreases exponentially with increasing
lift-off, however, even at relatively large lift-offs for EMATs, good SNR values were
obtained due to the increase in signal gained on magnetite coated samples via the
magnetostrictive mechanism; for example, on sample B at 8.0 mm lift-off the first
backwall echo observed a SNR of 14.7 dB. This work demonstrated the applicability
of this EMAT design for scanning inspections at elevated temperatures, where a dis-
tance between the sample and EMAT may be required to ensure smooth scanning
and lift-off effects from slight variations along the sample surface can be ignored.
The results from a preliminary long-term high temperature trial in the lab-
oratory furnace validated the application of this EMAT for continuous monitoring
applications, where over the course of 1 month no significant loss of signal was ob-
served on exposure to 450 ◦C. Subsequently, an industrial field of this EMAT design
was carried out on high temperature magnetite coated mild steel pipeline in an oil
refinery (Pembroke, Valero Energy), where the EMATs were permanently installed
to the pipelines, which had a surface temperature of ≈ 355 ◦C. The EMATs main-
tained good performance after 4 months of continuous operation, confirming the
suitability of this EMAT design for high temperature ultrasound thickness continu-
ous monitoring applications.
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5.3 Further Work
The research presented in this thesis on the high temperature EMAT design has
demonstrated the definite potential for application in an industrial setting for ul-
trasound thickness by means of portable inspections or continuous monitoring at
temperatures up to ≈ 500 ◦C. However, the work has highlighted areas for further
research which may improve the long-term high temperature performance and pro-
vide further insight into the variability of signal amplitude on magnetite coated mild
steel samples, specifically with regard to how this may impact signals observed on
different pipelines in industry.
In the short-term, of key importance is improvement in the adhesion of the
ceramic encapsulated coil within the transducer housing, specifically the adhesion
of the alumina ceramic discs to the ceramic adhesive. This was highlighted by the
industrial field trial at Pembroke refinery, where during an unexpected shutdown
one EMAT was damaged such that the entire encapsulated coil was detached. In
addition, the poor performance of the ceramic disc was established via feedback
from a customer of Sonemat Ltd. who purchased an EMAT made using the same
method as the EMATs for the field trial (HWS2035-VC, Sonemat); in this case,
the front ceramic disc detached from the ceramic adhesive underneath, although
the coil remained secured within the set ceramic adhesive, despite this the EMAT
continued to operate well. This highlights the potential issue with adhesion of the
ceramic discs to the ceramic adhesive, although both cases could be explained by
use of excessive force, ideally the final EMAT probe would be relatively robust,
especially for use in portable inspections. It has been proposed that this could
be resolved by use of ceramic discs with increased roughness, assuming the poor
adhesion is a factor of the reduced surface area between the relatively smooth disc
and the adhesive. As roughening these discs has proven difficult, discussion with the
manufacturer to ascertain whether discs with increased roughness can be supplied
should be undertaken to improve EMAT durability.
It was apparent from the broken EMAT, that the method by which the
magnet is secured in the transducer housing could be improved. Although the
magnet was held in place within the housing after the trial, the grub screws were
not tightly fixed against the magnet; this could have been due to thermal expansion
effects. An initial redesign concept involves the use of a rim within the internal
diameter of the transducer housing, on which the magnet could rest; this may also
relieve stress from being exerted onto the encapsulated ceramic coil and further
increase the durability of the EMAT. Furthermore, investigation into the effects of
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thermal cycling on the durability of the EMAT would prove useful to access which
components are susceptible to failure.
The results presented in this thesis have demonstrated the applicability of
this EMAT design for high temperature inspection on magnetite coated steel sam-
ples, including use in a real engineering environment during the industrial field trials.
However, the formation of the magnetostrictive magnetite coating, which provides
increased EMAT efficiency at elevated temperatures, is known to vary significantly
between different mild steel samples; this has the potential to cause issues during
inspections where the coating (and resulting signal amplitude) may even vary sig-
nificantly on the same pipe. Therefore, a further study on a more representative
selection of magnetite coated mild steel pipelines will be crucial to understanding
the variation in signal to be expected from these types of pipelines, especially at high
temperature. More generally, there is clearly a drive to improve the performance of
this EMAT design for materials on which the dominant ultrasound generation and
detection mechanism is the Lorentz force, namely stainless steel, as this is also used
in industry for a variety of high temperature components; this will involve further
optimisation of the coil and magnet.
This research has focused on optimisation of the high temperature EMAT
primarily for ultrasound thickness measurements, where of main importance was
the signal amplitude of the sample backwall echoes. However, a study of the defect
detection capabilities of the EMAT, especially at high temperature would prove
interesting.
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Chapter 6
Development of High
Temperature Piezoelectric
Transducers
This chapter details the development of a high temperature piezoelectric transducer.
The experimental set-up of the ultrasound measurements is described in section 6.1.
The process of selecting an appropriate waveguide for this transducer design is dis-
cussed in detail in section 6.2, including results from experimental measurements
and finite element modelling. The high temperature transducer housing design is
presented in section 6.3, along with a comparison of three different transducer hous-
ing designs. The comparison of two high Curie temperature piezoelectric materials
used within the transducer housing design is provided in section 6.4. Finally, the
performance of six different materials used as a piezoelectric element backing layer
within this design is given in section 6.5.
6.1 Pulser-Receiver System
The ultrasound measurements presented in chapters 6 and 7 were obtained using
the experimental set-up illustrated in Figure 6.1. A digital oscilloscope (DPO2014,
Tektronix) was used to display and record ultrasound signals produced using an
ultrasonic pulser-receiver (PR) (5099PR, Olympus); various different transducers
and samples were used to record the data for this work, and these will be described
within the text.
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Figure 6.1: Schematic diagram of the experimental set-up used to obtain pulse-echo
ultrasound measurements with the piezoelectric transducer.
The pulser section of the PR unit generates square wave (top hat shaped)
electronic pulses of variable width and amplitude which are applied to the piezo-
electric element in the transducer. The ultrasonic pulses are received after reflection
from the waveguide end or sample (i.e. pulse-echo mode), and are amplified before
the signal output is displayed on the oscilloscope. The external trigger is connected
from the PR unit to the oscilloscope, providing a synchronizing trigger pulse.
There are a number of variable settings for the PR system, including: pulse
repetition frequency (PRF), pulser voltage, transducer frequency, gain/attenuation,
a low pass filter (LPF) and a high pass filter (HPF). The PRF was set to 200 Hz
for all measurements within this work. The pulser voltage switch has four settings
(100 V, 200 V, 300 V and 400 V) to select the optimum pulse amplitude for a par-
ticular transducer. The square wave (top hat shaped) excitation pulse width is
generally chosen as that which corresponds most closely to half a time period of the
natural resonant frequency of the transducer, having settings of 0.5 MHz, 1.0 MHz,
2-2.5 MHz, 3.5-4 MHz, 5-6 MHz, 7.5 MHz and 10 MHz. Gain or attenuation can be
applied to the received signal, with up to 59 dB of (+) gain or 49 dB of (-) attenu-
ation. The LPF switch can be set to pass the full bandwidth (1 kHz - 35 MHz), or
to apply a 10 MHz cut-off frequency. The HPF switch can also be set to pass the
full bandwidth or apply high pass filtering above 1 MHz. Different pulser voltage
and transducer frequency settings have been used, and these will be reported with
regard to the different measurements within this thesis.
The voltage pulse generated by the PR system, with a pulser voltage of 200 V
and 5-6 MHz frequency, and was measured using a 100X high voltage oscilloscope
probe (P5100, Tektronix), and the voltage pulse is shown in Figure 6.2(a), along
with the frequency content in Figure 6.2(b), calculated by application of an FFT.
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Figure 6.2: Olympus 5077PR square wave pulser-receiver with 400 V driving voltage,
5-6 MHz transducer frequency and 0 dB gain: (a) voltage pulse and (b) frequency
spectrum.
6.2 Waveguide
The concept of waveguides with respect to application of piezoelectric transducers
at elevated temperatures was discussed in section 1.5.4. Generally, waveguides (also
referred to as delay lines or buffer rods) are used to thermally isolate the piezo-
electric element from the hot sample, where a variable temperature profile along
the waveguide is established during continuous monitoring. For portable inspec-
tions, the piezoelectric can be thermally shielded from a hot sample if a sufficiently
short inspection time period is achieved, although this also depends on waveguide
geometry, sample temperature and the piezoelectric material’s TC.
The high temperature piezoelectric transducer investigated in this work em-
ploys a relatively short waveguide, the design of which is described in section 6.3.
Here, the waveguide provides a number of functions, including: a mass to which a
compressive load can be applied across the piezoelectric disc, wear protection for
the piezoelectric disc from contact with the sample and heat protection from a hot
sample. It is important to note, the heat protection provided by the waveguide used
in this work is dependent upon the physical coupling method used. If long term
permanent installation is employed the temperature of the piezoelectric would likely
be elevated due to the relatively large dimensions of the transducer, where heat
can be conducted efficiently; the temperature of the piezoelectric during long term
installation would likely be slightly lower than the sample, especially if a form of
passive cooling was used. However, if the transducer is used for portable single-spot
inspections, the heat conduction would be relatively inefficient over a short time
period, such that the piezoelectric would be protected from the hot sample.
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Since the piezoelectric transducer is intended for application at elevated tem-
peratures, stainless steel (304) was selected as the waveguide material. Stainless steel
is preferable to mild steel as mild steel exhibits much greater surface oxide forma-
tion at high temperatures, which can impede the transmission of ultrasound at the
piezoelectric-waveguide boundary and at the waveguide-sample boundary.
A length of 60 mm was specified, such that all waveguides investigated would
be identical in length. This waveguide length value was chosen to provide a suitable
sample thickness measurement range for the transducer. This is the range in which
backwall reflections from the end of the waveguide (as perfect coupling is unlikely
to be achieved) will not interfere with the desired signals from the backwall of the
sample, which are required for sample thickness measurements. For calculation
of the required waveguide length, the sample was taken to be stainless steel of
which a longitudinal wave velocity of 5900 m/s was assumed. A waveguide length of
60 mm would provide a thickness measurement from at least two sample backwall
reflections (between waveguide backwall reflections) for samples up to 30 mm thick;
the majority of high temperature pipelines used in the petrochemical and power
generation industries fall below this wall thickness.
As described in section 1.5.4, the use of waveguides in piezoelectric trans-
ducers generates spurious echoes, here termed trailing echoes. These trailing echoes
are formed due to the waveguide-air boundary effects, mainly mode conversion and
reflection of diffracted edge waves originating from the ultrasound transducer, as
depicted in Figure 6.3 [228], which propagates to the waveguide-air boundary at
an oblique angle. The plane wave is the main longitudinal wave mode propagating
along the waveguide. The mode converted signals generated along the length of the
waveguide constructively and destructively interfere to form the trailing echoes.
The trailing echoes are considered undesirable in most inspection applications
as they significantly decrease the SNR of desired signals due to interference with
reflections from the sample. The arrival time delay difference, ∆t, between trailing
echoes for a cylindrical shaped (rod) waveguide can be defined by [97]:
∆t = D
√
1
v2S
− 1
v2L
, (6.1)
where D is the waveguide diameter and vL and vS are the longitudinal and shear
wave velocity in the waveguide material, respectively.
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Figure 6.3: Schematic diagram illustrating the plane wave and edge waves generated
by an ultrasound transducer operating on a waveguide, adapted from [228].
The use of large diameter, short waveguides can prevent the trailing echoes
from forming, as over the propagation distance the waveguide can be assumed to be a
semi-infinite space where waveguide-air boundary effects are negligible. However, for
application on typical high temperature components used in industrial environments
(e.g. pipelines) these waveguides could be impractical due to their weight and size
and efficient physical coupling may be challenging due to the surface area of the
transducer, especially with dry clamping methods for acoustic coupling, as large
forces would be required to provide acoustic coupling. Moreover, depending upon the
thickness of the inspected sample, the ultrasound echoes reflecting from the sample
backwall may interfere with those reflecting from the interface between the delay
line and the sample. The transducer design presented here makes use of a waveguide
that is sufficiently long to avoid unwanted interference between reverberations within
the sample and the waveguide, although this geometry introduces trailing echoes.
The most successful methods reported for removing these undesired trailing echoes
is via alteration of the waveguide-air boundary, these include: knurling, threading,
tapering and cladding, as discussed in section 1.5.4.
For reference, the schematic diagram in Figure 6.4 illustrates the pathways
of longitudinal ultrasound waves which propagate along the transducer waveguide
when it is acoustically coupled to a sample and the corresponding labels which are
used throughout. Here, W1, W2 and W3 denote the first, second and third waveg-
uide backwall reverberations, respectively. Labels 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 denote the first to
fifth reverberations, respectively, of the wave within the sample which is transmitted
across the interface from the initial wave generated by the piezoelectric element. As
each of these reverberations interact with the waveguide-sample interface, the energy
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transmitted propagates along the waveguide where it is detected by the piezoelectric
element. Similarly, labels 9, 10, 11 and 12 denote the first to fourth reverberations,
respectively, of the longitudinal wave within the sample which is transmitted across
the interface when W1 is reflected from the waveguide end back to the interface.
Figure 6.4: Schematic diagram illustrating the labelling of backwall echoes from the
waveguide used throughout this thesis.
The following section describes finite element modelling to verify formation
of these trailing echoes with the waveguide geometry used for this transducer design.
This leads on to section 6.2.2 which details a number of different waveguide geome-
tries investigated experimentally towards incorporation in the transducer design.
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6.2.1 Finite Element Modelling
Finite element modelling of trailing echo formation in waveguides was performed us-
ing a commercial software package (PZFlex), which utilises an explicit time domain
approach; the basic theory behind finite element modelling is detailed in section 2.5.
The finite element model is structured to allow experimental validation of the results
which are presented in section 6.2.2, such that it models the ultrasound signal output
when a transducer is acoustically coupled to one end of the waveguide. The A-scan
signal output from the model can be compared with that from the experimental
data using a waveguide with identical geometry. Both 2D and 2D axisymmetric
finite element models are described here to model the formation of trailing echoes in
waveguides. The main stages in constructing a finite element model in PZFlex are
as follows: model geometry, material properties, boundary conditions, finite element
size and suitable driving input function to generate ultrasound.
Figure 6.5: Schematic diagram of the 2D finite element model used in PZFlex to
simulate the propagation of the ultrasonic waves within the waveguide.
The 2D finite element model geometry is illustrated in Figure 6.5, which is
a cross-section of the cylindrical shaped waveguide used in the experimental valida-
tion. The waveguide has a radius of 8 mm and a length of 60 mm. The ultrasound
transducer radius is 6.5 mm, as is the front face diameter of the transducer used in
the experimental validation (V109, Panametrics Inc). The waveguide material prop-
erties were input for the stainless steel material used in the experiential validation,
with a ρ of 7900 kg/m3, a vL of 5645 m/s, a vS of 3100 m/s and the viscous damping
parameter was not included to emphasise trailing echo effect in the 2D model. The
upper (z-maximum) and lower (z-minimum) boundaries of the model are specified
to be free, and the left-side boundary (x-minimum) is a symmetrical boundary since
the model is axisymmetric. Two different 2D models were generated, one which de-
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termined the right-side boundary (x-maximum) as free, thereby simulating a smooth
waveguide-air boundary, and the other which determined the right-side boundary as
absorbing, to simulate scattering and attenuation of the ultrasound interacting with
the boundary. The absorbing boundary is a simplistic method to simulate the effect
of the waveguide-air boundary features (e.g. knurling and thread patterns) which
aim to scatter incident waves to avoid constructive and destructive interference of
mode converted waves, which form trailing echoes, as these are difficult to model
along the cubic elements used in PZFlex.
The finite element size was determined from the number of elements per
wavelength and the minimum wavelength (1.22 mm), which calculated from the
input function centre frequency (2.5 MHz) and lowest material ultrasound velocity
of interest in the model (shear velocity at 3100 m/s). The number of elements per
wavelength was chosen at 15, resulting in an element size of 80µm.
PZFlex is capable of modelling the response of piezoelectric crystals to a
particular electrical impulse, which provides full finite element modelling of the
piezoelectric transducer. However, as the material properties of the commercial
transducer components (i.e. piezoelectric material and backing material) are not
known, and to minimise computational time, this was not implemented. A pres-
sure load was used to simulate the piezoelectric transducer, such that it had similar
characteristics to the output from the pulser-receiver unit used in the experimental
validation, which was previously shown in Figure 6.2 from section 6.1. The output
from a 2-cycle sine wave pressure load was found to most closely resemble the exper-
imental A-scan data, the input function and its frequency spectrum are displayed
in Figure 6.6(a) and 6.6(b), respectively.
It is important to note that a 2.5 MHz centre frequency for the pressure
load was used in both the 2D and 2D axisymmetric models, yet the commercial
transducer used in experimental validation has a centre frequency of approximately
5 MHz; it is assumed this will not to significantly impact the modelling of trailing
echoes. This was done to avoid computational memory issues when running the
model at higher frequencies, due to the decreased element size. The pressure load
is applied along the y-direction, perpendicular to the waveguide surface to simulate
the through thickness vibration mode of a piezoelectric element, in a line segment
corresponding to the radius 6.5 mm of the piezoelectric element. The simulation
time for the model was set to the minimum possible to observe the trailing echoes,
and was set to 45µs.
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Figure 6.6: The simulated pressure load used as the input function in the 2D finite
element models implemented in PZFlex: (a) 2 cycle sine wave input function and
(b) its frequency spectrum showing a 2.5 MHz centre frequency.
The results from the model have been presented here as an A-scan, which
can be compared to the experimental A-scan. The A-scans of the 2D models with
a free waveguide-air boundary and an absorbing waveguide-air boundary are given
in Figures 6.7 and 6.8, respectively. The A-scans are generated by calculating the
average element z-velocity across the loading surface, to simulate the response from
a piezoelectric transducer operating in pulse-echo mode. The experimental A-scan
for a stainless steel (304) rod waveguide with the same geometry as that in the 2D
model and a smooth waveguide-air boundary is presented in Figure 6.9, the data
was measured using a 5 MHz, 13 mm diameter piezoelectric transducer (V109, Pana-
metrics Inc.) with PR settings at 200 V and 5-6 MHz; more detail on experimental
measurements with different waveguide geometries is given in section 6.2.2.
The first (W1) and second (W2) longitudinal echoes from the waveguide
backwall and the trailing echoes (T1, T2, T3 and T4) are observable in Figure 6.7,
where the first (T1) and second (T2) trailing echoes are clearly detectable, while the
third (T3) and fourth (T4) trailing echoes are of lower amplitude, and there appears
to be more noise around the baseline of the signal near these echoes. The initial
signal at around at around zero time is the signal from the input pressure load. The
time delay between the echoes from the 2D model is measured as 4.6µs, which is
close to both the delay calculated from equation 6.1 of 4.4µs using the model input
parameters, and the delay measured from the experimental data at 4.5µs. Despite
this, there appears to be more coherent noise in the baseline of the signal, arising
from various mode converted signals, which do not appear in the baseline of the
signal in the experimental A-scan. This most likely arises from the 2D nature of the
model, which cannot fully simulate the response from the 3D boundary conditions in
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Figure 6.7: Simulated A-scan from the 2D model with a free waveguide-air boundary,
showing element z-velocity against time, where the first (W1) and second (W2)
waveguide backwall echoes and trailing echoes (T1, T2, T3 and T4) are observable.
Figure 6.8: Simulated A-scan from the 2D model with an absorbing waveguide-air
boundary showing element z-velocity against time, where the first (W1) and second
(W2) waveguide backwall echoes are observable.
the experiment, such as the complete constructive and destructive interference of the
various mode converted signals. The trailing echoes are not observable in the model
with the absorbing waveguide-air boundary, as the ultrasound waves are absorbed
on contact with the boundary (see Figure 6.8), and this result highlights that the
nature of the trailing echo effect arises from the interaction of the ultrasound waves
with the waveguide-air boundary.
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Figure 6.9: Experimental A-scan on a 16 mm diameter and 60 mm length stainless
steel rod waveguide with a smooth waveguide-air boundary.
The set of images in Figures 6.10 and 6.11 represents the element y-velocity
along the profile of the waveguide at different time periods (0.9µs, 9.7µs, 20.4µs
and 31.5µs) for the 2D model with a free and absorbing waveguide-air boundary,
respectively. Figures 6.10 and 6.11 (a), (b) and (c) show one complete round trip of
the longitudinal wave from generation, propagation along the waveguide, reflection
from the backwall to just before interaction at the transducer-waveguide interface
(images 1-3), and the final image (d) shows the longitudinal wave just before the
second reflection from the backwall. From the images in Figure 6.10 the W1 and
W2 longitudinal backwall echoes are observable, along with the formation of trail-
ing echoes T1 and T2. The images in Figure 6.11 highlight that trailing echoes
are not established along the waveguide as the longitudinal wave propagates, due
to absorption of the diffracted edge waves generated by the pressure load as they
interact with the waveguide boundary.
To simulate the experimental conditions more accurately, a 2D axisymmetric
model was performed in PZFlex, with parameters as close to the 2D model as pos-
sible for comparison. A schematic diagram of the 2D axisymmetric model geometry
is given in Figure 6.12, where the cyln command was used in PZFlex to generate a
cylindrical stainless steel waveguide and a cylindrical region of air above which in-
teracts with the waveguide. The piezoelectric element radius (RP) is 6.5 mm and the
waveguide has a radius (RW) of 8 mm with a length of 60 mm and is surrounded by
a void. The model has two axis of symmetry (x-minimum and y-minimum) which
reduces the computational time for the model significantly. All other boundaries
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Figure 6.10: Simulated element z-velocity for the 2D model with a free boundary at
time periods: (a) 0.9µs, (b) 9.7µs, (c) 20.4µs and (d) 31.5µs. Label A denotes the
waves generated at the edges of the applied pressure load, B denotes the longitudinal
waves which propagate along the waveguide to form W1 and W2, and C denotes
the formation of trailing echoes.
Figure 6.11: Simulated element z-velocity for the 2D model with an absorbing
boundary at time periods: (a) 0.9µs, (b) 9.7µs, (c) 20.4µs and (d) 31.5µs. La-
bel A denotes the waves generated at the edges of the applied pressure load and B
denotes the longitudinal waves which propagate along the waveguide to form W1
and W2.
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(x-maximum, y-maximum, z-minimum and z-maximum) are set to free boundaries,
such that the 2D axisymmetric model simulates a cylindrical rod with a smooth
waveguide-air boundary. It was not possible to set the waveguide boundary to ab-
sorbing, due to the nature of the clyn and the rectangular grid used in PZFlex.
The same centre frequency, minimum wave speed and element size as described
previously were used for the 2D axisymmetric model. Although, a different input
function for the pressure load was found to more closely match the experimental
results; as such, a Rickert wavelet input function with 8 sub-wavelets displayed in
Figure 6.13 was used.
Figure 6.12: Schematic diagram of the 2D axisymmetric finite element model used
in PZFlex to simulate the propagation of the ultrasonic waves within the waveguide.
Figure 6.13: The simulated pressure load used as the input function in the 2D
axisymmetric finite element models implemented in PZFlex: (a) Rickert wavelet
with 8 sub-wavelets input function and (b) its frequency spectrum showing a 2.5 MHz
centre frequency.
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The A-scan from the 2D axisymmetric model is given in Figure 6.14, cal-
culated from the average element z-velocity across the loading surface. The first
(W1) and second (W2) longitudinal echoes from the waveguide backwall and the
trailing echoes (T1, T2, T3 and T4) are observable, although the amplitude of T4
is small relative to the experimental A-scan. The first three trailing echoes are
clearly identifiable from the baseline, with no spurious signals between the trailing
echoes, again closely matching the experimental A-scan. This is likely due to the 2D
axisymmetric model more accurately simulating the complete constructive and de-
structive interference of the mode converted waves across the circular cross-section
of the waveguide as they propagate along the waveguide.
Figure 6.14: Simulated A-scan from the 2D axisymmetric model with a free
waveguide-air boundary showing element z-velocity against time, where the first
(W1) and second (W2) waveguide backwall echoes and trailing echoes (T1, T2, T3
and T4) are observable.
The set of images in Figure 6.15 represents the element z-velocity along the
profile of the waveguide at different time periods (0.9µs, 9.7µs, 20.4µs and 31.5µs)
for a 2D slice of the 2D axisymmetric model. Similarly to the images from the 2D
free boundary model, the images show the formation of the W1 and W2 waveguide
backwall echoes, along with the trailing echoes from the edge waves generated by
diffraction from the pressure load mode converting at the waveguide-air boundary.
In the PZFlex analysis above, it is assumed that W1 and W2 can be ap-
proximated as bulk longitudinal waves which propagate along the waveguide. To
investigate if this approximation holds, two finite element models were performed
using for two cases: one where the waveguide is approximated as a bulk sample
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Figure 6.15: Simulated element z-velocity for the 2D axisymmetric model with a
free boundary at time periods: (a) 0.9µs, (b) 9.7µs, (c) 20.4µs and (d) 31.5µs.
Label A denotes the edge waves generated at the edges of the applied pressure load,
B denotes the longitudinal waves which propagate along the waveguide to form W1
and W2 and C denotes the formation of trailing echoes.
(600 mm diameter), and the other where the waveguide (16 mm diameter) has ab-
sorbing boundaries. The 2D model geometry for the bulk case is given in Figure 6.16,
where a central line of symmetry was used. The model geometry for the waveguide
case is similar to that given in Figure 6.5 above, although a central line of symmetry
was applied. Both models had identical input parameter, except the diameter of the
waveguide and x-minimum boundary, and these input parameters where identical to
the 2D model described above, excluding the input function which was the Rickert
wavelet function used in the 2D axisymmetric model, as displayed in Figure 6.13.
The A-scan for the approximate bulk case and the waveguide with an absorb-
ing boundary case are presented in Figures 6.17 and 6.18, respectively. It is clear
that trailing echoes are absent from the A-scans from both modelling approaches,
and this further indicates that the trailing echoes are formed as a result of the in-
teraction of the longitudinal wave mode, generated by the pressure load, and the
waveguide-air boundary. The time delay between the W1 and W2 echoes for both
cases was measured, which was used to calculate the wave velocity. The wave veloc-
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Figure 6.16: Schematic diagram of the 2D model used in PZFlex to simulate the
propagation of the ultrasonic waves within the bulk.
ity for the approximate bulk case was calculated at 5659 m/s and the wave velocity
for the waveguide with absorbing boundaries was calculated at 5670 m/s. The simi-
larity between these velocity values indicates that the wave mode established within
the waveguide with surface features, such as knurling and threading which act to
scatter the waves at the waveguide-air boundary to prevent the formation of trailing
echoes, can be approximated as a bulk longitudinal wave mode. The slight difference
between these values and the input longitudinal velocity of the model is likely due
to numerical dispersion.
Figure 6.17: Simulated A-scan from the 2D model with the waveguide approximated
as a bulk sample (600 mm diameter), showing element z-velocity against time, where
the first (W1) and second (W2) waveguide backwall echoes are observable.
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Figure 6.18: Simulated A-scan from the 2D model with an absorbing waveguide-air
boundary showing element z-velocity against time, where the first (W1) and second
(W2) waveguide backwall echoes are observable.
6.2.2 Experimental Comparison of Waveguides
This section describes the experimental results on comparison of different waveg-
uide geometries, towards selection of appropriate waveguides for incorporation in
the high temperature transducer design to effectively remove the trailing echoes.
The presence of trailing echoes was observed experimentally using a stainless steel
cylindrical shaped waveguide 16 mm in diameter and 60 mm in length, referred to
within the remaining text as waveguide A, and pictured in Figure 6.19. The PR
system described in section 6.1 was used to carry out a pulse-echo measurement in
the waveguide using 200 V pulser voltage, 5-6 MHz transducer frequency and 0 dB
amplifier gain. The measurements were made by coupling a commercial, single-
element piezoelectric transducer with a 5 MHz centre frequency and a piezoelectric
element diameter of 13 mm (V109, Panametrics Inc.) with a water-based ultrasonic
couplant (SOUNDSAFE R©, Diagnostic Sonar Ltd.) on the end of the waveguide.
The various different 60 mm long waveguides were fabricated, and their abil-
ity to remove trailing echoes was compared; descriptions of the waveguides are
provided in Table 6.1 and images are given in Figure 6.19 and waveguide H is pic-
tured in Figure 6.28. For all waveguides, both ends were flat, parallel to each other
and polished. All waveguides are made from 304 stainless steel, however the origi-
nal steel was sourced from different manufactures and will have undergone different
processing methods, which is reflected in the amplitude values from the signals, as
there are slight variations in velocity and attenuation.
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Waveguides A and B are were produced from the same 16 mm diameter
304 stainless steel rod; waveguide A was not altered providing a uniform smooth
waveguide-air boundary and waveguide B was knurled around the waveguide-air
boundary. Waveguides C and D are were fabricated from the same 304 stainless
steel 40 mm diameter rod, both with a taper from a diameter of 40 mm to 30 mm,
giving a taper angle of 14 ◦. Waveguide D was altered such that 13 randomly
distributed machined grooves of varying depth (up to ≈ 5 mm) were applied around
the circumference of the waveguide-air boundary, leaving the remaining sections of
the boundary smooth. Waveguides E, F and G were constructed from standard
stainless steel M20 bolts from the same batch. A schematic diagram of the M20
bolts used for waveguides E, F and G cut to the correct length is shown in Figure
6.20, where LT is the length of thread from the tail end towards the bolt head.
Waveguide E has a thread all along the bolt length, whilst waveguide F has a thread
approximately half way along the bolt length (LT = 25 mm) and the hexagonal
bolt head was removed for waveguide G such that LT = 35 mm. Waveguide H
was produced from a 304 stainless steel rod with a knurling pattern around the
waveguide-air boundary, identical to that on waveguide B. The end face (i.e. the
face interacting with a sample) of the waveguide was machined to fit the curve of
an industrial pipe sample, whilst the front face (i.e. the face interacting with a
piezoelectric disc or transducer) of the waveguide had four 10 mm deep holes, used
to construct a transducer housing from the waveguide; this is described in more
detail in section 6.3.
Table 6.1: Dimensions and descriptions of the waveguides, where DW is the waveg-
uide diameter. Note: all waveguides are 60 mm in length.
Waveguide Dimensions (mm) Description
A DW = 16 Rod - uniform smooth boundary
B DW = 16 Rod - knurled boundary
C DW1= 40, DW2 = 30 Rod - uniform smooth tapered boundary
D DW1 = 40, DW2 = 30
Rod - uniform smooth tapered boundary with
13 randomly distributed groves along boundary
E M20, LT = 47.5 M20 bolt - hexagonal head, thread all along
F M20, LT = 25 M20 bolt - hexagonal head, thread part way along
G M20, LT = 35 M20 bolt - no head, thread part way along
H DW = 40 Rod - knurled boundary, curved end face
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Figure 6.19: Images of the waveguides: A, B, C, D, E, F, and G.
33 mm 
30 mm 
12 mm 
60 mm 
LT
20 mm 
(a) (b)
Thread pitch = 2.5 mm 
Figure 6.20: Schematic diagram of the M20 hexagonal head bolt dimensions, not to
scale.
Table 6.2: Calculated SNR values for waveguides.
Waveguide SNR (dB)
A 28.6
B 20.4
C 12.2
D 19.2
E 23.9
F 26.4
G 20.5
H 18.9
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Pulse-echo measurements were carried out for each waveguide, and the re-
sulting A-scans are provided in Figures 6.21 - 6.24, which are described in detail
in the text below. The SNR was calculated for each waveguide as a figure of merit
from the pulse-echo measurements, and the values are provided in Table 6.2. Within
chapters 6 and 7, SNR is taken to be the SNR calculated using equation 2.78, where
the maximum amplitude of the first waveguide backwall echo is compared with the
maximum amplitude of a noise peak within a region of noise after the first waveg-
uide backwall echo, as labelled in the A-scans. The term noise in this work refers to
the noise floor of the signal, which is taken to be the signal that is observed outside
of the regions where there is a clear backwall echo of interest. It is important to
consider that the noise floor contains signals due to coherent noise, such as scat-
tered signals from the patterned waveguide-air boundary, in addition to electrical
noise. For comparison of the different waveguide geometries, calculating the SNR
in this way determines the effect of waveguide geometries on the noise floor, and
therefore the performance of the waveguide if incorporated in a transducer for use
in ultrasound thickness monitoring.
The pulse-echo response from waveguides A (blue) and B (red) are shown
in Figure 6.21, to highlight the effect of the knurling pattern on the formation of
trailing echoes. For waveguide A, the first three backwall echoes (W1, W2 and
W3) are identifiable, along with the with four trailing echoes (T1, T2, T3 and T4)
between each waveguide backwall echo. The trailing echoes have a measured ∆t of
≈ 4.5µs, whilst the calculated ∆t using equation 6.1 is ≈ 4.4µs (assuming vL =
5645 m/s and vS = 3100 m/s [229]).
It is clear that all the waveguide geometries studied, excluding the simple
rod, were able to alter the formation of trailing echoes to a certain extent. The
knurling pattern on waveguide B was able to completely remove the trailing echoes
from the signal; this is a result of the alternating pattern of angles at the waveguide-
air boundary causing reflection and mode conversion from the edge of the sound field
in such a way that that constructive interference does not occur and trailing echoes
are not observed. However, the noise floor is elevated resulting in a decrease in the
SNR from 28.6 dB found in waveguide A to 20.4 dB. This increase in noise can be
attributed to the arrival of signals reflected and mode converted in multiple differ-
ent pathways by the knurled pattern boundary, which do not totally destructively
interfere, such that these much lower amplitude spurious echoes arrive at a spec-
trum of delay times in the signal. The noise floor using a knurled waveguide may
be reducing the periodicity of the knurled pattern, where the increased randomness
may contribute increased destructive interference of these scattered waves.
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Figure 6.21: A-scan for waveguides A (blue) and B (red) showing the first three
backwall echoes (W1, W2 and W3), and trailing echoes (T1, T2, T3 and T3), with
a label of the coherent noise region used to calculate the SNR.
Figure 6.22: A-scan for waveguides C (blue) and D (red) showing the first three
waveguide backwall echoes (W1, W2 and W3), with a label of the coherent noise
region used to calculate the SNR.
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Figure 6.23: A-scan for waveguides E (blue), F (red) and G (green) showing the first
three waveguide backwall echoes (W1, W2 and W3), with a label of the coherent
noise region used to calculate the SNR.
Figure 6.24: A-scan for waveguide H showing the first three waveguide backwall
echoes (W1, W2 and W3), with a label of the coherent noise region used to calculate
the SNR.
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Waveguide C with the smooth boundary taper failed to completely remove
the trailing echo, which can clearly be seen in the A-scan at 30.0µs, giving a rel-
atively low SNR of 12.2 dB. This result could have been improved by investigating
different taper angles. Waveguide D appeared to perform much better than C, effec-
tively removing the trailing echoes from the signal, with a greater SNR of 19.2 dB;
thereby, highlighting the ability of such randomly orientated grooves to impede the
constructive and destructive interference of the mode converted waves. However,
both SNR for waveguides C and D are relatively low compared with the other
waveguides.
All waveguides constructed from an M20 bolt (E, F and G) effectively re-
moved trailing echoes from the signal, although there is a relatively significant dif-
ference between the calculated SNR values: waveguide G observed the lowest SNR
at 20.5 dB, waveguide E observed a slightly higher SNR of 23.9 dB, whilst waveguide
F observed the highest SNR of all waveguides tested (excluding the rod waveguide
A) at 26.4 dB. Similarly to the knurled pattern waveguide B, the thread pattern at
the waveguide-air boundary introduced varying angles resulting in mode conversion
and reflection of the edges of the sound field, such that constructive interference did
not occur and trailing echoes were not found.
Despite waveguides F and G having slightly different ratios of smooth to
threaded boundaries, it is possible to draw the conclusion that the hexagonal bolt
head geometry appears to decrease the noise floor, improving the SNR compared to
no bolt head present; this is easily discernible via visual analysis of the A-scans in
Figure 6.23. Moreover, it is possible to assume from these results that a waveguide
which is part threaded (i.e. not threaded along the entire waveguide-air boundary)
improves the SNR, compared to a waveguide which is threaded along the entire
boundary.
Similarly to waveguide B, the knurled pattern on waveguide H effectively
removed all the trailing echoes despite its curved end, yet this resulted in increased
noise floor due to scattering, giving a SNR of 18.9 dB. Although the SNR is relatively
low, the design is of interest for potential improved coupling, due to increased contact
area, for inspection of curved samples (e.g. pipes).
In conclusion, for the length of waveguide used in this study, a knurling
pattern (i.e. waveguides B and H) and a part threaded bolt with a hexagonal head
(i.e. waveguide F) provide the greatest SNR with effective removal of the trailing
echoes. Both of these waveguide types will be discussed in the next section with
respect to incorporation into compression transducer designs.
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6.3 High Temperature Transducer Design
The piezoelectric transducer design investigated within this study differs from con-
ventional broadband transducers often used in the field of NDT; the design utilises a
compressive force applied to the piezoelectric element, in addition to a backing mate-
rial, to achieve acoustic coupling between the components and the desired damping
characteristics via scattering, rather than a backing material attached to the piezo-
electric element with an adhesive layer that primarily attenuates by absorption and
scattering. For application at high temperature, the advantage of this design is
in the ease of fabrication, where the use of polymer-based adhesive layers is not
required, as these materials typically cannot survive high temperatures.
Application of compressive stress to the piezoelectric element is employed
in sandwich type piezoelectric transducers (e.g. Langevin and Tonpliz transducers)
which are widely used and their design theory is well developed [230]. Sandwich
transducers have their piezoelectric elements arranged in stacks which are sand-
wiched between a head and tail mass with stressed applied via a central bolt. This
configuration allows the transducer structure to have a longitudinal resonance, usu-
ally on the order of 1-100 kHz [230]. These types of transducers are commonly used
in high power applications due to their high efficiency and large power output, for
example: welding, cleaning, cutting and underwater acoustics.
On analysis of the literature, there appears to be limited published research
on high frequency compression type piezoelectric transducers which employ a single
piezoelectric element, specifically towards application in NDT and at high temper-
atures; as such, the work presented in chapters 6 and 7 aims to provide insight into
the use of this compression type transducer design for ultrasound thickness monitor-
ing at high temperatures. The remainder of this section provides a detailed review
of the transducer compression design, the different transducer housings used within
this study and the effects of compressive stress on the transducer performance.
6.3.1 Compression Transducer Assembly
All transducers in the experimental work use a 10 mm diameter piezoelectric disc
as a proof of concept model, however the design can be easily adapted to house
piezoelectric discs of different diameters, depending on the application requirements.
For example, larger discs may be required to provide greater ultrasound energy
output in challenging applications with highly attenuative components.
The schematic diagram in Figure 6.25 illustrates a close up view of this
high temperature transducer design where the components are assembled and a
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compressive force is applied with a central bolt. All components were machined
from 304 stainless steel, except the central bolt, ceramic insulator, backing material
and piezoelectric disc. Three transducers were constructed in this work and they
have slightly different compression design and waveguide geometry; the schematic
diagram in Figure 6.25 is the relevant design for the 30 mm diameter knurled flat end
waveguide transducer (Tx1) and the 40 mm diameter knurled curved end waveguide
transducer (Tx3), while the M20 bolt flat end waveguide transducer (Tx2) has a
slightly different compression design, as explained in section 6.3.2.
Figure 6.25: Schematic diagram of the transducer assembly design, not to scale.
The dimensions included in this description are for the 30 mm diameter
knurled flat end waveguide transducer. The high tensile steel grade M8 central
bolt, which has a flat machined end, is screwed into the M8 threaded hole in the
top compression plate, which is locked in place via nuts on either side. The bolt end
fits into a machined groove on the bottom compression plate, to ensure the correct
central alignment; the bottom compression plate is free to move up and down with
the central bolt. The compression plates are 8 mm thick and 30 mm in diameter.
There are four threaded rods (termed studding) that are 4 mm in diameter, which
connect the compression plates and central bolt to the waveguide via four 4 mm
diameter and 10 mm deep threaded holes drilled into the waveguide, which is 60 mm
in length. The location and dimensions of the threaded holes on the waveguides for
Tx1 and Tx3 are shown in the schematic diagram in Figure 6.26. This is the system
through which the compressive force is applied to the piezoelectric disc.
An insulating material is required in the current design to prevent short cir-
cuiting, such that the piezoelectric disc is properly electrically connected to generate
and receive ultrasound. A machinable ceramic material was used, a glass ceramic
termed Macor R© (Corning, Inc.), due to its electrical insulating properties, high tem-
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Figure 6.26: Schematic diagram of location and dimensions of the four threaded
holes in the waveguide: (a) Tx1 and (b) Tx3.
perature performance and excellent machinability. The ceramic parts were 10 mm
in diameter and machined to 8 mm at the top to fit into the groove on the bot-
tom side of the bottom compression plate, again to ensure correct alignment of the
compressive force.
The ceramic is connected to the backing material via compression. Differ-
ent high temperature backing materials, all 10 mm in diameter were investigated
within this transducer design, the results of which are detailed in section 6.5. High
temperature metallic materials were chosen, such that they could withstand high
temperature and large compressive stresses. The backing material front and back
faces were machined to be as flat as possible, by hand polishing using different grit
papers down to 1200 grit on a flat glass substrate.
The backing material is connected to the piezoelectric disc via compression,
without the use of an adhesive materials. Different commercially available poly-
crystalline piezoelectric materials were used within this design, including PZT and
high temperature piezoelectric materials, which are discussed in more detail in 6.4.
All piezoelectric materials have a thin silver electrode layer on their front and back
surfaces, to facilitate electrical connection.
Electrical connection is established within this transducer design by physical
contact of electrical materials via the compression from the central bolt. The live
electrical connection is made to the back face of the piezoelectric element, by contact
with the conductive metallic backing material. The live wire is electrically connected
to the backing material via clamping of the wire around a screw threaded into the
backing material, or via a second conductive backing material at the back face of the
backing material, with a threaded screw hole, which is clamped to the live wire; the
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second backing material is used for backing materials which are difficult to machine a
threaded hole. The ground electrical connection is made via clamping a wire around
the washer and nut which connects the studding to the top compression plate. This
electrical connection makes contact with the front face of the piezoelectric element
via compression contact with the piezoelectric disc and the waveguide.
6.3.2 Different Transducer Designs
As described above, three different transducers were constructed in this work with
slightly different compression designs and waveguide geometries, as follows: a 30 mm
diameter knurled flat end waveguide transducer referred to as Tx1 within the text,
see Figure 6.27(a), an M20 bolt flat end waveguide transducer referred to as Tx2
within the text, see Figure 6.27(b), and a 40 mm diameter knurled curved end waveg-
uide transducer referred to as Tx3 within the text, see Figure 6.28. Table 6.3 displays
the details of the three transducers for reference.
Figure 6.27: Side view photographs of transducer assembly designs: (a) 30 mm
diameter knurled flat end waveguide transducer (Tx1) and (b) M20 bolt flat end
waveguide transducer (Tx2).
The compression design of Tx2 is different to Tx1 and Tx3 in that compres-
sion plates and studding were not used to apply the compressive stress across the
transducer components via the central bolt. The design was simpler as the stress
was applied directly from the machined bolt tip to the ceramic insulator, through
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Figure 6.28: Photographs of Tx3 transducer assembly design which has a 40 mm
diameter knurled curved end waveguide: (a) side view, (b) waveguide end view, and
(c) waveguide end curved profile view.
Table 6.3: Description of the different transducer assembly designs.
Transducer
Waveguide
Diameter (mm)
Description
Tx1 30 Knurled waveguide - flat end
Tx2 20 M20 hexagonal bolt waveguide (F) - flat end
Tx3 40 Knurled waveguide (H) - curved end
which it was transferred to the backing material and piezoelectric disc. The central
bolt was connected to the waveguide via a frame (32 mm in length, 34 mm wide
and 2.5 mm thick), with a central M8 nut serving as a threaded hole, which was
welded together and to the hexagonal head of the M20 bolt waveguide. The M20
bolt waveguide is identical to waveguide F discussed in section 6.2.2.
The compression design of Tx3 is essentially the same as that described for
Tx1 above, although the dimensions of the compression plates are larger, and springs
were laid over the studding to prevent the bottom compression plate falling onto
the waveguide during insertion of the various components. The waveguide for Tx3
is identical to the waveguide H discussed in section 6.2.2.
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6.3.3 Effect of Stress on Ultrasonic Signals
Piezoelectric materials exhibit domain depolarization outside of certain environmen-
tal limits, including thermal depoling, electric depoling and mechanical depoling.
Mechanical depoling describes the stress induced change in the polarisation state of
a poled polycrystalline piezoelectric material, resulting in full or partial loss of the
preferable polarisation orientation, and therefore the piezoelectric properties. The
stresses required to result in mechanical depoling are often large, and it has been
observed that a cycle of relatively low stress levels can result in an increase in the
d33, depending on the type of piezoelectric material [231].
It was observed during initial testing of this transducer design, that the
signal amplitude decreased upon successive loading of the same piezoelectric disc by
the central bolt, indicating mechanical depoling. To measure the effect of multiple
rounds of compression on the same piezoelectric disc, the Tx3 housing was used
with a 10 mm diameter 8.5 MHz PZT disc (PI Ceramic, PIC181) with a porous
stainless steel foam backing material (see section 6.5). Six rounds of compression
were applied, whereby for each round the disc was inserted into the transducer
housing, the central bolt was tightened with a torque wrench set to 15 Nm and
the signal recorded using the PR set-up descried in 6.1 (200 V, 5-6 MHz and 0 dB).
After each round of compression the disc was removed from the housing. The peak-
to-peak voltages of the first waveguide backwall at each round of compression are
presented in the bar chart in Figure 6.29, and the values are given in Table 6.4. It
was observed that the peak-to-peak voltage decreased over the first five rounds of
compression from 1.79 V to 0.93 V, with a slight increase to 0.95 V on round six.
Figure 6.29: Signal amplitude (peak-to-peak voltage) of first waveguide backwall
echo (W1) for multiple rounds of compression.
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Table 6.4: Pk-Pk voltage of first waveguide backwall echo (W1) for six rounds of
compression.
Round Pk-Pk voltage (V)
1 1.79
2 1.42
3 1.35
4 1.23
5 0.93
6 0.95
In addition, the piezoelectric constant, d33, was measured using a d33 meter
(YE2730A, APC International, Ltd.) before and after the rounds of compression;
the average d33 before was measured as 353×10−12C/N and the average d33 after
was measured as a decreased value of 233×10−12C/N. Both the decrease in peak-
to-peak voltage and d33 due to the stress applied within the transducer housing
indicate mechanical depoling of the piezoelectric disc. As such, care must be taken
when comparing the performance of the transducer, for example between different
backing materials, to ensure the difference in performance is not due to mechanical
depoling by multiple round of compressions. Therefore, within this work, as-supplied
unstressed piezoelectric discs are used to compare transducer performance.
In order to provide a measurement of the change in the signal peak-to-peak
voltage and SNR during the increase of stress via tightening the central bolt, the
signal was recorded at multiple intervals during tightening. For this measurement,
the transducer housing Tx3 was used with a 10 mm diameter lead metaniobate (PN)
disc (Piezo Kinetics, Inc.) and a porous stainless steel foam backing (see section
6.5), using the PR system detailed in 6.1 (200 V, 5-6 MHz and 0 dB). The peak-to-
peak voltage and SNR are displayed in the bar charts in Figure 6.30(a) and 6.30(b),
respectively.
An increase in both the peak-to-peak voltage and SNR is observed by increas-
ing the stress applied via the central bolt, where the peak-to-peak voltage continues
to increase to a maximum value of 0.31 V, yet the SNR reaches a maximum at
the ninth increment at 28.5 dB dropping slightly to 27.5 dB, and this may indicate
depoling of the piezoelectric domains.
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Figure 6.30: Effect of incremental increase of stress via tightening of the central bolt
on Tx3 for the first waveguide backwall echo (W1): (a) peak-to-peak voltage and
(b) SNR.
6.3.4 Transducer Performance at Room Temperature
The performance of the three different transducers (Tx1, Tx2 and Tx3) were com-
pared at room temperature, using ultrasound pulse-echo measurements with the
experimental setup described in section 6.1 (at 100 V, 5-6 MHz and -10 dB), where
the transducers were coupled to the samples using a water-based ultrasonic couplant
(SOUNDSAFE R©, Diagnostic Sonar Ltd.). Commercially available PZT piezoelec-
tric discs with 0.4 mm at ≈ 5.5 MHz centre frequency (Piezo Kinetics, Inc.), and
pressed porous 316 stainless steel foam (Goodfellow), with 10 mm diameter and
15 mm thickness (see section 6.5 for details on backing materials), were used with
each transducer design.
Two stainless steel samples were used, one flat and the other a section from
a stainless steel pipe. The flat steel sample is pictured in Figure 6.31(a) which has
60 mm diameter and 9.8 mm thickness. The curved stainless steel pipe section is
pictured in Figure 6.31(b), the original pipe has an outer diameter of 108 mm and
the pipe section has a thickness of 6.2 mm. This pipe section used to achieve the
curved end of waveguide H used in Tx3; the outer edges of the waveguide were
machined to sit slightly above the pipe, to ensure good coupling across the central
area of the waveguide curved end and the pipe section. The samples and waveguide
end faces were hand polished down to 2500 grit. The performance was also compared
with no sample present, using the signal reverberating within the waveguide, such
that the effects of varying coupling parameters would not be present.
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Figure 6.31: Photographs of stainless steel samples: (a) flat sample and (b) curved
pipe section.
The A-scans with no sample present are given in Figure 6.32, with the flat
sample in Figure 6.33, and with the curved sample in 6.34; Table 6.5 lists the
corresponding peak-to-peak voltages and SNRs. Note for the “no sample” case the
first waveguide backwall echo (W1) was taken, whereas for the case with a coupled
sample the first sample backwall echo (4) was taken. Tx3 could not be tested on
the flat sample due to the curvature, and the Tx2 data is not present in Figure 6.34
for the curved sample comparison, as no sample backwall echoes were detected.
Figure 6.32: Signal amplitude at room temperature with no sample present for three
different transducer assembly designs: Tx1 (blue), Tx2 (red) and Tx3 (green), with
a label of the coherent noise region used to calculate the SNR.
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For the case with no sample present, the peak-to-peak voltage is greatest for
Tx2 at 1.53 V, compared to 0.920 V for Tx1 and 0.57 V for Tx3. However, when
considering the SNR, Tx1 has a greater SNR of 22.7 dB compared to Tx2 at 19.4 dB,
with 19.1 dB for Tx3. The SNR for Tx2 is less than expected due to raised noise
floor from scattering of trailing echo signals by the thread pattern.
Figure 6.33: Signal amplitude at room temperature with coupling to the flat stainless
steel sample for transducer assembly designs: Tx1 (blue) and Tx2 (red), with a label
of the coherent noise region used to calculate the SNR.
On the flat sample (see Figure 6.33), for the first sample backwall echo (4),
the peak-to-peak voltage for Tx2 is the greatest at 1.02 V compared to 0.62 V for
Tx1. For this case, the SNR for Tx2 is slightly greater at 20.3 dB compared to
19.4 dB for Tx1; this is likely due to the region from which the maximum noise
value was found, which was the region between sample backwall echoes, rather than
the relatively high maximum scattering noise signal found with no sample. There
is a greater number of sample backwall echoes (i.e. echoes 4, 5, 6, 9, 10, 11 and 12)
for Tx1 than Tx2, which would be more favourable for use in inspections.
On the curved sample (see Figure 6.34), Tx3 clearly performed better than
Tx1 with a peak-to-peak voltage of 0.31 V for Tx3 compared to 0.10 V for Tx1
and SNR for Tx3 of 13.4 dB compared to 8.14 dB for Tx1. Tx3 performed well
on the curved sample as the curvatures matched, allowing increased coupling area,
and therefore, more ultrasound energy can be coupled from the waveguide into the
sample.
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Figure 6.34: Signal amplitude at room temperature with coupling to the curved
stainless steel sample for transducer assembly designs: Tx1 (blue) and Tx3 (red),
with a label of the coherent noise region used to calculate the SNR.
Table 6.5: Pk-Pk voltage and SNR values from the transducer assemblies for no
sample present (echo W1), and for flat and curved stainless steel samples (echo 4).
Transducer
No Sample Flat Sample Curved Sample
Pk-Pk
(V)
SNR
(dB)
Pk-Pk
(V)
SNR
(dB
Pk-Pk
(V)
SNR
(dB)
Tx1 0.92 22.7 0.62 19.4 0.10 8.14
Tx2 1.53 19.4 1.02 20.3 - -
Tx3 0.59 19.1 - - 0.31 13.4
6.4 High Temperature Piezoelectric Materials
This transducer design, detailed in section 6.3 above, can be used with a wide range
of piezoelectric materials, here, the use of high temperature materials is of inter-
est for application of ultrasound thickness measurements at elevated temperatures.
Two commercially available piezoelectric materials with higher TC than PZT were
compared with this transducer design at room temperature, namely; lead metanio-
bate (PbNb2O6, PN) and bismuth titanate (Bi4Ti3O12, BIT). These piezoelectric
materials were discussed in section 1.5.1, along with other high temperature piezo-
electric materials. PN has a TC of ≈ 570 ◦C, whilst BiT has a higher TC of ≈
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675 ◦C. Both piezoelectric materials were disc shaped with a diameter of 10 mm and
thin silver electrodes deposited on each side. The PN (Piezo Kinetics, Inc.) were
0.33 mm thick, whilst BiT (Meggitt) 0.40 mm were thick.
The piezoelectric discs were characterised using electric impedance analysis,
described in section 2.3.2, using an impedance analyser (4294A, Agilent). Figure
6.35(a) shows the impedance magnitude of a sample PN disc, whilst Figure 6.35(b)
displays the phase, both across a frequency range of 4-6 MHz. Figure 6.36(a) shows
the impedance magnitude of a sample BiT disc, whilst 6.36(b) displays the phase,
both across a frequency range of 3-5 MHz. The peak in both figures is the first fun-
damental through thickness resonance, which is at ≈ 5 MHz for PN and ≈ 4.1 MHz
for BiT. As expected, the phase angle away from resonance is close to -90 ◦, since
piezoelectric elements generally behave as capacitors, which have an ideal purely
capacitive phase angle of -90◦ between the voltage and current. The increase in the
phase angle at resonance signifies the energy dissipation as the piezoelectric disc
becomes more inductive. The peak phase angle is 38◦ for PN and 85◦ for BiT. The
BiT appears to have various resonances occurring around the fundamental through
thickness resonance, observed as many smaller peaks; these are likely due to har-
monic resonances from radial and flexural modes of the disc.
Figure 6.35: Electrical impedance of a lead metaniobate (PN) disc: (a) impedance
magnitude and (b) phase.
The piezoelectric constant, d33, was measured using a d33 meter (YE2730A,
APC International, Ltd.). The discs were measured without any pre-stress, which
could potentially change the polarization and lead to lower d33 values. PN was found
to exhibit an average d33 value of 76×10−12C/N , and BiT has an average d33 value
of 20×10−12C/N. These values agree with those reported in the literature [49, 50].
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Figure 6.36: Electrical impedance of a bismuth titanate (BiT) disc: (a) impedance
magnitude and (b) phase.
Table 6.6: Measured and calculated parameters of W1 for PN and BiT.
Material
d33
(×10−12C/N)
Pk-Pk
(V)
SNR
(dB)
f C
(MHz)
BW
(%)
PbNb 76 0.946 24.2 3.4 47
BiT 20 0.190 25.9 3.4 33
The ultrasonic performance of the two piezoelectric disc materials were com-
pared in the Tx1 transducer housing (30 mm diameter knurled flat end waveguide
transducer), using a pressed porous 316 stainless steel foam (Goodfellow), with
10 mm diameter and 15 mm thickness backing material (see 6.5 for details on back-
ing materials). The PR system described in section 6.1 was used (200 V, 5-6 MHz
and 0 dB), and the discs were compared with no samples present, to eliminate cou-
pling effects. The A-scans in Figure 6.37 show the first three waveguide backwall
echoes with no sample present for the PN and BiT discs, respectively. An FFT
was applied to the first backwall echo to generate the frequency spectrum, given
in Figure 6.38(a) and 6.38(b) for PN and BiT, respectively. Table 6.6 displays the
data measured and calculated for PN and BiT for the first waveguide backwall echo,
including: d33, peak-to-peak voltage, SNR, centre frequency and bandwidth.
PN produces a greater peak-to-peak voltage than BiT, 0.946 V compared to
0.190 V, corresponding to the greater d33 value of PN compared to BiT. Despite this,
the SNR for BiT is slightly greater at 25.9 dB compared to 24.2 dB. Both PN and
BiT had a calculated centre frequency of 3.4 MHz, indicating the frequency content
is dominated by the PR driving pulse. BiT exhibited a greater 3 dB bandwidth at
47% compared to 33% for PN. These results are promising for use of both PN and
BiT in this transducer housing design for high temperature application.
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Figure 6.37: Signal amplitude at room temperature for Tx1 transducer housing with
PN (blue) and BiT (red) piezoelectric discs showing waveguide backwall echoes (W1,
W2 and W3), with a label of the coherent noise region used to calculate the SNR.
Figure 6.38: First waveguide backwall echo (W1) FFT magnitude spectrum: (a)
PN, (b) BiT.
6.5 Backing Materials
A number of different metallic backing materials were investigated towards assessing
their ability to effectively damp the vibrations of the piezoelectric disc and scatter
reflections emitting from the piezoelectric disc back face. Electrically conductive
materials were chosen to ensure a good electrical connection to the piezoelectric
disc for the live wire, within the transducer housing design. All backing materials
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chosen have high melting temperatures, to withstand the elevated temperatures in
high temperature applications. The backing materials compared are listed, labelled
a - f, with thickness and descriptions in Table 6.7, photographs of each are pictured
in Figure 6.39 and the corresponding sound velocity, density and acoustic impedance
values are given in Table 6.8. The longitudinal velocity was calculated (to 3 signifi-
cant figures) using the time delay measured from a pulse-echo generated via coupling
a 5 MHz commercial piezoelectric transducer (V109, Panametrics Inc.) coupled to
the backing block with a liquid couplant (SOUNDSAFE R©, Diagnostic Sonar Ltd.),
using the experimental setup detailed in section 6.1. The density was calculated (to
3 significant figures) using the water immersion method using Archimedes principle
using:
ρs = ρw
(
m1
m1 −m2
)
, (6.2)
where ρs is the density of the sample, ρw is the density of water, m1 is the dry mass
and m2 is the mass when the material is submerged under water.
Table 6.7: Backing material thickness and description.
Backing
Material
Thickness
(mm)
Description
a 12.0 Stainless steel
b 12.0 Brass
c 12.0 Porous tungsten
d 15.0 Porous stainless steel foam
e 13.0
Stainless steel with machined features: 1 mm D holes,
circumferential ridges and a cone-shaped rear face
f 16.0 3 mm thick d at front face with e at the rear face
Backing materials a and b were machined from a larger blocks of 304 stainless
steel and brass, respectively. Backing material c was formed from a commercially
available porous tungsten materiel (Spectra-Mat, Inc), which was ordered at the
specified geometry from the manufacturer, as tungsten is difficult to machine; the
as-manufactured porosity of c was 18% (82% of tungsten by weight), with a density
of 14140 kg/m3. Backing material d was constructed from a commercially available
porous 316 stainless steel foam (FE243840, Goodfellow), which was purchased as
a 150 mm × 150 mm × 12.7 mm (W×L×D) sheet. As-supplied, the foam bulk
density was 550 kg/m3 with 93% porosity with 24 pores/cm. The foam was not able
to support the compressive stress exerted by the transducer house design in the
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Figure 6.39: Images of backing material: (a) stainless steel - a, (b) brass - b, (c)
porous tungsten - c, (d) porous stainless steel - d, (e) stainless steel with machined
features - e, (f) porous foam backed with machined stainless steel - f, (g) top view
of backing material e without cone back and (h) view of cone in backing material e.
Table 6.8: Backing material longitudinal velocity, density and acoustic impedance.
Backing
Material
Longitudinal velocity, vL
(m/s)
Density, ρ
(kg/m3)
Acoustic Impedance, Z
(MRayl)
a 5750 7940 45.6
b 4410 8400 37.1
c 4370 14100 61.8
d - 3600 -
e - 5980 -
f 5750 7940 45.6
as-supplied state without deformation, such that it was subject to a pressing in a
uniaxial press to produce a much denser stainless steel foam. The supplied foam
sheet was machined into a number of 10 mm diameter cylinders (12.7 mm in height),
which were inserted into a 10 mm cylindrical die to form a backing material with a
density of 3600 kg/m3. The final backing material was 10 mm in diameter and 15 mm
in height, able to withstand the stress exerted within the transducer compression
design. Backing material e was machined from a 304 stainless steel cylindrical block,
having three features to improve scattering of ultrasound, including: ridges around
the circumference, randomly orientated 1 mm diameter through-holes and a cone
shaped back (see Figures 6.39(g) and (h)). Backing material f was made from two
parts, the first which interfaced with the piezoelectric disc is a 3 mm thick piece of
pressed stainless steel foam (same material as d) pressed to a density of 5980 kg/m3,
and the same machined stainless steel used for backing material e.
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Table 6.9: First waveguide backwall echo (W1) measured and calculated parameters
for the different backing materials.
Backing
Material
PkPk
(V)
SNR
(dB)
f C
(MHz)
BW
(%)
a 0.63 6.8 2.6 35
b 0.66 10.8 2.6 35
c 0.66 10.7 3.0 46
d 1.42 23.7 2.7 34
e 0.42 10.2 2.5 36
f 0.87 19.2 2.7 37
The backing materials were machined to 10 mm in diameter, to compare their
effectiveness at damping a 10 mm, 5.5 MHz PZT disc (Piezo Kinetics, Inc.), within
the Tx1 transducer housing. The ultrasound performance of each backing material
was compared by fabricating the transducer with a fresh PZT disc each time in the
Tx1 transducer housing, and using the PR setup described in section 6.1 (200 V,
5-6 MHz and 0 dB). The ultrasound reverberating within the waveguide was used
to compare between the backing materials, to eliminate coupling effects if a sample
was used. Figures 6.40(a) - (f) display the A-scan of the first two backwall echoes
(W1 and W2) for all backing materials, and Figures 6.41(a) - (f) show the calculated
FFT magnitude from W1 for all backing materials. The measured and calculated
ultrasound parameters from the W1 are presented in Table 6.9.
The peak-to-peak voltage of all the backing materials was the greatest, by
a significant margin at 1.42 V, for backing material d, followed by backing material
f at 0.870 V. Backing materials a, b and c observed similar peak-to-peak voltage
values at 0.633 V, 0.664 V and 0.662 V, respectively. The lowest peak-to-peak voltage
was observed for backing material e at 0.419 V. However, the peak-to-peak voltages
do not directly correspond to the SNR values, as the coherent noise level varies
significantly between the different backing materials. Backing material d calculated
the highest SNR value at 23.7 dB, followed by backing material f at 19.2 dB. Backing
materials b, c and e calculated similar SNR values at 10.8 dB, 10.7 dB and 10.2 dB,
respectively. The lowest SNR was calculated for backing material a at 6.83 dB. It
is also evident that for backing materials a, b and c there are clear signal peaks in
the region between the electrical noise, created by the driving pulse, and the first
backwall echo (W1); these are likely a result of reverberations within the backing
material, as these materials are not sufficiently attenuative to absorb or scatter the
ultrasound signal which radiates from the back face of the piezoelectric disc.
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Figure 6.40: Signal amplitude showing first two backwall echoes (W1 and W2) of
all backing materials: a) stainless steel - a, b) brass - b, c) porous tungsten - c, d)
porous stainless steel d, e) stainless steel with machined features - e and f) porous
stainless steel (front) and stainless steel with machined features (rear, i.e. e), with
a label of the coherent noise region used to calculate the SNR.
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Figure 6.41: Waveguide first backwall echo (W1) FFT magnitude spectrum for all
backing materials: a) stainless steel - a, b) brass- b, c) porous tungsten - c, d) porous
stainless steel - d, e) stainless steel with machined features - e and f) porous stainless
steel (front) and stainless steel with machined features (rear, i.e. e).
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The centre frequency for backing material c was the highest at 3.0 MHz.
The centre frequencies for the other backing materials were similar at 2.6 MHz,
2.6 MHz, 2.6 MHz, 2.7 MHz, 2.5 MHz, and 2.7 MHz for backing materials a, b, d, e
and f, respectively. The bandwidth of backing material c, porous tungsten, was the
greatest at 46 %, whilst the bandwidth for the other backing materials a, b, d, e and
f were similar at 35 %, 35 %, 34 %, 36 % and 37 %, respectively.
To confirm the origin of the different echoes observed from the backing ma-
terial signals displayed in Figure 6.40, a PZFlex model was constructed in 2D to
represent the transducer Tx1 assembly with two different types of backing materials,
to model the results from backing materials a and d. To model material d a homo-
geneous material was assumed with a single equivalent set of material parameters.
The model geometry used is given in Figure 6.42, and other model input parameters
were identical to those described in detail in section 6.2.1 for PZFlex 2D modelling
of the waveguide, excluding the longitudinal velocity value in the Tx1 transducer
waveguide, which was input as the experimentally measured value of 5601 m/s, and
a Rickert wavelet was the input function chosen for the pressure load.
Figure 6.42: Schematic diagram of the 2D finite element model used in PZFlex to
simulate the propagation of the ultrasonic waves within a simplified interpretation of
the Tx1 transducer assembly, showing the backing material and knurled waveguide
approximated by absorbing boundaries.
The material input parameters for backing material a as stainless steel were
ρ = 7395 kg/m3, vL = 5751 m/s and vS = 3100 m/s, and for backing material d
as highly attenuative stainless steel ρ = 7395 kg/m3, vL = 5751 m/s and vS =
3100 m/s). PZFlex models attenuation by specifying viscous damping parameters
for a linear elastic material to convert it to a viscoelastic material, using an attenu-
ation factor (dB/m) at a specified centre frequency, for longitudinal (αL) and shear
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(αS) waves. The attenuation factor used to model backing material a was taken as
the value for stainless steel, given by the built in PZFlex general material file, such
that αL = 0.3 dB/m and αS = 1.2 dB/m. The attenuation factor used to model
backing material d was taken as the value for a highly attenuative tungsten-araldite
composite (25 % volume fraction tungsten powder) backing, given by the built in
PZFlex general material file, such that αL = 290 dB/m and αS = 870 dB/m; this
material was chosen as a simple method to model a highly attenuating material, de-
spite the fact that this material will attenuate more by a combination of absorption
and scatter, rather than the stainless steel foam, which is predicted to attenuate ul-
trasound predominantly via scattering, as it would be difficult to accurately model
the complex nature of the porosity in the stainless steel foam.
Similarly to the waveguide modelling results, the A-scans presented were
generated by calculating the average element y-velocity across the loading surface,
to simulate the response from a piezoelectric transducer operating in pulse-echo
mode; the resulting A-scan with stainless steel as the backing material is given in
Figure 6.43, and the results with the attenuative material are given in Figure 6.44.
Considering the differences between the experimental conditions and the 2D
model, such as the compressional stress on the piezoelectric disc exerted by the
central bolt, the knurled pattern on the waveguide-air boundary and the difference
in material properties between the attenuative backing and the stainless steel foam,
there is a good correlation between the experimental and simulated A-scans. For
the stainless steel backing material a, in both the experimental and simulated data
there is a high amplitude, well defined echo at ≈ 6µs, which can be identified
as the first backwall echo from the rear face of the backing material, originating
from the ultrasound energy which coupled into the backing material at the point
when the pressure load is applied. This is followed in both A-scans by a region of
lower amplitude peaks, identified as various reflected and scattered bulk waves from
the backing material air boundary, which are not attenuated within the backing
material. The first waveguide backwall echo (W1) is visible in both A-scans at ≈
22µs, followed by another backwall echo from the rear of the backing material at ≈
27µs, and then a region of lower amplitude peaks resulting from various reflected
and scattered bulk waves within the backing material.
For the stainless steel foam backing material d, in both the experimental
and simulated data there are two well defined echoes at ≈ 22µs and 44µs, which
can be identified as the first waveguide backwall echo (W1) and second waveguide
backwall echo (W2), respectively. In both A-scans there are no distinctive backwall
echoes from the rear face of the backing material, as reflected and scattered bulk
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Figure 6.43: Backing material a: (a) simulated A-scan from the 2D model showing
element z-velocity against time and (b) experimental signal amplitude, where the
first (W1) and second (W2) waveguide backwall echoes are observable, alongside
backing material backwall reflections and regions of noise from scattered wave modes
within the backing material.
waves within the backing material are attenuated. The main difference between the
experiential and simulated data is the increased coherent noise level after W1 and
W2 visible for backing material d, and this is due to the scattered waves caused by
the knurled waveguide-air boundary, which disrupts the constructive and destructive
interference that results in trailing echoes along the waveguide (as described in
section 6.2.2); the absorbing boundary does not aim to fully mode the scattering
behaviour of the knurled boundary, only the removal of the trailing echoes.
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Figure 6.44: Backing material d : (a) Simulated A-scan from the 2D model showing
element z-velocity against time and (b) experimental signal amplitude, where the
first (W1) and second (W2) waveguide backwall echoes are observable.
The difference in noise level between the backing materials can be predom-
inantly attributed to the relative difference between their attenuative properties,
where attenuation of backing materials a, b, c and d is not sufficient to remove un-
desirable reverberations, reflections and scattering of wave modes within the backing
material to efficiently reduce the coherent noise floor of the signal. Backing materi-
als d and f, for which the highly scattering stainless steel foam interfaces the back
of the piezoelectric disc, are more able to attenuate these undesirable signals. It
was expected that the as-manufactured porosity in backing material c would have
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resulted in a high degree of scattering centres, and that the random orientation of
drilled holes backing material e would also provide sufficient scattering centres to
attenuate the ultrasound waves within the backing material. However, it is evident
from these results that the porous structure within the stainless steel foam provides
a much greater degree of attenuation, presumably due to a vast number of scattering
centres.
The highest SNR values were calculated for backing material d, followed by
f, as a combination of the attenuative stainless steel foam scattering the undesirable
signals, and the increased peak-to-peak voltage measured for both d, followed by
f, compared to the other materials. It is thought that the increase observed for
the peak-to-peak voltage of W1 for d and f is a result of increased contact area
between the piezoelectric disc and the backing material, as it was recognised earlier
from Figure 6.30a in section 6.3.3 that increase in stress on the piezoelectric disc
increased the peak-to-peak voltage. The increase in contact area may be due to
the ability of the stainless steel foam material to more readily plastically deform at
the interface, resulting in increased conformity of the surfaces at the interface, as
opposed to the other backing materials which are more rigid. With this reasoning,
it could assumed that the other backing materials would have relatively similar
peak-to-peak voltages, which is true for backing materials a, b and c. Yet, the
peak-to-peak voltage for backing material e is lower than expected, as it would be
expected to be similar to that of backing material a as they are machined from
the same batch of 304 stainless steel; however, this difference is assumed to be due
to a difference in the surface roughness, such that e has a lower contact area with
the piezoelectric disc, resulting in a lower stress on the disc and a decrease in the
peak-to-peak voltage.
According to these results, the porous stainless steel foam (backing material
d) will was used for evaluating the performance of the transducer both at room
temperature and at elevated temperatures, as detailed in chapter 7.
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6.6 Summary
This chapter presents an overview of the design, modelling, fabrication and room
temperature testing of the high temperature piezoelectric transducer assembly. The
ultrasound transducer pulser-receiver system and experimental setup used to gen-
erate, measure and record the data presented in this chapter were discussed for
reference, including the settings used to make all measurements (see section 6.1).
This chapter included a detailed analysis of the waveguide incorporated in
this high temperature transducer design. The waveguide is an integral component
within the transducer design, as it provides a mass to which a compressive load can
be applied across the piezoelectric disc, wear protection for the piezoelectric disc
from contact with the sample and a degree of heat protection from a hot sample.
However, as a waveguide of 60 mm length was chosen, the issue of trailing echoes
has to be addressed within the design to prevent them from interfering with de-
sired echoes from the sample (refer to section 6.2). Both 2D and 2D axisymmetric
finite element modelling of the waveguide was performed in PZFlex to investigate
the trailing echo formation (see section 6.2.1), the absence of trailing echoes with
an absorbing waveguide-air boundary and the confirmation that the predominant
longitudinal wave mode propagating along the waveguide could be approximated as
a bulk longitudinal wave.
Alongside this, an experimental investigation was performed to draw a com-
parison between different waveguide geometries, towards selection of appropriate
waveguides for incorporation in the high temperature transducer design to effectively
remove the trailing echoes (see section 6.2.2). It was determined that a waveguide
with a knurled pattern along its boundary gave the greatest SNR when including
the coherent noise level generated by the scattering of waves by the knurled bound-
ary, followed by a M20 hexagonal head bolt with a thread pattern along half the
bolt tail and a knurled waveguide with a curved end-face that conformed to the
radius of curvature of a pipe sample. These three waveguides were incorporated in
to the transducer design to form three different transducer assemblies which were
compared at room temperature (detailed in to section 6.3.2).
The piezoelectric transducer design investigated within this study differs
from conventional broadband transducers often used in the field of NDT; the design
utilises a compressive force applied to the piezoelectric element to achieve acoustic
coupling between the transducer components. On analysis of the literature, there
appeared to be limited published research on high frequency compression type piezo-
electric transducers which employ a single piezoelectric element, specifically towards
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application in NDT and at high temperatures; as such, the work presented in this
chapter and chapter 7 aimed to provide insight into the use of this transducer design
for ultrasound thickness monitoring at high temperatures.
The transducer assembly design and role of internal components was dis-
cussed at length in section 6.3.1. It was shown that all components (waveguide,
piezoelectric disc and backing material) are acoustically coupled under compres-
sive stress from a central bolt, negating the need for adhesive layers, such that all
components are able to withstand high temperatures continuously without cooling
(depending upon the TC of the piezoelectric element). This type of transducer
is suitable for both portable and permanent high temperature inspections, and the
piezoelectric element chosen can be tailored depending upon the application require-
ments. It was found that the signal amplitude increased with increase in torque
applied to the central bolt (see section 6.3.3). Although, multiple round of compres-
sion on the same piezoelectric disc resulted in depoling, such that comparisons made
of the design (e.g. between different assembly designs, piezoelectric materials, and
backing materials) must all use a non-stressed piezoelectric disc from the same batch
and supplied, otherwise changes in the signal amplitude may be due to depoling of
the piezoelectric material.
In this chapter, two commercially available piezoelectric materials with high
TC values were compared with this transducer design at room temperature, namely;
lead metaniobate (PN) and bismuth titanate (BIT). It was found that although
lead metaniobate observed a much higher piezoelectric constant (d33) than bismuth
titanate, the resulting SNR from the first waveguide backwall echo were similar.
Highlighting the capability of this transducer design to work efficiently with a range
of different piezoelectric materials; the choice of piezoelectric material can be tailored
to the requirements of the application.
Finally, a number of different metallic backing materials were investigated
in this chapter, towards assessing their ability to effectively damp the vibrations
of the piezoelectric disc and scatter reflections emitting from the piezoelectric disc
back face. Electrically conductive materials were chosen to ensure a good electrical
connection to the piezoelectric disc for the live wire, within the transducer housing
design. Additionally, all backing materials studied exhibit high melting tempera-
tures, to withstand the elevated temperatures in high temperature applications. It
was found that a backing material formed from a commercially available porous
stainless steel foam, further pressed to form a denser foam, provided the great-
est SNR of all the backing materials for use in the transducer assembly. It was
concluded that the foam material performed best due it its ability to effectively
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attenuate ultrasound wave emitting from the rear face of the piezoelectric disc; the
highly attenuative properties of this material are attributed to scattering, rather
than absorption, and it was presumed that the porous nature of the foam resulted
in a large number of scattering centres. As a result of these trials, the stainless steel
foam was used in high temperature trials of this transducer design, as detailed in
the following chapter.
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Chapter 7
High Temperature Performance
of Piezoelectric
Transducers
This chapter provides an overview of the high temperature testing of the compression-
type piezoelectric transducer design introduced in chapter 6. The results of a trial
using a hot plate and commercial high temperature liquid couplants are presented
in section 7.1. This leads onto a review of a series of high temperature furnace trials
performed in section 7.2. First, the dry coupling clamping setup used to maintain
acoustic coupling at elevated temperatures is detailed in section 7.2.1. The results of
high temperature trials using both aluminium foil (see section 7.2.2) and nickel foil
(see section 7.2.4) to improve coupling efficiency at the transducer-sample interface
are discussed. The longer-term high temperature performance of the transducer
is reviewed in section 7.2.5, along with the high temperature performance of the
transducer assembly with no sample present in section 7.2.6. Finally, a preliminary
high temperature trial using a pipe clamping setup is discussed in section 7.2.7.
7.1 Hot Plate Trial
This section details the high temperature performance of the transducer design in
trials using a hot plate to supply the heat to the sample. The hot plate trials
differ to the high temperature trials using a furnace, as described in section 7.2, in
that there is a temperature distribution between the transducer, which is at room
temperature at the start of the trial, and the hot sample, rather than both the
sample and transducer being heated to temperature in the furnace.
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The aim of studying the performance of this transducer design using a hot
plate setup is to model portable type high temperature inspections carried out in
industry, where high temperature couplants are often used for a short period of
time to obtain a reading. These types of inspections typically require cooling of
the transducer between inspections, depending on the length of operation time at
the maximum operating temperature of the transducer, as specified by the manu-
facturer; for example, high temperature dual element transducers (e.g. D790-SM)
sold by Olympus [232] are rated for use up to 500 ◦C, although the recommended
duty cycle for temperatures between 90 ◦C - 500 ◦C is less than ten seconds with
one minute air cooling between measurements.
As described in section 1.5.3, for short term applications at elevated tem-
peratures, high temperature couplants can be used to achieve acoustic coupling
between the transducer and sample. The couplants used in these hot plate tri-
als are proprietary pastes and fluids manufactured by Olympus (H-2, a thick grease
[233]), Sonotech (Pyrogel R©, a thick gel 100 [234]) and Echo Ultrasonics (EchoTherm
ExtremeTM a very thick paste [235]). Table 7.1 displays the maximum operating tem-
perature and auto ignition temperature for each couplant used. The autoignition-
temperature is the temperature above which the couplant can auto-ignite, and has
important repercussions for the safety of any high temperature inspection carried,
particularly in an industrial environment. Therefore, care must be taken that the
couplant chosen has a greater auto-ignition temperature than the temperature of
the inspection to avoid fires. The hot plate trials were carried out at 350 ◦C, which
is lower than the auto-ignition temperatures for each of the couplants used, and is
also within their operating temperature range.
Table 7.1: Ultrasound couplant maximum operating and auto-ignition temperatures.
Couplant
Operating Range
(◦C)
Auto-Ignition Temperature
(◦C)
EchoTherm ExtremeTM -40 - 675 732
Pyrogel R© 100 -45 - 429 479
Olympus H-2 Up to 398 417 - 449
For the trials, the hot plate (PC-400D, Corning) was set to 450 ◦C, as this
corresponded to a surface temperature of≈ 350 ◦C on the flat, 9.8 mm thick, stainless
steel sample, described in section 6.3.4, when placed in the centre of the hot plate;
the surface temperature of the sample was measured using a K-type thermocouple
probe. The pulser-receiver system detailed in 6.1 was used (400 V, 7.5 MHz and
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0 dB). The transducer Tx1 (detailed in section 6.3.1) was assembled with a 4 MHz
BiT piezoelectric disc (described in section 6.4), and a stainless steel foam backing
material (discussed in section 6.5).
The following procedure was repeated for each high temperature measure-
ment taken using the hot plate, to ensure repeatability. Before each measurement,
the temperature was recorded at the centre of the sample surface, and a small bead
of couplant was placed directly at the centre of the waveguide face on the trans-
ducer. Then, the transducer was pushed down onto the centre of the hot sample
with a uniform force, in order to evenly spread the couplant towards the edge of the
waveguide face. The transducer was moved back and forth slightly over the surface
to obtain the thinnest uniform layer of couplant as possible, to increase the trans-
mission of ultrasound; the resulting waveform was recorded using the oscilloscope.
After each measurement, the couplant was removed from the sample and allowed
to reach temperature, and the transducer waveguide was placed into a small beaker
of water to cool the transducer to room temperature before the next measurement.
Due to the variability of the signal observed with each couplant, as a result of the
degree of coupling (effected by layer thickness, force etc.) each couplant was tested
three times.
The maximum signal obtained from each high temperature couplant are dis-
played in Figure 7.1, where Olympus H-2 is in blue, Pyrogel R© 100 is in red and
EchoTherm ExtremeTM is in green; the corresponding peak-to-peak voltage, SNR,
centre frequency and bandwidth of the first sample backwall echo (4) at ≈ 350 ◦C
are presented in Table 7.2.
Table 7.2: Measured and calculated parameters of the first sample backwall echo
(4) for each high temperature couplant at ≈ 350 ◦C.
Couplant
Pk-Pk Voltage
(V)
SNR
(dB)
f C
(MHz)
BW
(%)
EchoTherm Extreme 0.09 14.5 3.8 60
Pyrogel 100 0.19 20.0 3.9 56
Olympus H-2 0.26 23.7 3.9 58
From the results above, it is clear that transducer Tx1 is able to produce
well defined signals suitable for portable high temperature thickness measurements
using high temperature couplants, at least under the conditions specified in this
trial. The results also show that the effectiveness of the high temperature couplant
has a significant impact on the peak-to-peak voltage and SNR of the first sample
backwall signal (4), where the Olympus H-2 couplant appeared to perform best
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Figure 7.1: Signal amplitude using the hot plate on the flat stainless steel sample
with a surface temperature of 350 ◦C for each high temperature couplant used: (blue)
Olympus H-2, (red) Pyrogel R© 100 and (green) EchoTherm ExtremeTM, with a label
of the coherent noise region used to calculate the SNR.
with a SNR of 23.7 dB, compared to 20.0 dB with Pyrogel R© 100 and 14.5 dB with
EchoTherm ExtremeTM. Unlike the other couplants, the Olympus H-2 couplant was
quick to burn off and form a thin brown layer on the sample surface if left on for
more than 20-30 seconds. Figure 7.2 displays the signal amplitude results with the
EchoTherm ExtremeTM couplant, with a focus on showing the shape of the signals,
which is not as clear in Figure 7.1.
To study changes in transducer performance before and after the hot plate
trial, the signal amplitude produced with no sample present was recorded at room
temperature before and after. The signal amplitudes are given in Figure 7.3, along
with the corresponding peak-to-peak voltage, SNR, centre frequency and bandwidth
of the first waveguide backwall echo (W1) displayed in Table 7.3. There appears to
be no significant change in signal amplitude between the transducer before and after
the hot plate trial, although there is a very slight increase in the peak-to-peak voltage
after at 0.68 V compared to 0.67 V; this could be attributed to an improvement in
the coupling at the waveguide-piezoelectric disc interface, due to the heat from the
hot plate trial, however, the 0.01 V difference could be within the quantisation error
from the digitisation of the signal by the oscilloscope.
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Figure 7.2: Signal amplitude of the first sample backwall echo (4) using the
EchoTherm ExtremeTM high temperature couplant, with a label of the coherent
noise region used to calculate the SNR.
Figure 7.3: Signal amplitude of Tx1 transducer assembly before (blue) and after
(red) the hot plate trial at ≈ 350 ◦C, with a label of the coherent noise region used
to calculate the SNR.
Table 7.3: Measured and calculated parameters of the first waveguide backwall echo
(W1) of Tx1 with no sample present before and after the hot plate trial at ≈ 350 ◦C.
Pk-Pk Voltage
(V)
SNR
(dB)
f C
(MHz)
BW
(%)
Before 0.67 28.7 4.8 26
After 0.68 29.1 4.7 26
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A trial was performed to measure the temperature distributions across the
waveguide whilst the transducer was in contact with a hot sample. The hot plate
was set to 550 ◦C the maximum temperature setting, corresponding to a surface
temperature on the flat stainless steel sample of ≈ 425 ◦C. The Tx1 transducer,
with a BiT piezoelectric disc and stainless steel foam backing material, was placed
on the hot sample surface without a couplant present. From the moment it was
placed on the surface the temperature of the waveguide-piezoelectric interface on
the transducer was recorded every 10 seconds for 3 minutes, using an infra-red
thermometer (68, Fluke); the result of this trial is presented in Figure 7.4.
Figure 7.4: Temperature at waveguide-piezoelectric disc interface when the trans-
ducer was placed on the flat sample with a surface temperature of 425 ◦C.
This result demonstrates that after 3 minutes the temperature at the waveguide-
piezoelectric interface reached 135 ◦C. Thus, this transducer assembly design is po-
tentially suited for use in portable type thickness measurement inspections, even
with the use of lower TC piezoelectric materials. If the temperature distribution
across the waveguide was further characterised with samples at different tempera-
tures, either experimentally or via thermal distribution modelling, the type of piezo-
electric material and corresponding maximum transducer-sample contact time could
be selected for a particular portable type inspection application, with the required
cooling time between measurements.
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7.2 Laboratory Furnace Trials
Following the hot plate trials, a series of high temperature trials were performed
where the sample and entire transducer were heated in a furnace (Pyro Therm Fur-
naces, ITEMP 14/15). The aim of these trials was to evaluate the high temperature
performance of the transducer under conditions similar to those found in permanent
inspections, in which the transducer is attached to the hot sample continuously with-
out any form of active cooling. In all trials described below, unless otherwise stated,
the sample and transducer were placed in the furnace, which was then allowed to
reach the allocated temperature, and a 3-hour dwell was used to ensure the sample
and transducer had reached temperature before taking a measurement. For all fur-
nace trials discussed within this section, the pulser-receiver system detailed in 6.1
was used (400 V, 7.5 MHz and 0 dB, unless otherwise stated), along with transducer
Tx1 assembled with a BiT disc and a stainless steel foam backing. The transducer
and pulser-receiver system were connected via a high temperature coaxial cable,
which consisted of a ceramic fibre cable as the inner sheath over a bare copper wire,
which extend through a small, thermally insulated hole in the furnace door.
The temperature at the sample surface was recorded using a K-type thermo-
couple clamped to the sample. On heating, the furnace temperature was lower than
the sample surface temperature, and the measured temperature from the thermo-
couple is inserted in brackets in each table for the results below. The temperature
difference was attributed to a thermal gradient established within the furnace, where
the lower furnace regions are warmer due to the position of the heating elements.
The furnace thermocouple is fixed at the top of the furnace, whereas the sample was
placed at the base of the furnace.
7.2.1 Dry Coupling Setup
As detailed in section 1.5.3, there are a number of methods to achieve physical cou-
pling between the transducer and sample in high temperature applications, includ-
ing: brazing, welding, solder, dry coupling, ceramic adhesives, or direct deposition
of the piezoelectric material via sol-gel methods or other chemical deposition tech-
niques. There are critical factors to consider when adopting a long-term coupling
method, such as achieving good ultrasound transmission at the transducer-specimen
interface, safety and material compatibility, long term thermal stability and ability
of the interface to withstand thermal cycling. Each coupling method has advantages
and disadvantages, and its use may be limited depending upon the high temperature
application.
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For the laboratory furnace trials in this work, dry coupling using a clamp
was selected as the preferred physical coupling technique. Dry coupling creates an
interface between the transducer and sample to improve acoustic coupling by joining
them under high pressure, and thereby reducing the air pockets which result of the
surface roughness of both interfaces; this is commonly improved by addition of a soft
metal foil between the transducer and sample. The disadvantages of this system are
mainly problems arising with long term use at high temperature, thermal expansion
effects and the requirement for very high pressures, for instance it has been stated
in the literature that ≈ 300 MPa [89] is required to remove air at the interface, even
between highly polished surfaces. However, as these test are performed in a labo-
ratory environment where the surfaces of the sample and transducer waveguide can
be highly polished, this was seen as a viable option. Moreover, the nature of the dry
coupling method provides a simple method for carrying out repeat measurements
with the same transducer using different samples or metal foils, unlike other per-
manent coupling techniques, such as brazing, welding, ceramic adhesives and direct
deposition of piezoelectric materials.
The dry coupling clamping setup used in these trials is shown in Figure 7.5,
for transducer Tx1 coupled to the 9.8 mm thick, flat, stainless steel sample, with a
0.1 mm thick nickel foil at the interface. The clamp design is relatively simple and
compact in order for it to fit inside the laboratory furnace. All components, except
the high tensile steel M8 bolt, were machined from 304 stainless steel. The flat base
plate is connected to the clamped bar via two lengths of 10 mm diameter studding,
which were screwed into threaded holes in the plate and held tight with a washer
and nut. The clamped bar was fixed in place using the studding via a nut and
washer on either side. The M8 bolt is screwed into a threaded through-hole in the
centre of the clamped bar; this bolt locks into the head of the central compression
bolt on the transducer, such that tightening the M8 bolt exerts a force across the
transducer-sample interface. The torque applied to the M8 bolt can be controlled
by use of a torque wrench with a suitable scale bar.
Care was taken when applying torque using this setup, as it was apparent
that the 4 mm diameter studding used within the transducers was the weakest link,
as the studding deformed due to a large torque (35 Nm) being applied. As a result
of this, the torque applied to the M8 bolt for the furnace trials below was set at
25 Nm to avoid deformation. However, it should be noted, that if the transducer
design were to be altered, which would allow it to withstand a greater torque, there
could be a greater degree of physical coupling between the transducer and sample
than observed within these trials.
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Figure 7.5: Image of the dry coupling clamping setup used in the furnace trials.
7.2.2 Aluminium Foil Coupling
The first series of furnace trials using the Tx1 transducer assembly were carried
out with aluminium foil (Caterwrap 500) with a thickness of 0.015 mm ± 0.001 mm,
measured with an electronic micrometer (293-766-30, Mitutoyo), which was posi-
tioned at the transducer-sample interface within the dry coupling clamping setup.
The purpose of the aluminium foil as to act as a coupling layer between the trans-
ducer and sample surfaces, which despite both being hand polished on a flat sheet
of glass down to 2500 grit, will have microscopic surface roughness in the form of
pits and grooves. When the transducer and sample are mounted under pressure
within the clamping setup, it is expected that the relatively soft aluminium foil will
deform and act to fill in the air gaps at the voids when the microscopically rough
surfaces meet, thereby increasing ultrasound transmission between the transducer
and sample.
In the first furnace trial the transducer and flat stainless steel sample (see
section 6.3.4) were mounted into the clamping setup with the aluminium foil and
the bolt was tightened using a torque wrench (AVT300A, Britool) to 25 Nm. A
measurement was taken before the trial, and then the entire setup was heated in the
furnace. The furnace was set to 425 ◦C and the setup was left to dwell for 3 hours,
after which a measurement was taken. The furnace was cooled slowly, and once the
system had completely cooled to room temperature a further reading was taken.
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Table 7.4: Measured and calculated parameters of first sample backwall echo (W1)
with aluminium foil as a dry coupling layer under clamping at various temperatures.
Temperature
(◦C)
Pk-Pk Voltage
(V)
SNR
(dB)
f C
(MHz)
BW
(%)
RT (before) 0.09 14.3 2.6 116
425 (452) 0.34 25.2 3.7 54
RT (after) 0.47 28.4 4.7 24
The data in Figure 7.6 shows the measured signal amplitude at room tem-
perature before the measurement, at 425 ◦C and after cooling down to room tem-
perature; the corresponding measured and calculated ultrasound parameters for the
first sample backwall echo (4) are given in Table 7.4. A closer view of the measured
signal amplitude before the trial is presented in Figure 7.7, such that the shape of
the relatively low amplitude sample reverberations are more readily observed. The
FFT magnitude of the first sample backwall echoes (4) are displayed in Figure 7.8
for each of the measurements.
Figure 7.6: Signal amplitude of transducer assembly dry clamped with aluminium
foil on the flat stainless steel sample for: (blue) room temperature before heat-
ing, (red) 425 ◦C, and (green) room temperature after heating, with a label of the
coherent noise region used to calculate the SNR.
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Figure 7.7: Signal amplitude of transducer assembly dry clamped with aluminium
foil on the flat stainless steel sample for room temperature before heating, with a
label of the coherent noise region used to calculate the SNR.
Figure 7.8: Sample first backwall echo (4) FFT magnitude spectrum for the first
furnace trial: (blue) room temperature before heating, (red) 425 ◦C, and (green)
room temperature after heating.
On analysis of the results from the first trial, it is evident that the transducer
is able to generate ultrasound signals within the sample, both at room temperature
and 425 ◦C, which are sufficiently large to calculate the thickness of the sample.
However, the coupling efficiency between the transducer and sample appears to
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increase as the temperature of the setup is elevated, owing to the fact that both the
peak-to-peak voltage and SNR of the first sample backwall echo (4) increase from
room temperature before heating (from 0.09 V and 14.3 dB) on heating to 425 ◦C (to
0.34 V and 25.2 dB). This increase in coupling efficiency is maintained on cooling,
as both the room temperature peak-to-peak voltage and SNR are much larger after
cooling than before (at 0.47 V and 28.4 dB).
The observed increase in the transmission coefficient is not likely to be due
to changes in the acoustic impedance at increased temperature, especially since the
increase in transmission coefficient is maintained on cooling to room temperature.
It is likely due to an increase in the contact area at the transducer-sample interface,
possibly due to increased plastic deformation of the foil at temperature. The effect of
the coupling layer transmission coefficient is discussed further using a finite element
model in section 7.2.3, to show how the change in coupling causes a change in the
relative amplitudes of the sample reverberations. Also, it is not possible to determine
any change in performance of the transducer, that may have resulted from depoling
of the BiT piezoelectric disc, due to the change in transmission coefficient. To
avoid the effect of the transmission coefficient on evaluating the performance of the
transducer at temperature a series of longer-term trials were done with no sample
present, as discussed in section 7.2.6.
The frequency content of the signal also appears to change on heating and
subsequent cooling. The centre frequency increases from 2.6 MHz to 3.7 MHz and
then 4.8 MHz for room temperature before, at 425 ◦C and room temperature after,
respectively. Correspondingly, the bandwidth of the signal also decreases. This
could indicate that the compressive stress exerted on the piezoelectric through the
central bolt was decreased; this could be a result of thermal expansion of the thread
and bolt, potentially in both the transducer assembly and the clamp.
After the first trial, a second trial was done without altering the setup (i.e.
the transducer and sample were left in the same clamping setup as the first trial).
The furnace was set to a range of temperatures between room temperature and
325 ◦C, and again at each temperature a 3-hour dwell was used. The data for the
second trial is present in Figure 7.9 for each of the temperatures, including the
room temperature result on cooling. The corresponding measured and calculated
ultrasound properties of the first sample backwall echo (4) are given in Table 7.5.
The FFT magnitude of the first sample backwall echoes (4) are displayed in Figure
7.10 for each of the measurements.
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Figure 7.9: Signal amplitude of transducer assembly dry clamped with aluminium
foil on the flat stainless steel sample for: (blue) room temperature before heating,
(green) 125 ◦C, (orange) 225 ◦C, (red) 325 ◦C, and (light blue) room temperature
after heating, with a label of the coherent noise region used to calculate the SNR.
Table 7.5: Measured and calculated parameters of first sample backwall echo (4)
with aluminium foil as a dry coupling layer under clamping at various temperatures.
Temperature
(◦C)
Pk-Pk Voltage
(V)
SNR
(dB)
f C
(MHz)
BW
(%)
RT (before) 0.46 27.3 4.7 24
125 (132) 0.40 24.3 4.6 24
225 (240) 0.31 23.7 4.5 25
325 (346) 0.20 18.4 4.3 24
RT (after) 0.44 28.6 4.7 24
From the results for the second trial with aluminium foil, it appears that the
coupling efficiency between the transducer and sample is not significantly changed,
unlike the first trial. More noticeable is the resonance seen along the waveform for
the data at 325 ◦C, increasing the noise floor of the signal, quite different to the
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Figure 7.10: Sample first backwall echo (4) FFT magnitude spectrum for the second
furnace trial: (blue) room temperature before heating, (green) 125 ◦C, (orange)
225 ◦C, (red) 325 ◦C, and (light blue) room temperature after heating.
waveform for the trial trail at 425 ◦C. Also, note that at 325 ◦C both the peak-to-
peak voltage at 0.20 V and SNR 18.4 dB are lower for the first sample backwall echo
(4) compared to the first trial at 425 ◦C. It is assumed that this loss in signal is
due to increased thermal expansion of the bolts, which exert the compressive stress
on the transducer central bolt and the clamping setup, since the whole setup was
heated for much longer in second trial, with a total time at elevated temperature of
9 hours. The resonance observed in the signal at 325 ◦C is reversed on cooling to
room temperature, although the peak-to-peak voltage after cooling is slightly lower
than before.
In conclusion, the transducer assembly within the dry coupling setup is able
to produce sufficient signals for thickness measurements with aluminium foil on the
flat stainless steel sample. However, there appears to be an issue with thermal
expansion of the two bolts within the assembly. This could possibly be improved
by using stainless steel bolts rather than high tensile steel bolts; as such, all further
furnace trials discussed in this chapter are done using stainless steel bolts in the
transducer assembly and the dry coupling clamp setup.
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7.2.3 PZFlex Modelling of Couplant Layer
As described briefly in the above, preliminary trials using the dry coupling setup with
the furnace at elevated temperatures appeared to show an increase in the relative
amplitude of waveguide and sample backwall echoes, likely a result of change in the
reflection and transmission coefficients at the waveguide-foil-sample interface. This
section aims to explain the origin of the resulting echoes in the measured waveforms
and the change in their relative amplitudes at elevated temperatures, by describing
the reflection coefficient for solid surfaces contacting at an interface. Following this,
a finite element model to simulate the effect on the signal output of different interface
properties, and results were compared to the experimental data.
The reflection coefficient, R12, was introduced in section 2.1.4 for the case
with perfect contact at the interface between two materials, and this value can be
calculated using equation 2.28 provided, repeated here for reference:
R12 =
Z1 − Z2
Z1 + Z2
(7.1)
The equation above cannot be used to calculate the reflection coefficient
with real engineering surfaces, as these are typically rough with an associated sur-
face roughness. At an interface between two rough materials the contact occurs
between asperities, such that the true contact area can be considerably lower than
the apparent contact area [89]. The schematic diagram in Figure 7.11(a) represents
the experimental setup where two rough surfaces contact to form a boundary, in
this case the waveguide from the transducer is material 1 and the sample is material
2, without a metal foil present. The incident wave, I, is partially reflected, R, and
partially transmitted, T . As indicated in the diagram, the contact points occur at
positions where the surface roughness of each material meets, resulting in air pock-
ets along the boundary, which result in almost total reflection of the incident wave
due to the large mismatch between the acoustic impedance of steel and air.
The individual air pockets will scatter the incoming wave, producing reflected
and transmitted waves which are net result of numerous wave-scatterer interactions
at the boundary. The shape of the air pockets and their size relative to the ultra-
sound wavelength dictates the scattering regime which occurs at the interface. If
the size of the air pockets are much smaller than the wavelength, which is assumed
in this work as the ultrasound wavelength is ≈ 1.5 mm and typical air pockets at the
interface can be on the order of 5-50µm [89]. Although, the size of the air pockets
varies depending upon the surface roughness values, as the materials are polished
down to 2500 grit in these experiments, this approximation is predicted to be valid in
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Figure 7.11: Schematic diagram of partially contacting solid interfaces (materials 1
and 2) by a spring: (a) experimental setup, (b) static model of the interface and (c)
spring model of the interface, adapted from [89].
this case. The mass term in a mass-spring model of a partially contacting interface
has been found to be negligible [236]. In addition to this, the damping of an interface
layer can be considered to have an insignificant effect on the reflection coefficient
[237]. Therefore, in this frequency region (≈ 4 - 5 MHz), it can be approximated
that the stiffness of the interface dictates the reflection coefficient [89].
A static model [89], shown in Figure 7.11(b), can be used to represent this
system, where a nominal contact pressure (applied load divided by nominal contact
area), Pn, is applied which results in a displacement of the interface, u. A schematic
of the spring model of this system is given in Figure 7.11(c) [89]. For this type of
interface, the stiffness per unit area, K, can be represented by the change of average
pressure with change in the displacement of the interface (i.e. average interfacial
separation), given by equation 7.2. Following this, the reflection coefficient, R12, at
a partially contacting interface can be expressed by equation 7.3. If materials 1 and
2 are identical, this relationship reduces to the expression in equation 7.4.
K = −dPn
du
(7.2)
R12 =
Z1 − Z2 + iω (Z1Z2/K)
Z1 + Z2 + iω (Z1Z2/K)
(7.3)
R12 =
1√
1 + (2K/ωZ)2
(7.4)
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Applying this model between the frequency range 4 - 17 MHz it has been
shown [89] that as the interfacial stiffness increases (i.e. greater real contact area),
the ultrasound transmission efficiency across the interface increases, thereby de-
creasing the reflection coefficient. The reflection coefficient was shown to increase
with increasing frequency due to increased scattering. This spring model of par-
tially contacting interfaces is invalid if the wavelength is proportional to the average
interfacial separation.
The model described above is useful in certain situations, but it is difficult
to predict the change in reflection coefficient at the interface with the experimental
setup and conditions in this work, due to the effect of elevated temperatures and the
presence of a thin metal foil layer at the interface, which renders the model invalid
as it is comparable in thickness to the wavelength [238]. However, using this model,
it appears the increased temperature results in an increase in the real contact area
between the waveguide and the sample, perhaps through a number of mechanisms,
thereby increasing the interface stiffness and decreasing the reflection coefficient.
Following this, a 2D model was executed in PZFlex to obtain waveforms from
a waveguide coupled to a steel sample via an interface. The model was performed
for two cases: one represented poor acoustic coupling (i.e. high R12), while the
other represented good acoustic coupling (i.e. low R12). A schematic diagram of
the model is given in Figure 7.12, where a stainless steel waveguide is coupled via a
coupling layer to a stainless steel sample.
Figure 7.12: Schematic diagram of the 2D finite element model used in PZFlex to
simulate the propagation of the ultrasound waves when the transducer is acoustically
coupled to the sample with a solid a coupling layer.
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For this model, the frequency was set to 4 MHz, and with a minimum wave
velocity of 1000 m/s and 15 elements per wavelength, corresponding to an element
size of 16.7µm. A Rickert wavelet was used as the input pressure load. The coupling
layer material properties to represent poor coupling were ρ = 2000 kg/m3 vL =
2000 m/s, vS = 1000 m/s, while the coupling properties for good coupling were ρ =
6000 kg/m3 vL = 4000 m/s, vS = 2500 m/s. The material properties of the stainless
steel waveguide and sample were both ρ = 7900 kg/m3 and vS = 3200 m/s. The vL
was measured experimentally for both and set these values, giving 5601 m/s for the
waveguide and 5673 m/s for the sample.
The results from the model are presented as an A-scan, by calculating the
average element z-velocity across the loading surface, which can be compared to the
experimental A-scans. The A-Scan from the model with poor coupling is shown
in Figure 7.13(a), and the corresponding experimental A-scan with the aluminium
foil before heating is repeated for reference below in Figure 7.13(b). The A-Scan
from the model with good coupling is shown in Figure 7.14(a), and the corresponding
experimental A-scan with the aluminium foil before heating is repeated for reference
below in Figure 7.14(b).
There is good agreement between the experimental and simulated data, high-
lighting that the change in the relative amplitudes of the echoes in the signals is
due to a change in the interface properties, leading to different reflection and trans-
mission coefficients; this is likely as a result of the elevated temperatures on the
contact area at the interface between the transducer waveguide, metal foil and the
sample. For the case with poor coupling, relating to the case when the transducer,
aluminium foil and sample are loaded into the dry clamping setup before heating,
the two waveguide backwall echoes (W1 and W2) are clearly distinguishable above
the noise floor, as are the sample echoes (4, 5, 6, 7 and 8), although these are of
relatively low amplitude. Moreover, it is apparent particularly from the model re-
sults, as the noise floor is much lower, that the low amplitude echoes after W2 are
not simply sample backwall echoes; these echoes appear elongated compared to the
previous sample backwall echoes, and this is as there is interference between the con-
tinued reverberations of ultrasound trapped within the sample (due to a high R12
at the interface), and the onset of further reverberations caused by the transmission
ultrasound from a second longitudinal wave interacting with the interface.
For the case with good coupling, relating to the case when the transducer,
aluminium foil and sample are loaded into the dry clamping setup once the tempera-
ture has been increased, the first waveguide backwall echoes (W1) is distinguishable
above the noise floor but at a much lower amplitude compared to the poor coupling
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Figure 7.13: Signal amplitude showing the waveguide backwall echoes (W1 and W2)
and sample backwall echoes (4, 5, 6, 7 and 8) for: (a) 2D PZFlex model with a poor
coupling layer (high R12) between the transducer and sample, and (b) transducer
assembly dry clamped with aluminium foil on the flat stainless steel sample at room
temperature before heating.
case. This is as a greater portion of the energy from the initial longitudinal wave
generated by the piezoelectric disc is transmitted into the sample, as the reflection
coefficient is decreased on increasing temperature. The low amplitude of W1 leads
to total loss of the second backwall echo (W2), which is not distinguishable above
the noise floor from the experimental data, although it appears with a very low am-
plitude in the simulation. Another difference in the signals with good coupling, is
that fewer sample backwall echoes are detectable, as a greater portion of the sound
transmitted into the sample from the initial wave is transmitted across the interface
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Figure 7.14: Signal amplitude showing the waveguide backwall echoes (W1 and W2)
and sample backwall echoes (4, 5, 6, 9, 10, 11 and 12) for: (a) 2D PZFlex model
with a good coupling layer (low R12) between the transducer and sample, and (b)
transducer assembly dry clamped with aluminium foil on the flat stainless steel
sample at room temperature after heating.
back into the waveguide; this leads to a much higher amplitude for the first sample
backwall echo (4), and lower amplitudes for the other sample backwall echoes which
are observable (5 and 6), resulting in no interference between the first and second
set of sample reverberations, as that seen with poor coupling. The decreased reflec-
tion coefficient at the interface result in the relatively high amplitude of the sample
backwall echo (10), as it originated from the subsequent transmission and reflection
of sample backwall echo 4, whilst the other sample backwall echoes (9, 11 and 12)
are relatively small.
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7.2.4 Nickel Foil Coupling
Following on from the furnace trials with aluminium foil, trials with nickel foil
(N188217, Advent Research Materials Ltd.) with a thickness of 0.100 mm± 0.001 mm,
measured using an electronic micrometer, acting to improve the coupling efficiency
between the transducer and sample in the dry coupling setup were carried out. From
the preliminary trials, it was concluded that the thermal mismatch at elevated tem-
peratures between the high tensile steel bolts, both in the transducer assembly and
dry clamping setup, and the stainless steel components may result in loss of com-
pressive stress on the piezoelectric disc. Therefore, for the remainder of the trials
discussed, stainless steel bolts were used in both the transducer assembly and dry
coupling setup, in an attempt to overcome this issue.
Prior to the trials with nickel foil, the following re-assembly of the setup
was required: polishing of both waveguide faces, polishing of the sample and an
unstressed BiT disc was placed in the transducer. The nickel foil was placed between
th transducer and flat stainless steel sample and compressed in the dry coupling
setup, then placed in the furnace. Polishing was required due to the thin oxide
layer which developed on the stainless steel surfaces. Measurements were made
at room temperature before the trial, then at 125 ◦C, 225 ◦C, 325 ◦C and 425 ◦C,
with a 3-hour dwell at each temperature, and then the system was allowed to cool
and another room temperature measurement was taken; the results of this trial are
presented in Figure 7.15. The corresponding measured and calculated ultrasound
parameters for the first sample backwall echo (4) are given in Table 7.6. The FFT
magnitude of the first sample backwall echoes (4) are displayed in Figure 7.16 for
each of the measurements.
Similarly to the aluminium foil, the coupling efficiency between the trans-
ducer waveguide and the sample appears to increase at elevated temperatures, as
the peak-to-peak amplitude of the first sample backwall echo (4) tends to increase
relative to the waveguide backwall echo (W1). However, despite this improvement
in coupling, the peak-to-peak voltage of the first sample backwall echo (4) does not
change significantly between 125 ◦C - 425 ◦C; this could be due to the increase in cou-
pling being offset by the reduction in the signal amplitude from temperature related
changes to piezoelectric constants of the disc (e.g. decrease d33 value). The change
in SNR between different temperatures is significant, where the SNR is higher for
at 325 ◦C and 425 ◦C than the room temperature before, despite it having a greater
peak-to-peak voltage; this is a result of the decrease in the peak amplitude of the
noise floor level at higher temperatures. A slightly higher peak-to-peak voltage after
heating at 0.34 V was measured compared to 0.32 V before heating, although the
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Figure 7.15: Signal amplitude of transducer assembly dry clamped with nickel foil on
the flat stainless steel sample for: (blue) room temperature before heating, (purple)
125 ◦C, (green) 225 ◦C, (orange) 325 ◦C, (red) 425 ◦C and (light blue) room temper-
ature after heating, with a label of the coherent noise region used to calculate the
SNR.
corresponding SNR was significantly larger at 28.6 dB after heating compared to
23.5 dB before, again due to the decrease in the peak noise floor value measured
after heating; these results indicate that the increase in coupling efficiency is main-
tained on cooling, due to the heat induced changes in the physical properties at the
interface.
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Figure 7.16: Sample first backwall echo (4) FFT magnitude spectrum for the furnace
trial with nickel foil on the flat stainless steel sample: (blue) room temperature
before heating, (purple) 125 ◦C, (green) 225 ◦C, (orange) 325 ◦C, (red) 425 ◦C and
(light blue) room temperature after heating.
Table 7.6: Measured and calculated parameters of first sample backwall echo (4)
with nickel foil as a dry coupling layer under clamping at various temperatures.
Temperature
(◦C)
Pk-Pk Voltage
(V)
SNR
(dB)
f C
(MHz)
BW
(%)
RT (before) 0.32 23.5 4.0 71
125 (124) 0.24 22.5 3.9 68
225 (225) 0.20 20.0 3.9 75
325 (326) 0.21 25.4 3.8 77
425 (433) 0.23 27.1 3.6 72
RT (after) 0.34 28.6 4.0 79
The increase in coupling efficiency at the interface (i.e. decrease in R12)
observed at elevated temperatures renders it difficult to use the data with the trans-
ducer coupled to a sample to compare the signal output of the transducer before
and after heating. Therefore, after heating, the transducer was removed from the
clamping setup and the waveform with no sample was measured, then compared
to the waveform measured with no sample present before heating. It was imme-
diately apparent on observing the waveform with no sample present after heating
that the signal was not what was expected due to the significant reverberation and
loss of distinguishable backwall echoes, perhaps due to loss of compressive stress
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on the piezoelectric disc by the central transducer bolt. To investigate if this was
the case, the torque wrench was used and set to 25 Nm and applied to the central
transducer bolt, which had evidently lost tension; the resulting waveform with no
sample present was measured, and is hereby referred to as re-tightened. The no
sample present data is presented in Figure 7.17, and the corresponding measured
and calculated ultrasound parameters for the first waveguide backwall echo (W1)
are given in Table 7.7, although no data is included for the case with no sample
present with no heating without re-tightening as there is no clear W1 echo present.
Figure 7.17: Signal amplitude of transducer assembly with no sample present: (blue)
room temperature before heating, (red) room temperature after heating and (green)
room temperature after heating after re-tightening of the central bolt, with a label
of the coherent noise region used to calculate the SNR.
Table 7.7: Measured and calculated parameters of first waveguide backwall echo
(W1) with no sample present for the transducer before heating and after heating
re-tightened.
Measurement
Taken
Pk-Pk Voltage
(V)
SNR
(dB)
f C
(MHz)
BW
(%)
Before 0.65 30.0 4.5 71
After 0.45 28.6 4.0 79
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It appears that the thermal expansion and subsequent contraction of the
transducer central bolt when compressed within the dry coupling setup does not
result in the same stress state, such that the central bolt becomes slack after heat-
ing, resulting in significant resonance of the piezoelectric disc; this was confirmed
by re-tightening of the transducer central bolt, where the echoes reappear in the
waveform. However, it is clear that there is a reduction in the signal peak-to-peak
voltage of the W1 echo before heating from 0.65 V to 0.45 V after heating to 425 ◦C.
This loss in signal could be attributed to both temperature related effects of the
piezoelectric constants of the element, or a stress induced decrease due to multiple
applications of stress on the piezoelectric disc (as observed in section 6.3.3). The
next section describes long term trials carried out in an attempt to isolate the effect
of temperature on the transducer performance.
7.2.5 Longer-Term Performance
This section details longer-term trials performed, without the presence of a sample,
to investigate the effect of temperature on transducer performance. For these trials,
the Tx1 transducer assembly was used, with a new BiT disc and a stainless steel
foam backing material, and both transducer waveguide ends were re-polished. The
transducer was placed in an alternative furnace, which is designed for long term
testing, and this was set to 500 ◦C, although data was taken at room temperature
before and after testing as a it was not possible to position a coaxial cable to record
data at an elevated temperature with furnace used here. The PR system described in
section 6.1 was used (200 V, 7.5 MHz and 0 dB). Three heating rounds were applied
to the transducer with the transducer subject to 500 ◦C continuously for 72 hour (3
day) intervals between cooling to room temperature for measurement; the results are
presented in Figure 7.18 with the corresponding measured and calculated ultrasound
parameters for the first waveguide backwall echo (W1) are given in Table 7.8.
Table 7.8: Measured and calculated parameters of first waveguide backwall echo
(W1) with no sample present for the transducer at room temperature after a number
of hours at 500 ◦C.
Time at 500 ◦C
(hours)
Pk-Pk Voltage
(V)
SNR
(dB)
f C
(MHz)
BW
(%)
0 0.38 30.2 4.0 65
72 0.28 25.9 4.0 56
144 0.28 26.6 4.2 51
216 0.27 27.2 4.3 49
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Figure 7.18: Signal amplitude of transducer assembly with no sample present at
room temperature, showing the first three waveguide backwall echo (W1, W2 and
W2) after a number of hours held at 500 ◦C in a furnace: (blue) before heating,
(red) 72 hours (3 days), (green) 144 hours (6 days) and (orange) 216 hours (9 days),
with a label of the coherent noise region used to calculate the SNR.
The main conclusion drawn from these long term trials was that on initial
exposure to high temperatures the peak-to-peak amplitude decreases, here from
0.38 V to 0.28 V, likely due to change in the piezoelectric properties of the disc as
a result of various complex depoling processes exhibited at elevated temperatures
below the Curie temperature of BiT (≈ 675 ◦C), which have been previously inves-
tigated for bismuth titanate in the published literature [239, 240]. However, the
stress and thermal cycling related effects on the piezoelectric disc, especially at el-
evated temperature, cannot be ignored, these too may have resulted in depoling of
the piezoelectric disc. Despite this initial decrease, over the trial period investigated
(total of 216 hours) there appeared to be no significant change in the peak-to-peak
voltage, suggesting stabilisation of the piezoelectric properties. The results confirm
that the central transducer bolt is able to undergo thermal expansion and contrac-
tion with no clear loss in tension when not within the dry clamping setup.
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7.2.6 Performance with No Sample Present
The final trial in this section aimed to measure transducer performance at high
temperatures with no sample present (i.e. the transducer is not fixed within the dry
clamping setup). The Tx1 transducer assembly was used with a new BiT disc and
both transducer waveguide ends were polished down to 2500 grit. The transducer
was placed into the furnace and heated to 425 ◦C and a 6-hour dwell was applied
to ensure the transducer assembly had reached temperature. On measuring the
waveform at 425 ◦C it was clear that the signal was lost, likely due to lose of tension
in the central bolt. To confirm this, the transducer was removed from the furnace
whilst still hot and the central bolt was re-tightened. The transducer was placed
back in the furnace and the resulting waveform was recorded. The results of this
trial are given in Figure 7.19, along with the corresponding measured and calculated
ultrasound parameters for the first waveguide backwall echo (W1) in Table 7.9.
Figure 7.19: Signal amplitude of transducer assembly with no sample present for:
(blue) room temperature before heating, (red) 425 ◦C, and (green) room temperature
after heating, with a label of the coherent noise region used to calculate the SNR.
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Table 7.9: Measured and calculated parameters of first waveguide backwall echo
(W1) with no sample present.
Temperature
(◦C)
Pk-Pk Voltage
(V)
SNR
(dB)
f C
(MHz)
BW
(%)
RT (Before) 0.60 27.4 4.6 31
425 (449) 0.13 8.7 4.4 22
425 (449) Re-tightened 0.38 26.9 3.7 68
RT (After) 0.40 26.9 4.0 56
The results from the high temperature trial with no sample present highlight
the predominant issue with the current demonstration of this type of compression
transducer design, which is maintaining the compressive force across the piezoelec-
tric disc at elevated temperatures with the effects of thermal expansion on the
stainless steel assembly. Although the first, second and third waveguide backwall
echoes (W1, W2 and W3) are identifiable in the waveform at 425 ◦C, there is a large
amount of resonance along the waveform, increasing the noise floor and significantly
reducing SNR. For W1, once the central bolt on the transducer was re-tightened,
the peak-to-peak voltage increased from 0.13 V to 0.38 V, providing a large increase
in SNR from 8.7 dB to 26.9 dB. Although it is noted the peak-to-peak voltage and
SNR are less at 425 ◦C even when re-tightened compared to room temperature, as
a result of change in the piezoelectric coefficients with increasing temperature and
application of another round of stress (as detailed in 6.3.3), likely due to depoling
of the piezoelectric disc.
7.2.7 Preliminary Trial on Stainless Steel Pipe
This section presents the results of a preliminary trial using an alternative dry
clamping method, designed for use on pipe samples. The clamping setup intro-
duced in section 7.2.1 worked well with transducer Tx1 on flat samples at elevated
temperatures, however, it failed to produce good signals on curved samples, with-
out huge amounts of torque. The Tx1 transducer design failed to withstand high
torques (> 40 Nm) without deformation of the studding. The difficulty in obtaining
good signals on curved samples with this transducer design is mainly due to the
significantly reduced contact area between the end of the waveguide and the sam-
ple, such that effectively there is a line contact at the interface rather than a larger
circular area. This results in less ultrasound energy penetrating into the sample,
which causes greater reflection of ultrasound back to the waveguide, and much lower
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signals reflecting from the backwall of the sample. Good signals were achieved with
transducer Tx3 using liquid coupling, however, due to the increased contact area at
the curved waveguide to pipe interface, it was not possible to obtain sufficient signals
at torques below the deformation threshold of the studding within the transducer
assembly.
The dry coupling clamping setup designed for use with pipe samples, with
a U-shaped clamp fixed around the bend of the pipe, is given in Figure 7.20; the
transducer used here is Tx2 (see section 6.3.2) which has an M20 bolt with part of
the bolt tail threaded, and this thread was used to connect the transducer to the
clamp block. The clamp block (50 mm×40 mm×100 mm, W×D×L) is connected to
the U-shaped clamp rod (10 mm diameter, with thread on the ends) by two M10
threaded holes. For this trial a BiT (≈ 4.0 MHz) piezoelectric disc was used, along
with the same stainless steel foam backing as in the trials discussed above. The
central bolt on the Tx2 transducer was tightened to 25 Nm.
For this preliminary trial on a curved sample a stainless steel pipe sample
was used, which has an outer diameter of 37.5 mm and a wall thickness of 6.0 mm.
Nickel foil (0.10 mm thickness) was used to improve the coupling at the transducer-
sample interface. The clamping setup was positioned in the furnace, and heated to
425 ◦C, the resulting A-scans before heating, at 425 ◦C and after heating at room
temperature are presented in Figure 7.21; the corresponding measured and calcu-
lated parameters of the first sample backwall echo (4) are given in Table 7.10.
Figure 7.20: Image of the dry coupling clamping setup used in the furnace trial with
the stainless steel pipe sample.
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Figure 7.21: Signal amplitude using Tx2 transducer with nickel foil in pipe clamp
with a stainless steel pipe sample: (blue) room temperature before heating, (red)
425 ◦C, and (green) room temperature after heating, with a label of the coherent
noise region used to calculate the SNR.
Table 7.10: Measured and calculated parameters of first sample backwall echo (4)
with Tx2 transducer using pipe clamp.
Temperature
(◦C)
PkPk- Voltage
(V)
SNR
(dB)
f C
(MHz)
BW
(%)
RT (Before) 0.067 12.3 4.3 64
425 (454) 0.030 6.6 4.1 63
RT (After) 0.043 10.1 4.5 43
The results from this preliminary trial highlight the difficulty in obtaining
high amplitude signals with good SNRs, especially compared to use with flat sam-
ples, due to the greatly decreased contact area. It also demonstrated the effect of
scattered signals as a result of the threaded pattern on the M20 bolt waveguide (on
Tx2), which tend to interfere and reduce the SNR of the desired signals from the
backwall of the sample. Despite this, backwall echoes from the pipe sample were
detected (i.e. echoes 4 and 9), which could be used to calculate the thickness of the
pipe sample. The peak-to-peak voltage of the first sample backwall echo (4) before
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heating was 0.067 V with a SNR of 12.3 dB, which reduced to 0.030 V with 6.6 dB
at 425 ◦C. Unlike earlier trials with the flat sample, it appears that the coupling ef-
ficiency failed to significantly improve with increasing temperature, where the ratio
between W1 and 4 after heating does not vary compared to before heating.
It is important to note that unlike the Tx1 transducer, the Tx2 transducer
continued to operate at high temperatures despite thermal expansion effects. As
was described in section 7.2.6, the Tx1 transducer failed to perform well at high
temperatures with no sample present and when not within the clamping setup,
as the central transducer bolt lost tension, reducing the compressive stress on the
piezoelectric disc, resulting in significant resonance across the waveform and greatly
reduced signal amplitude and SNR. However, this preliminary trial indicates that
with the Tx2 transducer at elevated temperature thermal expansion of the bolt and
welded structure do not result in significantly reduced compressive stress across the
piezoelectric disc.
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7.3 Summary
This chapter presents an analysis of laboratory based high temperature performance
of the high temperature piezoelectric transducer assembly. Initially, the performance
at elevated temperatures was studied using a hot plate to supply the heat to the
sample (see section 7.1). The hot plate trials differ to furnace trails, as there is a
temperature distribution between the transducer and the hot sample, which aims
to model portable type high temperature inspections carried out in industry, where
high temperature couplants are often used for a short period. The results highlighted
that the Tx1 transducer assembly is able to produce well defined signals suitable
for portable high temperature thickness measurements using commercially available
high temperature couplants, under the conditions specified in this trial.
Following this, a series of high temperature trials were performed where the
sample and entire transducer were heated in a furnace (see section 7.2). The aim
of these trials was to evaluate the high temperature performance of the transducer
under conditions similar to those found in permanent inspections, in which the
transducer is attached to the hot sample continuously without any form of active
cooling. The high temperature acoustic coupling method used during the furnace
trials was discussed in section 7.2.1. Achieving good ultrasound transmission at the
transducer-specimen interface, safety and material compatibility, long term thermal
stability and ability of the interface to withstand thermal cycling are important
factors to consider when adopting a high temperature coupling technique. For the
furnace trials, dry coupling using a clamp was selected, primarily because the na-
ture of the dry coupling method provides a simple method for carrying out repeat
measurements with the same transducer using different samples or metal foils, un-
like other permanent coupling techniques. Although the main disadvantage of this
system is the need for very high pressures at the transducer-sample interface.
The first series of furnace trials were carried out using a very thin aluminium
foil to improve the acoustic coupling at the transducer-sample interface (see section
7.2.2). These trials showed that the transducer is able to generate ultrasound signals
within the sample at room temperature and 425 ◦C which are adequate for thickness
measurements. It was found that the coupling efficiency at the transducer-sample
interface appears to improve with increasing temperature, and this effect was main-
tained on cooling. However, subsequent trials with this setup resulted in increased
resonance along the noise floor of the signal, which was attributed to thermal ex-
pansion of the bolts within the transducer assembly and the clamping setup. This
could possibly be improved by using stainless steel bolts rather than high tensile
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steel bolts; as such, all further furnace trials were performed using stainless steel
bolts in both the transducer assembly and the dry coupling clamp setup.
It was noted that the apparent increase in coupling efficient at the transducer-
sample interface resulted in a change in their relative amplitudes of the reflected
echoes in the signal; the effect of the change in coupling efficiency was discussed in
section 7.2.3. The effect was described by consideration of the contact area at the
interface between two rough solid surfaces (the transducer waveguide face and the
sample surface) with a thin metal foil between, and the application of high pressure.
A static model was described, and with application to this study, it was proposed
that the increased temperature results in an increase in the real contact area at the
interface, through a number of mechanisms, thereby increasing the interface stiffness
and decreasing the reflection coefficient (i.e. increasing coupling efficiency). A
finite element model to simulate the effect on the signal output of different interface
properties was compared to the experimental data, and there was good agreement
between the simulated and experimental data.
Further furnace trials were discussed with the use of stainless steel bolts and
a thin nickel foil at the transducer-sample interface (see section 7.2.4). Similarly
to the trials with aluminium foil, the coupling efficiency observed an increase at
increasing temperatures, and the signals are of sufficient amplitude for ultrasound
thickness monitoring. Although the increase in coupling efficiency proved useful
for increased signals at high temperatures, it was difficult to directly compare the
performance of the transducer before and after heating when the transducer is cou-
pled to the sample. Therefore, after heating the transducer was removed from the
clamping setup and the waveform with no sample was measured, then compared to
the waveform measured with no sample present before heating. It was immediately
apparent with no sample present after heating that the signal was significantly al-
tered, with substantial reverberation along the waveform and loss of distinguishable
backwall echoes, attributed to loss of compressive stress on the piezoelectric disc
by the central transducer bolt. This was further confirmed by re-tightening of the
transducer central bolt, wherein the transducer proceeded to perform as before, the
resonance was lost and the backwall echoes from the waveguide returned, although
with a lower amplitude primarily due to a combination of temperature and stress
related depoling of the piezoelectric disc.
Longer-term trials were then performed with the transducer, without the
presence of a sample, to investigate the effect of temperature on transducer per-
formance (see section 7.2.5). The transducer was subject to 500 ◦C for a total of
216 hours, and its performance on cooling to room temperature was measured at
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intervals during this period. On initial exposure to high temperatures the signal
amplitude decreased, most likely due to change in the piezoelectric properties of the
disc as a result of various complex depoling processes exhibited at elevated tem-
peratures below the Curie temperature of BiT. Despite this, over the trial period
investigated there appeared to be no significant change in the signal amplitude,
suggesting stabilisation of the piezoelectric properties. The results confirm that the
central transducer bolt is able to undergo thermal expansion and contraction with
no clear loss in tension when not within the dry clamping setup.
The final trial discussed in this section aimed to measure the performance
of the transducer at high temperatures with no sample present (see section 7.2.6).
The results with no sample present highlight the predominant issue with the current
demonstration of this type of compression transducer design, that is maintaining
the compressive force across the piezoelectric disc at elevated temperatures despite
thermal expansion. Although the waveguide backwall echoes were detectable in the
waveform at high temperature, there is significant resonance along the waveform,
increasing the noise floor and significantly reducing SNR.
Finally, the results of a preliminary high temperature trial using an alterna-
tive dry clamping method and the Tx2 transducer assembly, was designed for use on
pipe samples (see section 7.2.7). The clamping setup when first introduced worked
well on flat samples, however, it failed to generate signals on curved samples (i.e.
pipes), without the application of large torque, which resulted in deformation of the
Tx1 transducer assembly. The difficulty in obtaining signals on curved samples is
primarily due to the reduced contact area, which is essentially a line contact here,
thereby reducing the amount of ultrasound which can be coupled into the sam-
ple. The pipe clamping setup utilised a U-shaped clamp fixed around the pipe to
produce the high pressures required at the transducer-sample interface. Although
the sample backwall signals obtained at high temperature are generally lower than
those obtained with the flat sample, they were of sufficient amplitude for thickness
measurements. This trial also highlighted that the Tx2 transducer assembly was
much less susceptible than that Tx1 transducer assembly to the effects of thermal
expansion and the subsequent loss of signal.
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Chapter 8
High Temperature Piezoelectric
Transducers:
Conclusions
This chapter presents a summary of the work presented in chapters 6 and 7. The
main findings of the development and optimisation of the compression-type piezo-
electric transducer at room temperature are presented in section 8.1, and the findings
from a series of high temperature laboratory trials using the piezoelectric trans-
ducer are discussed in section 8.2. Finally, avenues of further work on this project
to improve the high temperature performance of the compression-type piezoelectric
transducer design are discussed in section 8.3.
8.1 Development and Optimisation of Compression-Type
Piezoelectric Transducer
The aim of this project was to develop a piezoelectric transducer constructed from
components which could all withstand long term exposure to elevated tempera-
tures, whilst generating suitable signals for use in both portable inspections and
continuous monitoring for thickness measurements, to detect corrosion and erosion,
for example. The transducer design proposed varied significantly from transducer
designs presented in the published literature. This section provides a review of chap-
ter 6, which presented an overview of the design, modelling, fabrication and room
temperature testing of the compression-type piezoelectric transducer assembly.
The piezoelectric transducer design investigated within this study differs
from conventional broadband transducers often used in the field of NDT; the design
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utilises a compressive force applied to the piezoelectric element to achieve acoustic
coupling between the transducer components. On analysis of the literature, there
appeared to be limited published research on high frequency compression type piezo-
electric transducers which employ a single piezoelectric element, specifically towards
application in NDT and at high temperatures; as such, the work presented in and
chapters 6 and 7 aimed to provide insight into the use of this transducer design for
ultrasound thickness monitoring at high temperatures.
Similarly to the project on EMAT transducers described in chapters 3 - 5, the
piezoelectric transducer was designed for use in a pulse-echo mode, by which longi-
tudinal backwall echoes reverberating within the sample could be used to calculate
the sample thickness. The pulser-receiver system and experimental setup used to
generate, measure and record all the data presented chapters 6 and 7 was detailed
in section 6.1.
A detailed analysis of the waveguide incorporated in this compression-type
piezoelectric transducer design was provided in section 6.2. The waveguide is an
integral component within the transducer design, as it provides a mass to which a
compressive load can be applied across the piezoelectric disc, wear protection for
the piezoelectric disc from contact with the sample and a degree of heat protection
from a hot sample. However, the waveguide length chosen for the transducer appli-
cation resulted in generation and detection of trailing echoes in the waveform, which
had to be addressed to prevent them from interfering with desired echoes from the
sample. Both 2D and 3D Finite element modelling of the waveguide was performed
to investigate the trailing echo formation (see section 6.2.1). The absence of trail-
ing echoes with an absorbing waveguide-air boundary and the confirmation that
the predominant longitudinal wave mode propagating along the waveguide could be
approximated as a bulk longitudinal wave.
An experimental investigation was performed to compare various waveguide
geometries, towards selection of suitable waveguides for use within the compression-
type transducer design, which was able to effectively remove the trailing echoes (see
section 6.2.2). It was determined that a waveguide with a knurled pattern along
the boundary gave the greatest SNR, even when including the coherent noise level
generated by waves scattered by the knurled boundary, followed by a M20 hexagonal
head bolt with a thread pattern along half the bolt tail and a knurled waveguide with
a curved end-face. These three waveguides were incorporated into the transducer
design to form three different transducer assemblies, and their performance at room
temperature was compared (detailed in to section 6.3.2). It was found that the
knurled waveguide transducer assembly (Tx1) provided the greatest SNR followed
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by the M20 bolt transducer (Tx2) on a flat sample; however, the knurled curved-end
waveguide transducer (Tx3) provided the largest SNR on curved samples, owing to
the increased surface contact at the transducer-sample interface.
The compression-type transducer assembly design and role of internal com-
ponents was discussed at length in section 6.3.1. It was shown that all components
(waveguide, piezoelectric disc and backing material) are acoustically coupled under
compressive stress from a central bolt, negating the need for adhesive layers, such
that all components are able to withstand high temperatures continuously without
cooling. This type of transducer is suitable for both portable and permanent high
temperature inspections, and the piezoelectric element chosen can be tailored de-
pending upon the application requirements. It was found that the signal amplitude
increased with increase in torque applied to the central bolt (see section 6.3.3). Al-
though, multiple round of compression on the same piezoelectric disc resulted in
depoling.
Two commercially available high Curie Temperature piezoelectric materi-
als were compared with this transducer design at room temperature, namely; lead
metaniobate (PN) and bismuth titanate (BIT). It was found that although lead
metaniobate observed a much higher piezoelectric constant than bismuth titanate,
the resulting SNR from the first waveguide backwall echo were similar. Highlighting
the capability of this transducer design to work efficiently with a range of different
piezoelectric materials; the choice of piezoelectric material can be tailored to the
requirements of the application.
Various metallic backing materials were studied, and their ability to effec-
tively damp the vibrations of the piezoelectric disc and scatter reflections from the
piezoelectric disc back face were compared. Electrically conductive materials were
chosen to ensure electrical connection to the piezoelectric disc. All backing materi-
als studied exhibited high melting temperatures to withstand continuous exposure
to high temperatures without cooling. A backing material formed from a commer-
cially available porous stainless steel foam, further pressed to form a denser foam
provided the greatest SNR, likely due to it its ability to effectively attenuate ultra-
sound waves emitting from the rear face of the piezoelectric disc. This was attributed
to the highly attenuative properties of this material as a result of scattering, rather
than absorption, and it was presumed that the porous nature of the foam resulted
in a large number of scattering centres. Hence, the stainless steel foam was used in
high temperature trials.
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8.2 Study of High Temperature Piezoelectric Transducer
Performance
This section provides an overview of the high temperature trials presented in chapter
7. The performance at elevated temperatures was investigated using a hot plate (see
section 7.1). The hot plate trials differ to furnace trails, as there is a temperature
distribution between the transducer and the sample, which aims to model portable-
type high temperature inspections, where high temperature couplants are often used
for a short period. The results showed that the Tx1 transducer assembly is able to
produce well defined signals, suitable for thickness measurements using commercially
available high temperature couplants.
Following this, various high temperature trials were performed where the
sample and entire transducer were heated in a furnace (see section 7.2), to study
transducer performance under conditions similar to those found in permanent in-
spections. The high temperature acoustic coupling method used during the furnace
trials was discussed in section 7.2.1. For these furnace trials, dry coupling using
a clamp was used, primarily as this allowed repeat measurements with the same
transducer using different samples or metal foils, unlike other permanent coupling
techniques. However, the main disadvantage of this was the requirement of very
high pressures at the transducer-sample interface to achieve good acoustic coupling.
High temperature trials were performed with the clamping setup on flat
stainless steel samples with the use of aluminium foil (see section 7.2.2) and nickel
foil (see section 7.2.4); the foils were used to improve the coupling efficiency at
the transducer-sample interface. The results from these trials demonstrated good
SNR with application of this compression-type transducer design at high tempera-
ture, highlighting the capability of this piezoelectric transducer design to perform
ultrasound thickness measurements at elevated temperatures. It was noted that the
coupling efficiency increased significantly after exposure to elevated temperatures,
and this was discussed in detail in section 7.2.3 with respect to the change in real
contact area at the interface, along with a finite element model to show the effect
of coupling efficiency on the relative amplitude of waveguide and sample backwall
echoes.
However, on removal of the transducer from the clamping setup after these
high temperature trials, it was immediately apparent with no sample present, that
the signal was significantly altered, with substantial reverberation along the wave-
form and loss of distinguishable backwall echoes. This was attributed to loss of
compressive stress on the piezoelectric disc by the central transducer bolt, as a
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result of thermal expansion effects, further confirmed by re-tightening of the trans-
ducer central bolt. To further analyse this behaviour, a high temperature trial was
performed with no sample present (see section 7.2.6), and this showed the same res-
onance and loss of signal effect, which again were resolved in part by re-tightening
the bolt at high temperature. These results highlight the predominant issue with
the current demonstration of this type-compression piezoelectric transducer design,
that is maintaining the compressive force across the piezoelectric disc at elevated
temperatures despite thermal expansion.
Longer-term high temperature trials were performed with the transducer
(see section 7.2.5). The transducer was subject to 500 ◦C for a total of 216 hours,
and its performance on cooling to room temperature was measured at intervals
during this period. On initial exposure to high temperatures the signal amplitude
decreased, most likely due to a combination of change in the piezoelectric properties
of the disc as a result of various complex depoling processes exhibited at elevated
temperatures below the Curie temperature of BiT and change in compressive stress
applied by the central bolt due thermal expansion. Despite this, over the trial period
investigated there appeared to be no significant change in the signal amplitude,
suggesting stabilisation of the piezoelectric properties.
Finally, the results of a preliminary high temperature trial using an alterna-
tive dry clamping method and the Tx2 transducer assembly, was designed for use
on pipe samples (see section 7.2.7). The clamping setup first introduced worked
well on flat samples, however, it failed to generate signals on curved samples (i.e.
pipes), without the application of large torque, which resulted in deformation of the
Tx1 transducer assembly. The pipe clamping setup utilised a U-shaped clamp fixed
around the pipe to produce the high pressures required at the transducer-sample
interface. Although the sample backwall signals obtained at high temperature are
generally lower than those obtained with the flat sample, they were of sufficient
amplitude for thickness measurements. This trial also highlighted that the Tx2
transducer assembly was much less susceptible than that Tx1 transducer assembly
to the effects of thermal expansion and the subsequent loss of signal.
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8.3 Further Work
The research reviewed in this thesis on the high temperature compression-type
piezoelectric transducer design has demonstrated its potential for application in
ultrasound thickness measurement, by means of portable inspections or continu-
ous monitoring at temperatures up to ≈ 500 ◦C. However, there is clearly further
work required to improve the execution of the design, especially with regards to
overcoming thermal expansion issues.
A detailed analysis on the effects of thermal expansion on the various metallic
components of the transducer housing, both for transducer assemblies Tx1 and Tx2
could be carried out. Perhaps, a combination of the two assemblies designs would
result in a transducer with greater resistance to thermal expansion effects, that is
a knurled waveguide with a welded compression assembly, rather than studding.
Ideally, the transducer should be designed such that thermal expansion of compo-
nents at elevated temperatures fails to result in any change in the compressive stress
applied across the piezoelectric disc. This may be achieved via the use of metal-
lic springs set around the central transducer bolt. An improved compression-type
transducer assembly should be subject to even longer-term high temperature trials
to investigate if surface oxidation at the waveguide-piezoelectric disc interface and
piezoelectric disc-backing material interface results in loss of electrical connection.
Moreover, during these longer-term high temperature trials the potential effect of
surface oxidation at the interface, including that of the foil (if gold foil is not used),
and effect on acoustic coupling efficiency should be studied.
Ultimately for commercialisation of this piezoelectric transducer design, im-
proved signals on curved surfaces is critical, as the majority of both portable inspec-
tion and permanent condition monitoring applications would be for used on high
temperature pipelines. This could be achieved via a combination of factors, such
as use of gold foil (which although more expensive is softer than both aluminium
and nickel), improving the polishing method of the transducer waveguide end and
sample prior to clamping, use of greater torque applied to the clamping design, or
even use of an alternative coupling method (e.g. brazing/welding).
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